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Preface to the
Second Edition

This second edition of the Electrical Engineer’s Portable Handbook
includes a number of significant updates and a few worthy additions and
enhancements.
All National Electrical Code ® articles, tables, data, references, and so
on have been updated to the 2002 edition of the Code in Chap. 2 and elsewhere where they occur.Two major changes throughout the latest edition
of the NEC are the system of nomenclature/paragraphing hierarchy and
the metrification of units as primary in tables and data.
Chapter 3 contains updated motor circuit feeder schedules, a transformer primary and secondary feeder schedule, and a new table of threephase, three-wire, and four-wire plus ground feeder schedules sized to the
overcurrent protection rating.These should prove to be time-saving tools.
The grounding electrode system (main service grounding detail) diagram in Chap. 4 has been updated and an introductory overview of a dissipation array system (DAS) for lightning protection has been added.
This is an emerging technology application of a long-known theory that is
gaining popularity in some critical installations.
Telecommunications-structured cabling systems information in Chap. 8
has been completely replaced with the latest BICSI standards (including
tables, diagrams, and illustrations). An introductory overview to blown
optical fiber technology (BOFT) provides insight into this very interesting, cost-competitive, and extremely flexible optical fiber technology. It is
particularly amenable to renovation/retrofit applications because of its
flexibility and avoids initial capitalization for installing future capacity in
new construction.
I hope you will find this second edition of the Electrical Engineer’s
Portable Handbook a truly useful addition to your design tools library.
Bob Hickey
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Introduction:
How to Use This Book

The concept of this book is that of a personal tool, which compacts 20 percent of the data that is needed 80 percent of the time by electrical design
professionals in the preliminary design of buildings of all types and sizes.
This tool is meant to always be at one’s fingertips (open on a drawing
board, desk, or computer table; carried in a briefcase; or kept in one’s
pocket). It is never meant to sit on a bookshelf. It is meant to be used
everyday!
Because design professionals are individualistic and their practices
are so varied, the user is encouraged to individualize this book by
adding notes or changing data as experience dictates.
Building codes and laws, new technologies, and materials are ever
changing in this industry. Therefore, this book should be viewed as a
starter of simple data collection that must be updated over time. New
editions may be published in the future.
Because this book is so broad in scope, yet so compact, information
can be presented in only one location, and not repeated. It is expected
that the experienced practitioner is generally knowledgeable about the
data and knows how to apply it properly. Information is often presented
in the form of simple ratios, coefficients, application tips, or rules of
thumb that leave the need for commonsense judgment.
This book is unique among handbooks. It provides myriad valuable
time-saving data for the experienced practitioner, yet there are enough
concept explanations and examples on critical topics to use it as a teaching tool for the fledgling electrical design professional. Also, the topics of
Chapters 3 through 7, in particular, are arranged in a sequence that
closely approximates the normal design process flow to facilitate speed
for the experienced practitioner and learning for the beginner. The Index
has been expanded to facilitate quickly locating needed information.
This book is not a substitute for professional expertise or other books
of a more detailed and specialized nature, but will be a continuing everyday aid that takes the more useful “cream” off the top of other sources.
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CHAPTER ONE

General Information

1.0

INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides information of a general nature that is frequently
needed by the electrical design professional. Information that follows in
subsequent chapters is more specific and closely follows the design
process.

1.1

CHECKLISTS

The following checklists should prove useful in the execution of projects.
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FIGURE 1.1 Project to do checklist (electrical).
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FIGURE 1.1 Project to do checklist (electrical). (Continued )
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FIGURE 1.1 Project to do checklist (electrical). (Continued )
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FIGURE 1.2 Drawing design checklist (electrical).
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FIGURE 1.2 Drawing design checklist (electrical). (Continued )
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FIGURE 1.2 Drawing design checklist (electrical). (Continued )
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FIGURE 1.3 Site design checklist (electrical).
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FIGURE 1.3 Site design checklist (electrical). (Continued )
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FIGURE 1.4 Existing condition service & distribution checklist.
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FIGURE 1.4 Existing condition service & distribution checklist. (Continued )
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FIGURE 1.4 Existing condition service & distribution checklist. (Continued )
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FIGURE 1.5 Design coordination checklist (electrical).
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FIGURE 1.5 Design coordination checklist (electrical). (Continued )
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FIGURE 1.5 Design coordination checklist (electrical). (Continued )
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FIGURE 1.6 Fire alarm system checklist.
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FIGURE 1.6 Fire alarm system checklist. (Continued )
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FIGURE 1.6 Fire alarm system checklist. (Continued )
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ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS AND MOUNTING HEIGHTS

Electrical Symbols
Electrical symbols can vary widely, but the following closely adhere to
industry standards. Industry standard symbols are often modified to
meet client and/or project specific requirements.
FIGURE 1.7 Electrical symbols.
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FIGURE 1.7 Electrical symbols. (Continued )
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FIGURE 1.7 Electrical symbols. (Continued )
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FIGURE 1.7 Electrical symbols. (Continued )
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FIGURE 1.7 Electrical symbols. (Continued )
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FIGURE 1.7 Electrical symbols. (Continued )
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FIGURE 1.7 Electrical symbols. (Continued )
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FIGURE 1.7 Electrical symbols. (Continued )
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FIGURE 1.7 Electrical symbols. (Continued )
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FIGURE 1.7 Electrical symbols. (Continued )
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FIGURE 1.7 Electrical symbols. (Continued )
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Mounting Heights
Mounting heights of electrical devices are influenced by and must be
closely coordinated with the architectural design. However, there are
industry standard practices followed by architects as well as code and
legal requirements, such as Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
guidelines. The following recommended mounting heights for electrical
devices provide a good guideline in the absence of any specific information and are ADA compliant.

TABLE 1.1 Mounting Heights for Electrical Devices
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TABLE 1.1 Mounting Heights for Electrical Devices (Continued )
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TABLE 1.1 Mounting Heights for Electrical Devices (Continued )
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NEMA DEVICE CONFIGURATIONS

Nonlocking

FIGURE 1.8 Configuration chart for general-purpose nonlocking plugs and
receptacles.

(©1999, NFPA)
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Locking

FIGURE 1.9 Configuration chart for specific-purpose locking plugs and
receptacles.

(©1999, NFPA)
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1.4 IEEE STANDARD ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM DEVICE
FUNCTION NUMBERS AND CONTACT DESIGNATIONS

FIGURE 1.10
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FIGURE 1.10

(Continued )
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FIGURE 1.10
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(Continued )
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FIGURE 1.10

(Continued )
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(Continued )
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FIGURE 1.10

(Continued )
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FIGURE 1.10

(Continued )
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(Continued )
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FIGURE 1.10

(Continued )
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FIGURE 1.10

(Continued )
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FIGURE 1.10

(Continued )
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FIGURE 1.10
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FIGURE 1.10
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FIGURE 1.10
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FIGURE 1.10
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1.5

NEMA STANDARD ENCLOSURES

Indoor Nonhazardous Locations (Table 1.2)
Outdoor Nonhazardous Locations (Table 1.3)
Indoor Hazardous Locations (Table 1.4)
Knockout Dimensions (Table 1.5)

TLFeBOOK

TABLE 1.2 Comparison of Specific Applications of Enclosures for Indoor Nonhazardous Locations
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TABLE 1.3 Comparison of Specific Applications of Enclosures for Outdoor Nonhazardous Locations
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TABLE 1.4 Comparison of Specific Applications for Indoor Hazardous Locations
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TABLE 1.5 Knockout Dimensions
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FORMULAS AND TERMS

FIGURE 1.11

Formulas and terms.
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1.7

TYPICAL EQUIPMENT SIZES AND WEIGHTS

Tables 1.6 to 1.11 provide typical equipment sizes and weights to assist
in the preliminary design and layout of an electrical distribution system.
The reader is cautioned that this data is only representative of industry
manufacturers and should consult specific vendors for detailed information. This information could prove useful in determining initial space
requirements and weight impacts for structural purposes.

1.8

SEISMIC REQUIREMENTS

The design of seismic restraint systems for electrical distribution equipment and raceways is usually done by a structural engineer through performance specifications by the electrical design professional. It is
therefore necessary for the electrical designer to be generally familiar
with the seismic code requirements and the seismic zone that are applicable to a project. Figure 1.12 will serve as an introduction.

TABLE 1.6 Typical Equipment Sizes—600-Volt Class
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TABLE 1.7 Transformer Weight (lbs) by KVA

TABLE 1.8 Generator Weight (lbs) by KW

TABLE 1.9 Weight (lbs/lf) of Four-Pole Aluminum and Copper Bus Duct by
Ampere Load
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TABLE 1.10 Conduit Weight Comparisons (lbs per 100 ft) Empty

64
TABLE 1.11 Conduit Weight Comparisons (lbs per 100 ft) with Maximum Cable Fill
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FIGURE 1.12 Seismic requirements. (a) Seismic zone map of the United States. (b) Normalized
response spectra shapes.
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FIGURE 1.11 Seismic requirements. (a) Seismic zone map of the United States. (b) Normalized
response spectra shapes. (Continued )
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CHAPTER TWO

National Electrical Code (NEC)
Articles, Tables, and Data

2.0 WORKING SPACE ABOUT ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
Introduction
The National Electrical Code (NEC), produced by the National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA), is known as NFPA-70 and is the
“bible” of electrical design and construction. It is developed and written
by a committee of some of the best electrical professionals who are
knowledgeable in the safe and effective design, construction, operation,
and maintenance of electrical systems, with input from the industry at
large. It sets forth the minimum standards by which electrical systems
should be designed and constructed.
While complying with the NEC minimum requirements will ensure
safe and effective electrical system design and operation, good design
practice often dictates that more stringent requirements be met, or
more stringent requirements may be mandated by the local electrical
inspector. Keep in mind that the authority having final jurisdiction for
acceptance of an electrical system’s design and installation is the local
electrical inspector for the project. It may be prudent, therefore, to
involve the local electrical inspector in the early stages of design and
from time to time throughout the design process in order to help him or
her become familiar with the project and your design intent and to see
if there are any special requirements or possible differences in interpretation of the NEC, and thus to facilitate a design that will not only be
safe and effective, but will be accepted with no costly surprises once in
construction.
Interpretations of the NEC can be obtained from the NFPA both formally and informally, with the latter being the quickest. This is sometimes needed for clarification of Code articles that may be subject to
broad interpretation of the Code’s intent.
This part of the handbook brings together in one convenient location
the NEC articles, tables, and data used most frequently by electrical
design professionals. For the most part, NEC articles are only referenced for the applicable topic, or are abstracted, highlighted, or abbre-
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viated, without the full text. Tables and data from the NEC are given in
their entirety. The user is encouraged to read the complete text of the
NEC article under consideration for more comprehensive understanding, cross-references to related NEC articles, and total context.
The article immediately following, NEC Article 110.26, is repeated in
its entirety.

NEC Article 110.26: Spaces About Electrical Equipment
(600 Volts, Nominal, or Less)
Sufficient access and working space shall be provided and maintained
about all electric equipment to permit ready and safe operation and
maintenance of such equipment. Enclosures housing electrical apparatus that are controlled by lock and key shall be considered accessible to
qualified persons.
(A) WORKING SPACE

Working space for equipment operating at 600 volts, nominal, or less to
ground and likely to require examination, adjustment, servicing, or
maintenance while energized shall comply with the dimensions of
110.26(A)(1), (2), and (3) or as required elsewhere in this Code.
(1) Depth of Working Space
The depth of the working space in the direction of live parts shall not be
less than that specified in Table 2.1 [NEC Table 110.26(A)(1)] unless the
requirements of 110.26(A)(1)(a), (b), or (c) are met. Distances shall be
measured from the exposed live parts or from the enclosure or opening
if the live parts are enclosed.
Examples of Conditions 1, 2, and 3 are shown in Fig. 2.1 (NEC Handbook Exhibit 110.7).
( A ) D EAD -F RONT A SSEMBLIES

Working space shall not be required in the back or sides of assemblies,
such as dead-front switchboards or motor control centers, where all
connections and all renewable or adjustable parts, such as fuses or
switches, are accessible from locations other than the back or sides.
Where rear access is required to work on nonelectrical parts on the
back of enclosed equipment, a minimum horizontal working space of
762 mm (30 in.) shall be provided. See Fig. 2.2 (NEC Handbook Exhibit
110.8).
( B ) L OW VOLTAGE

By special permission, smaller work spaces shall be permitted where all
uninsulated parts operate at not greater than 30 volts rms, 42 volts peak,
or 60 volts DC.
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TABLE 2.1 NEC Table 110.26(A)(1): Working Spaces

( C ) E XISTING B UILDINGS

In existing buildings where equipment is being replaced, Condition 2
working clearance shall be permitted between dead-front switchboards,
panelboards, or motor control centers located across the aisle from each
other where conditions of maintenance and supervision ensure that
written procedures have been adopted to prohibit equipment on both
sides of the aisle from being open at the same time and qualified persons who are authorized will service the installation. See Fig. 2.3 (NEC
Handbook Exhibit 110.9) for an example of this condition.
(2) Width of Working Space
The width of the working space in front of the electric equipment shall
be the width of the equipment or 750 mm (30 in.), whichever is greater.
In all cases, the work space shall permit at least a 90° opening of equipment doors or hinged panels. Refer to Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 (NEC Handbook
Exhibits 110.10 and 110.11, respectively) for examples of these conditions.
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FIGURE 2.1. Examples of conditions 1, 2, and 3 for Table 2.1.

(3) Height of Working Space
The work space shall be clear and extend from the grade, floor, or platform to the height required by 110.26(E). Within the height requirements of this section, other equipment that is associated with the
electrical installation and is located above or below the electrical equipment shall be permitted to extend not more than 150 mm (6 in.) beyond
the front of the electrical equipment.
TLFeBOOK
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FIGURE 2.2. Example of the 30-in. working space at the rear of equipment
to allow work on nonelectrical parts.

FIGURE 2.3. Permitted reduction from a Condition 3 to a Condition 2 clearance according to 110.26(A)(1)(c).
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FIGURE 2.4. The 30-in.-wide front working space not required to be
directly centered on the electrical equipment if space is sufficient for safe
operation and maintenance of such equipment.

FIGURE 2.5. Equipment doors required to open a full 90° to ensure a safe
working space.
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(B) CLEAR SPACES

Working space required by this section shall not be used for storage.
When normally enclosed live parts are exposed for inspection or servicing, the working space, if in a passageway or general open space, shall be
suitably guarded.
(C) ENTRANCE TO WORKING SPACE

(1) Minimum Required
At least one entrance of sufficient area shall be provided to give access
to working space about electrical equipment.
(2) Large Equipment
For equipment rated 1200 amperes or more and over 1.8 m (6 ft) wide
that contains overcurrent devices, switching devices, or control devices,
there shall be one entrance to the required working space not less than
610 mm (24 in.) wide and 2.0 m (61⁄2 ft) high at each end of the working
space. Where the entrance has a personnel door(s), the door(s) shall
open in the direction of egress and be equipped with panic bars, pressure plates, or other devices that are normally latched but open under
simple pressure. See Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 (NEC Handbook Exhibits 110.12
and 110.13, respectively).
An example of an unacceptable arrangement of a large switchboard
is shown in Fig. 2.8 (NEC Handbook Exhibit 110.14).
A single entrance to the required working space shall be permitted
where either of the conditions in 110.26(C)(2)(a) or (b) is met.
( A ) U NOBSTRUCTED E XIT

Where the location permits a continuous and unobstructed way of exit
travel, a single entrance to the working space shall be permitted. See
Fig. 2.9 (NEC Handbook Exhibit 110.15) for an example of this condition.
( B ) E XTRA W ORKING S PACE

Where the depth of the working space is twice that required by
110.26(A)(1), a single entrance shall be permitted. It shall be located so
that the distance to the nearest edge of the entrance is not less than the
minimum clear distance specified in Table 110.26(A)(1) for equipment
operating at that voltage and in that condition. Refer to Fig. 2.10 (NEC
Handbook Exhibit 110.16) for an example of this condition.
(D) ILLUMINATION

Illumination shall be provided for all working spaces about service equipment, switchboards, panelboards, or motor control centers installed
indoors. Additional lighting outlets shall not be required where the work
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FIGURE 2.6. Basic Rule, first paragraph. At least one entrance is required
to provide access to the working space around electrical equipment
[110.26(C)(1)]. The lower installation would not be acceptable for a switchboard over 6 ft wide and rated 1200 amperes or more.

space is illuminated by an adjacent light source or as permitted by
210.70(A)(1), Exception No. 1, for switched receptacles. In electrical
equipment rooms, the illumination shall not be controlled by automatic
means only.
(E) HEADROOM

The minimum headroom of working spaces about service equipment,
switchboards, panelboards, or motor control centers shall be 2.0 m
(61⁄2 ft). Where the electrical equipment exceeds 2.0 m (61⁄2 ft) in height,
TLFeBOOK
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FIGURE 2.7. Basic Rule, second paragraph. For equipment rated 1200
amperes or more and over 6 ft wide, one entrance not less than 24 in. wide
and 61⁄2 ft high is required at each end [110.26(C)(2)].

the minimum headroom shall not be less than the height of the equipment.
Exception. In existing dwelling units, service equipment or panelboards that do not exceed 200 amperes shall be permitted in spaces
where the headroom is less than 2.0 m (61⁄2 ft).
FIGURE 2.8. Unacceptable arrangement of a large switchboard. A person
could be trapped behind arcing electrical equipment.
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FIGURE 2.9. Equipment location allowing a continuous and unobstructed
way of exit travel.

FIGURE 2.10. Working space with one entrance. Only one entrance is
required if the working space required by 110.26(A) is doubled. See Table 2.1
for permitted dimensions of X.
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(F) DEDICATED EQUIPMENT SPACE

All switchboards, panelboards, distribution boards, and motor control
centers shall be located in dedicated spaces and protected from damage.
Exception. Control equipment that by its very nature or because of
other rules of the Code must be adjacent to or within sight of its
operating machinery shall be permitted in those locations.
(1) Indoor
Indoor installations shall comply with 110.26(F)(1)(a) through (d).
( A ) D EDICATED E LECTRICAL S PACE

The space equal to the width and depth of the equipment and extending
from the floor to a height of 1.8 m (6 ft) above the equipment or to the
structural ceiling, whichever is lower, shall be dedicated to the electrical
installation. No piping, ducts, leak protection apparatus, or other equipment foreign to the electrical installation shall be located in this zone.
Exception. Suspended ceilings with removable panels shall be permitted within the 1.8 m (6 ft) zone.
( B ) F OREIGN S YSTEMS

The area above the dedicated space required by 110.26(F)(1)(a) shall
be committed to contain foreign systems, provided protection is
installed to avoid damage to the electrical equipment from condensation, leaks, or breaks in such foreign systems.
( C ) S PRINKLER P ROTECTION

Sprinkler protection shall be permitted for the dedicated space where
the piping complies with this section.
( D ) S USPENDED C EILINGS

A dropped, suspended, or similar ceiling that does not add strength to
the building structure shall not be considered a structural ceiling.
(2) Outdoor
Outdoor electrical equipment shall be installed in suitable enclosures
and shall be protected from accidental contact by unauthorized personnel, or by vehicular traffic, or by accidental spillage or leakage from piping systems. The working clearance space shall include the zone
described in 110.26(A). No architectural appurtenance or other equipment shall be located in this zone.
Figures 2.11, 2.12, and 2.13 (NEC Handbook Figures 110.17, 110.18,
and 110.19, respectively) show the two distinct indoor installation
spaces required by 110.26(A) and 110.26(F): the working space and
the dedicated electrical space; the working space in front of a panelboard as required by 110.26(A), Fig. 2.12 (supplements Fig. 2.11), and
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Fig. 2.13, the dedicated electrical space above and below a panelboard
as required by 110.26(F)(1).

2.1 OVER 600 VOLTS, NOMINAL
For working space over 600 volts, nominal, refer to NEC articles 110.30
through 110.40, inclusive, which supplement or modify the preceding
articles that also apply.
In no case do the provisions of this part apply to the equipment on
the supply side of the service point. Equipment on the supply side of the
service point is outside the scope of the NEC. Such equipment is covered by the National Electrical Safety Code (ANSI C2), published by
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).
Generally speaking, in most applications involving electrical equipment over 600 volts, nominal, encountered by electrical design profesFIGURE 2.11. The two distinct installation spaces required by 110.26(A)
and 110.26(F): the working space and the dedicated electrical space.
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FIGURE 2.12. The working space in front of a panelboard as required by
110.26(A). This illustration supplements the dedicated electrical space shown
in Fig. 2.11.

sionals in the building industry, the equipment is in metal-enclosed
switchgear located in secure rooms or vaults accessible to qualified persons only.

NEC Article 110.34. Work Space and Guarding
WORKING SPACE

Except as elsewhere required or permitted in this Code, the minimum
clear working space in the direction of access to live parts of electrical equipment shall not be less than specified in Table 2.2 [NEC
Table 110.34(A)]. Distances shall be measured from live parts, if
such are exposed, or from the enclosure front or opening if such are
enclosed.
Exception: Working space shall not be required in back of equipment such as dead-front switchboards or control assemblies where
there are no renewable or adjustable parts (such as fuses or
switches) on the back and where all connections are accessible
from locations other than the back. Where rear access is required
to work on de-energized parts on the back of enclosed equipment,
a minimum working space of 750 mm (30 in.) horizontally shall be
provided.
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FIGURE 2.13. The dedicated electrical space above and below a panelboard
as required by 110.26(F)(1).

Elevation of Unguarded Live Parts Above Working Space
Table 2.3 [NEC Table 110.34(E)] gives the elevation of unguarded live
parts above working space.

2.2 OVERCURRENT PROTECTION STANDARD AMPERE RATINGS
NEC Article 240.6, Standard Ampere Ratings, is repeated here in its
entirety.

240.6 Standard Ampere Ratings
(A) FUSES AND FIXED-TRIP CIRCUIT BREAKERS

The standard ampere ratings for fuses and inverse time circuit breakers
shall be considered 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 125,
150, 175, 200, 225, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 600, 700, 800, 1000, 1200,
1600, 2000, 2500, 3000, 4000, 5000, and 6000 amperes.
Additional standard ampere ratings for fuses shall be considered 1, 3,
6, 10, and 601. The use of fuses and inverse time circuit breakers with
nonstandard ampere ratings shall be permitted.
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TABLE 2.2 NEC Table 110.34(A): Minimum Depth of Clear Working Space at
Electrical Equipment

TABLE 2.3 NEC Table 110.34(E): Elevation of Unguarded Live Parts Above
Working Space
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(B) ADJUSTABLE-TRIP CIRCUIT BREAKERS

The rating of adjustable-trip circuit breakers having external means
for adjusting the current setting (long-time pickup setting) not meeting the requirements of 240.6(C) shall be the maximum setting possible.
(C) RESTRICTED ACCESS ADJUSTABLE-TRIP CIRCUIT BREAKERS

A circuit breaker(s) that has restricted access to the adjusting means
shall be permitted to have an ampere rating(s) that is equal to the
adjusted current setting (long-time pickup setting). Restricted access
shall be defined as located behind one of the following:
1. Removable and sealable covers over the adjusting means
2. Bolted equipment enclosure doors
3. Locked doors accessible only to qualified personnel

2.3 NEC ARTICLE 240.21: LOCATION IN CIRCUIT
(FEEDER TAP RULES)
This article is repeated in its entirety.

240.21. Location in Circuit
Overcurrent protection shall be provided in each ungrounded circuit
conductor and shall be located at the point where the conductors
receive their supply except as specified in 240.21(A) through (G). No
conductor supplied under the provisions of 240.21(A) through (G) shall
supply another conductor under those provisions, except through an
overcurrent protective device meeting the requirements of 240.4. See
Fig. 2.14 (NEC Handbook Exhibit 240.7) for an example of this condition.
(A) BRANCH-CIRCUIT CONDUCTORS

Branch-circuit tap conductors meeting the requirements specified in
210.19 shall be permitted to have overcurrent protection located as
specified in that section.
(B) FEEDER TAPS

Conductors shall be permitted to be tapped, without overcurrent protection at the tap, to a feeder as specified in 240.21(B)(1) through (5).
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FIGURE 2.14. An example in which the circuit breaker protecting the feeder
conductors is permitted by 240.21(A) to protect the tap conductors to the
cabinet.

(1) TAPS NOT OVER 3 M (10 FT) LONG

Where the length of the tap conductors does not exceed 3 m (10 ft) and
the tap conductors comply with all of the following:
1. The ampacity of the tap conductors is:
a. Not less than the combined computed loads on the circuits
supplied by the tap conductors, and
b. Not less than the rating of the device supplied by the tap conductors or not less than the rating of the overcurrent-protective
device at the termination of the tap conductors.
2. The tap conductors do not extend beyond the switchboard, panelboard, disconnecting means, or control devices they supply.
3. Except at the point of connection to the feeder, the tap conductors
are enclosed in a raceway, which shall extend from the tap to the
enclosure of an enclosed switchboard, panelboard, or control
devices, or to the back of an open switchboard.
4. For field installations where the tap conductors leave the enclosure or vault where the tap is made, the rating of the overcurrent
device on the line side of the tap conductors shall not exceed 10
times the ampacity of the tap conductor.
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N O T E For overcurrent protection requirements for lighting and appliance
branch-circuit panelboards and certain power panelboards, see
408.16(A),(B), and (E).
(2) FEEDER TAPS NOT OVER 7.5 M (25 FT) LONG

Where the length of the tap conductors does not exceed 7.5 m (25 ft)
and the tap conductors comply with all of the following:
1. The ampacity of the tap conductors is not less than one-third of the
rating of the overcurrent device protecting the feeder conductors.
2. The tap conductors terminate in a single circuit breaker or a single
set of fuses that will limit the load to the ampacity of the tap conductors. This device shall be permitted to supply any number of
additional overcurrent devices on its load side.
3. The tap conductors are suitably protected from physical damage
or are enclosed in a raceway.
Figure 2.15 (NEC Handbook Exhibit 240.8) shows an example of tap
conductors terminating in a single circuit breaker.
(3) TAPS SUPPLYING A TRANSFORMER (PRIMARY PLUS SECONDARY) NOT
OVER 7.5 M (25 FT) LONG

Where the tap conductors supply a transformer and comply with all of
the following:
1. The conductors supplying the primary of a transformer have an
ampacity at least one-third of the rating of the overcurrent device
protecting the feeder conductors.
2. The conductors supplied by the secondary of the transformer have
an ampacity that, when multiplied by the ratio of the secondary-toprimary voltage, is at least one-third of the rating of the overcurrent device protecting the feeder conductors.
3. The total length of one primary plus one secondary conductor,
excluding any portion of the primary conductor that is protected at
its ampacity, is not over 7.5 m (25 ft).
4. The primary and secondary conductors are suitably protected
from physical damage.
5. The secondary conductors terminate in a single circuit breaker or
set of fuses that will limit the load current to not more than the
conductor ampacity that is permitted by 310.15.
Figure 2.16 (NEC Handbook Exhibit 240.9) illustrates the conditions
of 240.21(B)(3).
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FIGURE 2.15. An example in which the feeder taps terminate in a single circuit breaker, per 240.21(B)(2).

(4) TAPS OVER 7.5 M (25 FT) LONG

Where the feeder is in a high bay manufacturing building over 11 m
(35 ft) high at walls and the installation complies with all of the following:
1. Conditions of maintenance and supervision ensure that only qualified persons will service the systems.
FIGURE 2.16. An example in which the transformer feeder taps (primary
plus secondary) are not over 25 ft long, per 240.21(B)(3).
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2. The tap conductors are not over 7.5 m (25 ft) long horizontally and
not over 30 m (100 ft) total length.
3. The ampacity of the tap conductors is not less than one-third
the rating of the overcurrent device protecting the feeder conductors.
4. The tap conductors terminate at a single circuit breaker or a single set of fuses that will limit the load to the ampacity of the tap
conductors. This single overcurrent device shall be permitted to
supply any number of additional overcurrent devices on its load
side.
5. The tap conductors are suitably protected from physical damage
or are enclosed in a raceway.
6. The tap conductors are continuous from end to end and contain no
splices.
7. The tap conductors are sized 6 AWG copper or 4 AWG aluminum
or larger.
8. The tap conductors do not penetrate walls, floors, or ceilings.
9. The tap is made no less than 9 m (30 ft) from the floor.
Figure 2.17 (NEC Handbook Exhibit 240.10) provides an example of
compliance with 240.21(B)(4).

(5) OUTSIDE TAPS OF UNLIMITED LENGTH

Where the conductors are located outdoors of a building or structure,
except at the point of load termination, and comply with all of the following conditions:
1. The conductors are suitably protected from physical damage.
2. The conductors terminate at a single circuit breaker or a single set
of fuses that limit the load to the ampacity of the conductors. This
single overcurrent device shall be permitted to supply any number
of additional overcurrent devices on its load side.
3. The overcurrent device for the conductors is an integral part of a
disconnecting means or shall be located immediately adjacent
thereto.
4. The disconnecting means for the conductors is installed at a readily accessible location complying with one of the following:
a. Outside of a building or structure
b. Inside, nearest the point of entrance of the conductors
c. Where installed in accordance with 230.6, nearest the point of
entrance of the conductors
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FIGURE 2.17. An example in which the feeder taps are over 25 ft long, the
tap connection being not less than 30 ft from the floor, per 240.21(B)(4).

(C) TRANSFORMER SECONDARY CONDUCTORS

Conductors shall be permitted to be connected to a transformer secondary, without overcurrent protection at the secondary, as specified in
240.21(C)(1) through (6).
N O T E For overcurrent protection requirements for transformers, see 450.3.

(1) PROTECTION BY PRIMARY OVERCURRENT DEVICE

Conductors supplied by the secondary side of a single-phase transformer having a 2-wire (single-voltage) secondary, or a three-phase,
delta-delta connected transformer having a 3-wire (single-voltage) sec-
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ondary, shall be permitted to be protected by an overcurrent protection
provided on the primary (supply) side of the transformer, provided this
protection is in accordance with 450.3 and does not exceed the value
determined by multiplying the secondary conductor ampacity by the
secondary to primary voltage ratio.
Single-phase (other than 2-wire) and multiphase (other than deltadelta, 3-wire) transformer secondary conductors are not considered to
be protected by the primary overcurrent protective device.
(2) TRANSFORMER SECONDARY CONDUCTORS NOT OVER 3 M (10 FT) LONG

Where the length of secondary conductor does not exceed 3 m (10 ft)
and complies with all of the following:
1. The ampacity of the secondary conductors is
a. Not less than the combined computed loads on the circuits
supplied by the secondary conductors, and
b. Not less than the rating of the device supplied by the secondary
conductors or not less than the rating of the overcurrent protective device at the termination of the secondary conductors.
2. The secondary conductors do not extend beyond the switchboard,
panelboard, disconnecting means, or control devices they supply.
3. The secondary conductors are enclosed in a raceway, which shall
extend from the transformer to the enclosure of an enclosed
switchboard, panelboard, or control devices or to the back of an
open switchboard.
N O T E For overcurrent protection requirements for lighting and appliance
branch-circuit panelboards and certain power panelboards, see
408.16(A),(B), and (E).
(3) INDUSTRIAL INSTALLATION SECONDARY CONDUCTORS NOT OVER 7.5 M
(25 FT) LONG

For industrial installations only, where the length of the secondary conductors does not exceed 7.5 m (25 ft) and complies with all of the following:
1. The ampacity of the secondary conductors is not less than the secondary current rating of the transformer, and the sum of the ratings of the overcurrent devices does not exceed the ampacity of
the secondary conductors.
2. All overcurrent devices are grouped.
3. The secondary conductors are suitably protected from physical
damage.
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(4) OUTSIDE SECONDARY OF BUILDING OR STRUCTURE CONDUCTORS

Where the conductors are located outside of a building or structure,
except at the point of load termination, and comply with all of the following:
1. The conductors are suitably protected from physical damage.
2. The conductors terminate at a single circuit breaker or a single set
of fuses that limit the load to the ampacity of the conductors. This
single overcurrent device shall be permitted to supply any number
of additional overcurrent devices on its load side.
3. The overcurrent device for the conductors is an integral part of a
disconnecting means or shall be immediately adjacent thereto.
4. The disconnecting means for the conductors is installed at a readily accessible location complying with one of the following:
a. Outside of a building or structure
b. Inside, nearest the point of entrance of the conductors
c. Where installed in accordance with 230.6, nearest the point of
entrance of the conductors
(5) SECONDARY CONDUCTORS FROM A FEEDER TAPPED TRANSFORMER

Transformer secondary conductors installed in accordance with
240.21(B)(3) shall be permitted to have overcurrent protection as specified in that section.
(6) SECONDARY CONDUCTORS NOT OVER 7.5 M (25 FT) LONG

Where the length of the secondary conductor does not exceed 7.5 m
(25 ft) and complies with all of the following:
1. The secondary conductors shall have an ampacity that, when multiplied by the ratio of the secondary-to-primary voltage, is at least
one-third of the rating of the overcurrent device protecting the primary of the transformer.
2. The secondary conductors terminate in a single circuit breaker or
set of fuses that limit the load current to not more than the conductor ampacity that is permitted by 310.15.
3. The secondary conductors are suitably protected from physical
damage.
(D) SERVICE CONDUCTORS

Service-entrance conductors shall be permitted to be protected by overcurrent devices in accordance with 230.91.
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(E) BUSWAY TAPS

Busways and busway taps shall be permitted to be protected against
overcurrent in accordance with 368.10 through 368.13.
(F) MOTOR CIRCUIT TAPS

Motor-feeder and branch-circuit conductors shall be permitted to be
protected against overcurrent in accordance with 430.28 and 430.53,
respectively.
(G) CONDUCTORS FROM GENERATOR TERMINALS

Conductors from generator terminals that meet the size requirement in
445.13 shall be permitted to be protected against overload by the generator overload protective device(s) required by 445.12.

2.4 NEC ARTICLE 310: CONDUCTORS FOR GENERAL WIRING
Introduction
This article covers conductors for general wiring and includes Articles
310.1 through 310.60. Only Articles 310.3, 310.4, 310.5, 310.13, and
310.15 are included here in their entirety. The user of this handbook is
encouraged to refer to the NEC for the complete text of the Code.

310.3. Stranded Conductors
Where installed in raceways, conductors of size 8 AWG and larger shall
be stranded.
Exception: As permitted or required elsewhere in this Code.

310.4. Conductors in Parallel
Aluminum, copper-clad aluminum, or copper conductors of size 1/0
AWG and larger, comprising each phase, neutral, or grounded circuit
conductor, shall be permitted to be connected in parallel (electrically
joined at both ends to form a single conductor).
Exception No. 1: As permitted in 620.12(A)(1).
Exception No. 2: Conductors in sizes smaller than 1/0 AWG shall be
permitted to be run in parallel to supply control power to indicating instruments, contactors, relays, solenoids, and similar control
devices provided (a) they are contained in the same raceway or
cable; (b) the ampacity of each individual conductor is sufficient to
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carry the entire load current shared by the parallel conductors; and
(c) the overcurrent protection is such that the ampacity of each
individual conductor will not be exceeded if one or more of the
parallel conductors becomes inadvertently disconnected.
Exception No. 3: Conductors in sizes smaller than 1/0 AWG shall be
permitted to be run in parallel for frequencies of 360 hertz and
higher where conditions (a), (b), and (c) of Exception No. 2 are met.
Exception No. 4: Under engineering supervision, grounded neutral
conductors in sizes 2 AWG and larger shall be permitted to be run
in parallel for existing installations.
N O T E Exception No. 4 can be used to alleviate overheating of neutral conductors in existing installations due to high content of triplen harmonic currents.
The paralleled conductors in each phase, neutral, or grounded circuit
conductor shall
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Be the same length
Have the same conductor material
Be the same size in circular mil area
Have the same insulation type
Be terminated in the same manner

Where run in separate raceways or cables, the raceways or cables
shall have the same physical characteristics. Conductors of one phase,
neutral, or grounded circuit conductor shall not be required to have the
same physical characteristics as those of another phase, neutral, or
grounded circuit conductor to achieve balance.
N O T E Differences in inductive reactance and unequal division of current can
be minimized by choice of materials, methods of construction, and
orientation of conductors.
Where equipment grounding conductors are used with conductors in
parallel, they shall comply with the requirements of this section except
that they shall be sized in accordance with Section 250.122.
Conductors installed in parallel shall comply with the provisions of
310.15(B)(2)(a).

310.5 Minimum Size of Conductors
The minimum size of conductors shall be as shown in Table 2.4 (NEC
Table 310.5).
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TABLE 2.4 NEC Table 310.5: Minimum Size of Conductors

Exception No. 1: For flexible cords as permitted by 400.12.
Exception No. 2: For fixture wire as permitted by 402.6.
Exception No. 3: For motors rated 1 horsepower or less as permitted
by 430.22(F).
Exception No. 4: For cranes and hoists as permitted by 610.14.
Exception No. 5: For elevator control and signaling circuits as permitted by 620.12.
Exception No. 6: For Class 1, Class 2, and Class 3 circuits as permitted
by 725.27(A) and 725.51, Exception.
Exception No. 7: Fire alarm circuits as permitted by 760.27(A),
760.51, Exception, and 760.71(B).
Exception No. 8: For motor-control circuits as permitted by 430.72.
Exception No. 9: For control and instrumentation circuits as permitted by 727.6.
Exception No. 10: For electric signs and outline lighting as permitted
in 600.31(B) and 600.32(B).

310.13 Conductor Constructions and Applications
Insulated conductors shall comply with the applicable provisions of one
or more of the following: Tables 310.13, 310.61, 310.62, 310.63, and
310.64.
These conductors shall be permitted for use in any of the wiring methods recognized in Chap. 3 and as specified in their respective tables.
N O T E Thermoplastic insulation may stiffen at temperatures colder than
−10°C (+14°F). Thermoplastic insulation may also be deformed at
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normal temperatures where subjected to pressure, such as at points
of support. Thermoplastic insulation, where used on DC circuits in wet
locations, may result in electroendosmosis between conductor and
insulation.
Table 2.5, which is not a part of the NEC, but is a part of the NEC
Handbook, is included for your convenience:
For Conductor Applications and Insulations, see Table 2.6 (NEC
Table 310.13).

310.15 Ampacities for Conductors Rated 0–2000 Volts
(A) GENERAL
(1) TABLES OR ENGINEERING SUPERVISION

Ampacities for conductors shall be permitted to be determined by
tables or under engineering supervision, as provided in 310.15(B) and
(C).
N O T E No. 1: Ampacities provided by this section do not take voltage drop
into consideration. See 210.19(A), FPN No. 4, for branch circuits and
Section 215.2(D), FPN No. 2, for feeders. FPN No. 2: For allowable
ampacities of Type MTW wire, see Table 11 in NFPA 79-1977, Electrical Standard for Industrial Machinery.
(2) SELECTION OF AMPACITY

Where more than one calculated or tabulated ampacity could apply for
a given circuit length, the lowest value shall be used.
Exception: Where two different ampacities apply to adjacent portions
of a circuit, the higher ampacity shall be permitted to be used
beyond the point of transition, a distance equal to 3.0 m (10 ft) or
10 percent of the circuit length figured at the higher ampacity,
whichever is less.
N O T E See Section 110.14(C) for conductor temperature limitations due to
termination provisions.
(B) TABLES

Ampacities for conductors rated 0 to 2000 volts shall be as specified in
the Allowable Ampacity Table 310.16 through Table 310.19 and Ampacity Table 310.20 through 310.23 as modified by (1) through (6).
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TABLE 2.5 Conductor Characteristics

TABLE 2.6 NEC Table 310.13: Conductor Application and Insulations
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TABLE 2.6 NEC Table 310.13: Conductor Application and Insulations (Continued )
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TABLE 2.6 NEC Table 310.13: Conductor Application and Insulations (Continued )
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TABLE 2.6 NEC Table 310.13: Conductor Application and Insulations (Continued )
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N O T E Tables 2.7 through 2.10 (NEC Tables 310.16 through 310.19) are application tables for determining conductor sizes on loads calculated in
accordance with Article 220. Allowable ampacities result from consideration of one or more of the following:
1. Temperature compatibility with connected equipment, especially
at the connection points.
2. Coordination with circuit and system overcurrent protection.
3. Compliance with the requirements of product listings or certifications. See 110.3(B).
4. Preservation of the safety benefits of established industry practices and standardized procedures.
(1) GENERAL

For explanation of type letters used in tables and for recognized sizes of
conductors for the various conductor insulations, see 310.13. For installation requirements, see 310.1 through 310.10 and the various articles of
this Code. For flexible cords, see Tables 400.4, 400.5(A), and 400.5(B).
(2) ADJUSTMENT FACTORS

(a) More than three current-carrying conductors in a raceway or
cable.Where the number of current-carrying conductors in a raceway or
cable exceeds three, or where single conductors or multiconductor
cables are stacked or bundled longer than 600 mm (24 in.) without
maintaining spacing and are not installed in raceways, the allowable
ampacity of each conductor shall be reduced as shown in Table 2.11
[NEC Table 310.15(B)(2)(a)].
Exception No. 1: Where conductors of different systems, as provided
in 300.3, are installed in a common raceway or cable, the derating
factors shown in Table 2.12 [NEC Table 310.15(B)(2)(a)] shall
apply to the number of power and lighting conductors only (Articles 210, 215, 220, and 230).
Exception No. 2: For conductors installed in cable trays, the provisions of 392.11 shall apply.
Exception No. 3: Derating factors shall not apply to conductors in nipples having a length not exceeding 600 mm (24 in.).
Exception No. 4: Derating factors shall not apply to underground
conductors entering or leaving an outdoor trench if those conductors have physical protection in the form of rigid metal conduit,
intermediate metal conduit, or rigid nonmetallic conduit having a
length not exceeding 3.05 m (10 ft) and the number of conductors
does not exceed four.
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TABLE 2.7 NEC Table 310.16: Allowable ampacities of insulated conductors rated
0 through 2000 V, 60°C through 90°C (140°F through 194°F) not more than three
current-carrying conductors in a raceway, cable, or earth (directly buried), based on
ambient air temperature of 30°C (86°F)
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TABLE 2.8 NEC Table 310.17: Allowable ampacities of single-insulated conductors rated
0 through 2000 V in free air, based on ambient air temperature of 30°C (86°F)
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TABLE 2.8 NEC Table 310.17: Allowable ampacities of single-insulated conductors rated
0 through 2000 V in free air, based on ambient air temperature of 30°C (86°F)
(Continued )
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TABLE 2.9 NEC Table 310.18: Allowable ampacities of insulated
conductors, rated 0 through 2000 V, 150°C through 250°C
(302°F through 482°F), in raceway or cable, based on
ambient air temperature of 40°C (104°F)
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TABLE 2.10 NEC Table 310.19: Allowable ampacities of single-insulated
conductors, rated 0 through 2000 V, 150°C through 250°C
(302°F through 482°F), in free air, based on ambient air temperature
of 40°C (104°F)
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TABLE 2.11 NEC Table 310.15(B)(2)(a) Adjustment Factors for More Than
Three Current-Carrying Conductors in a Raceway or Cable

Exception No. 5: Adjustment factors shall not apply to Type AC
cable or to Type MC cable without an overall outer jacket
under the following conditions:
(a) Each cable has not more than three current-carrying conductors.
(b) The conductors are 12 AWG copper.
(c) Not more than 20 current-carrying conductors are bundled,
stacked, or supported on “bridle rings.”
(b) More than one conduit, tube, or raceway. Spacing between conduits, tubing, or raceways shall be maintained.
(3) BARE OR COVERED CONDUCTORS

Where bare or covered conductors are used with insulated conductors,
their allowable ampacities shall be limited to those permitted for the
adjacent insulated conductors.
(4) NEUTRAL CONDUCTOR

(a) A neutral conductor that carries only the unbalanced current
from other conductors of the same circuit shall not be required to
be counted when applying the provisions of Table 2.11 [NEC
Table 310.15(B)(2)(a)].
(b) In a 3-wire circuit consisting of two phase wires and the neutral of
a 4-wire, 3-phase wye-connected system, a common conductor carries approximately the same current as the line-to-neutral load
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TABLE 2.12 NEC Table 310.15(B)(6) Conductor Types and Sizes for
120/240-Volt, 3-Wire, Single-Phase Dwelling Services and Feeders.
Conductor Types RHH, RHW, RHW-2, THHN, THHW, THW, THW-2,
THWN, THWN-2, XHHW, XHHW-2, SE, USE, USE-2

currents of the other conductors and shall be counted when applying the provisions of Table 2.11 [NEC Table 310.15(B)(2)(a)].
(c) On a 4-wire, 3-phase wye circuit where the major portion of the
load consists of nonlinear loads, harmonic currents are present in
the neutral conductor; the neutral shall therefore be considered a
current-carrying conductor.
(5) GROUNDING OR BONDING CONDUCTOR

A grounding or bonding conductor shall not be counted when applying
the provisions of 310.15(B)(2)(a).
A 60 percent adjustment factor shall be applied where the currentcarrying conductors in these cables that are stacked or bundled longer
than 600 mm (24 in.) without maintaining spacing exceeds 20.
(6) 120/240-VOLT, 3-WIRE, SINGLE-PHASE DWELLING SERVICES AND FEEDERS

For dwelling units, conductors, as listed in Table 2.12 [NEC Table
310.15(B)(6), shall be permitted as 120/240-volt, 3-wire, single-phase
service-entrance conductors, service lateral conductors, and feeder conductors that serve as the main power feeder to a dwelling unit and are
TLFeBOOK
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installed in a raceway or cable with or without an equipment grounding
conductor. For application of this section, the main power feeder shall
be the feeder(s) between the main disconnect and the lighting and
appliance branch-circuit panelboard(s). The feeder conductors to a
dwelling unit shall not be required to be larger than their serviceentrance conductors. The grounded conductor shall be permitted to be
smaller than the ungrounded conductors, provided the requirements of
215.2, 220.22, and 230.42 are met.
(C) ENGINEERING SUPERVISION

Under engineering supervision, conductor ampacities shall be permitted to be calculated by means of the following general formula:

Where:

TC = Conductor in temperature °C
TA = Ambient temperature in °C
∆ TD = Dielectric loss temperature rise
RDC = DC resistance of a conductor at temperature TC
YC = Component ac resistance resulting from skin effect
and proximity effect
RCA = Effective thermal resistance between conductor and
surrounding ambient

N O T E See Appendix B for examples of formula applications

N O T E Tables 2.13 (NEC Table 310.61) and 2.14 (NEC Table 310.62) are
included here for convenient reference. NEC Tables 310.63 through
310.86, which cover ampacities for conductors rated 2001 volts and
higher, are not included in this handbook.

2.5 NEC CHAPTER 9 TABLES (PARTIAL)
Introduction
Included here are Tables 2.15 through 2.19, inclusive, which are NEC
Chap. 9 Tables 1, 4, 5, 8, and 9, respectively. NEC Appendix C (partial)
follows in Sec. 2.6.
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TABLE 2.13 NEC Table 310.61: Conductor Application and Insultation

TABLE 2.14 NEC Table 310.62: Thickness of Insulation for 601- to 2000-V
Nonshielded Types RHH and RHW
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TABLE 2.15 NEC Chapter 9, Table 1: Percent of Cross Section of Conduit
and Tubing for Conductors

Notes to Tables
Note 1: See Appendix C for the maximum number of conductors and
fixture wires, all of the same size (total cross-sectional area including insulation), permitted in trade sizes of the applicable conduit or
tubing.
Note 2: Table 1 applies only to complete conduit or tubing systems
and is not intended to apply to sections of conduit or tubing used to
protect exposed wiring from physical damage.
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Note 3: Equipment grounding or bonding conductors, where
installed, shall be included when calculating conduit or tubing fill.
The actual dimensions of the equipment grounding or bonding
conductor (insulated or bare) shall be used in the calculation.
Note 4: Where conduit or tubing nipples having a maximum length not
to exceed 600 mm (24 in.) are installed between boxes, cabinets, and
similar enclosures, the nipples shall be permitted to be filled to 60
percent of their total cross-sectional area, and 310.15(B)(2)(a)
adjustment factors need not apply to this condition.
Note 5: For conductors not included in Chap. 9, such as multiconductor cables, the actual dimensions shall be used.
Note 6: For combinations of conductors of different sizes, use Table 5
and Table 5A for dimensions of conductors and Table 4 for the
applicable conduit or tubing dimensions.
Note 7: When calculating the maximum number of conductors permitted in a conduit or tubing, all of the same size (total crosssectional area including insulation), the next higher whole number
shall be used to determine the maximum number of conductors
permitted when the calculation results in a decimal of 0.8 or larger.
Note 8: Where bare conductors are permitted by other sections of this
Code, the dimensions for bare conductors in Table 8 shall be permitted.
Note 9: A multiconductor cable of two or more conductors shall be
treated as a single conductor for calculating percentage conduit fill
area. For cables that have elliptical cross sections, the crosssectional area calculation shall be based on using the major diameter of the ellipse as a circle diameter.
TABLE 2.16 NEC Chapter 9, Table 4: Dimensions and Percent Area of Conduit and Tubing
(Areas of Conduit or Tubing for the Combinations of Wires Permitted in Table 1, Chap. 9)
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TABLE 2.16 NEC Chapter 9, Table 4: Dimensions and Percent Area of Conduit
and Tubing (Areas of Conduit or Tubing for the Combinations of Wires Permitted
in Table 1, Chap. 9) (Continued )
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TABLE 2.16 NEC Chapter 9, Table 4: Dimensions and Percent Area of Conduit
and Tubing (Areas of Conduit or Tubing for the Combinations of Wires Permitted
in Table 1, Chap. 9) (Continued )
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TABLE 2.16 NEC Chapter 9, Table 4: Dimensions and Percent Area of Conduit
and Tubing (Areas of Conduit or Tubing for the Combinations of Wires Permitted
in Table 1, Chap. 9) (Continued )
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TABLE 2.16 NEC Chapter 9, Table 4: Dimensions and Percent Area of Conduit
and Tubing (Areas of Conduit or Tubing for the Combinations of Wires Permitted
in Table 1, Chap. 9) (Continued )
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TABLE 2.17 NEC Chapter 9, Table 5: Dimensions of Insulated Conductors
and Fixture Wires
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TABLE 2.17 NEC Chapter 9, Table 5: Dimensions of Insulated Conductors
and Fixture Wires (Continued )
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TABLE 2.18 NEC Chapter 9, Table 8: Conductor Properties
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TABLE 2.19 NEC Chapter 9, Table 9: Alternating-Current Resistance and Reactance for
600-Volt Cables, 3-Phase, 60 Hz, 75°C (167°F)—Three Single Conductors in Conduit
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TABLE 2.19 NEC Chapter 9, Table 9: Alternating-Current Resistance and Reactance for
600-Volt Cables, 3-Phase, 60 Hz, 75°C (167°F)—Three Single Conductors in Conduit
(Continued )
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2.6 NEC APPENDIX C (PARTIAL)
Introduction
This appendix is not a part of the requirements of the NEC and is
included for information only. However, by using the tables in this
appendix, one is afforded very accurate calculations without having to
perform the calculations according to NEC Chap. 9, Table 1.
Tables 2.20 through 2.31 (NEC Tables C1 through C12), inclusive, are
included. NEC Tables C1A through C12A are not included here
because they cover fill for compact conductors, which are rarely used in
the building industry. If you need these fill requirements, please refer to
Appendix C of the NEC.

TABLE 2.20 NEC Table C1: Maximum Number of
Conductors or Fixture Wires in Electrical Metallic Tubing
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TABLE 2.20 NEC Table C1: Maximum Number of
Conductors or Fixture Wires in Electrical Metallic Tubing
(Continued )
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TABLE 2.20 NEC Table C1: Maximum Number of Conductors or Fixture
Wires in Electrical Metallic Tubing (Continued )
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TABLE 2.21 NEC Table C2: Maximum Number of
Conductors or Fixture Wires in Electrical Nonmetallic
Tubing
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TABLE 2.21 NEC Table C2: Maximum Number of
Conductors or Fixture Wires in Electrical Nonmetallic
Tubing (Continued )
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TABLE 2.21 NEC Table C2: Maximum Number of
Conductors or Fixture Wires in Electrical Nonmetallic
Tubing (Continued )
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TABLE 2.22 NEC Table C3: Maximum Number of
Conductors or Fixture Wires in Flexible Metal Conduit
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TABLE 2.22 NEC Table C3: Maximum Number
of Conductors or Fixture Wires in Flexible Metal
Conduit (Continued )
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TABLE 2.22 NEC Table C3: Maximum Number of
Conductors or Fixture Wires in Flexible Metal Conduit
(Continued )
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TABLE 2.23 NEC Table C4: Maximum Number of
Conductors or Fixture Wires in Intermediate Metal
Conduit
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TABLE 2.23 NEC Table C4: Maximum Number of
Conductors or Fixture Wires in Intermediate Metal
Conduit (Continued )
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TABLE 2.23 NEC Table C4: Maximum Number of
Conductors or Fixture Wires in Intermediate Metal
Conduit (Continued )
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TABLE 2.24 NEC Table C5: Maximum Number of
Conductors or Fixture Wires in Liquidtight Flexible
Nonmetallic Conduit (Type LFNC-B*)
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TABLE 2.24 NEC Table C5: Maximum Number
of Conductors or Fixture Wires in Liquidtight
Flexible Nonmetallic Conduit (Type LFNC-B*)
(Continued )
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TABLE 2.24 NEC Table C5: Maximum Number of
Conductors or Fixture Wires in Liquidtight Flexible
Nonmetallic Conduit (Type LFNC-B*) (Continued )
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TABLE 2.25 NEC Table C6: Maximum Number of
Conductors or Fixture Wires in Liquidtight Flexible
Nonmetallic Conduit (Type LFNC-A*)
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TABLE 2.25 NEC Table C6: Maximum Number
of Conductors or Fixture Wires in Liquidtight
Flexible Nonmetallic Conduit (Type LFNC-A*)
(Continued )
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TABLE 2.25 NEC Table C6: Maximum Number of
Conductors or Fixture Wires in Liquidtight Flexible
Nonmetallic Conduit (Type LFNC-A*) (Continued )
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TABLE 2.26 NEC Table C7: Maximum Number of
Conductors or Fixture Wires in Liquidtight Flexible Metal
Conduit (LFMC)
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TABLE 2.26 NEC Table C7: Maximum Number of
Conductors or Fixture Wires in Liquidtight Flexible
Metal Conduit (LFMC) (Continued )
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TABLE 2.26 NEC Table C7: Maximum Number of
Conductors or Fixture Wires in Liquidtight Flexible
Metal Conduit (LFMC) (Continued )
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TABLE 2.27 NEC Table C8: Maximum Number
of Conductors or Fixture Wires in Rigid Metal
Conduit (RMC)
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TABLE 2.27 NEC Table C8: Maximum Number
of Conductors or Fixture Wires in Rigid Metal
Conduit (RMC) (Continued )
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TABLE 2.27 NEC Table C8: Maximum Number
of Conductors or Fixture Wires in Rigid Metal
Conduit (RMC) (Continued )
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TABLE 2.28 NEC Table C9: Maximum Number
of Conductors or Fixture Wires in Rigid PVC Conduit,
Schedule 80
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TABLE 2.28 NEC Table C9: Maximum Number
of Conductors or Fixture Wires in Rigid PVC Conduit,
Schedule 80 (Continued )
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TABLE 2.28 NEC Table C9: Maximum Number
of Conductors or Fixture Wires in Rigid PVC Conduit,
Schedule 80 (Continued )
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TABLE 2.29 NEC Table C10: Maximum Number
of Conductors or Fixture Wires in Rigid PVC Conduit,
Schedule 40 and HDPE Conduit
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TABLE 2.29 NEC Table C10: Maximum Number
of Conductors or Fixture Wires in Rigid PVC
Conduit, Schedule 40 and HDPE Conduit
(Continued )
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TABLE 2.29 NEC Table C10: Maximum Number
of Conductors or Fixture Wires in Rigid PVC Conduit,
Schedule 40 and HDPE Conduit (Continued )
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TABLE 2.30 NEC Table C11: Maximum Number
of Conductors or Fixture Wires in Type A Rigid
PVC Conduit
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TABLE 2.30 NEC Table C11: Maximum Number
of Conductors or Fixture Wires in Type A Rigid
PVC Conduit (Continued )
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TABLE 2.30 NEC Table C11: Maximum Number
of Conductors or Fixture Wires in Type A Rigid
PVC Conduit (Continued )
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TABLE 2.31 NEC Table C12: Maximum Number
of Conductors in Type EB PVC Conduit
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TABLE 2.31 NEC Table C12: Maximum
Number of Conductors in Type EB PVC
Conduit (Continued )
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CHAPTER THREE

Service and Distribution

3.0

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SERVICE AND SYSTEM
CONFIGURATIONS

Introduction
To provide electrical service to a building or buildings, you must first
determine what type of system is available from the utility company, or
from a privately owned and operated system, such as might be found on
a college or university campus, industrial or commercial complex, as the
case may be. Once this is known, it is important to understand the characteristics of the system—not only voltage, capacity, and available fault
current, but the operational, reliability, and relative cost characteristics
inherent in the system by virtue of its configuration or arrangement.
Knowing the characteristics associated with the system arrangement,
the most appropriate service and distribution system for the application
at hand can be determined.
Figures 3.1 through 3.10 feature the most frequently encountered system configurations and associated key characteristics attributable to
their arrangement.
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FIGURE 3.1 Radial circuit arrangements in commercial buildings. (Adapted
from IEEE Std. 241-1990. Copyright 1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)
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FIGURE 3.2 Radial circuit arrangement—common primary feeder to
secondary unit substations. (Adapted from IEEE Std. 241-1990. Copyright
1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)
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FIGURE 3.3 Radial circuit arrangement—individual primary feeders to secondary unit substations. (Adapted from IEEE Std. 241-1990. Copyright 1990
IEEE. All rights reserved.)
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FIGURE 3.4 Primary radial-selective arrangements. (Adapted from IEEE Std.
241-1990. Copyright 1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)
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FIGURE 3.5 Secondary-selective circuit arrangement (double-ended substation with single tie). (Adapted from IEEE Std. 241-1990. Copyright 1990 IEEE.
All rights reserved.)
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FIGURE 3.6 Secondary-selective circuit arrangement (individual substations
with interconnecting ties). (Adapted from IEEE Std. 241-1990. Copyright
1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)
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FIGURE 3.7 Primary- and secondary-selective circuit arrangement (doubleended substation with selective primary). (Adapted from IEEE Std. 241-1990.
Copyright 1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)
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FIGURE 3.8 Looped primary circuit arrangement. (Adapted from IEEE Std.
241-1990. Copyright 1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)
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FIGURE 3.9 Distributed secondary network. (Adapted from IEEE Std. 2411990. Copyright 1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)
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FIGURE 3.10 Basic spot network. (Adapted from IEEE Std. 241-1990. Copyright 1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)
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3.1

PRELIMINARY LOAD CALCULATIONS

Introduction
The electrical design professional should determine a building’s electrical load characteristics early in the preliminary design stage of the
building to select the proper power distribution system and equipment
having adequate power capacity with proper voltage levels, and sufficient space and ventilation to maintain proper ambients. Once the
power system is determined, it is often difficult to make major changes
because of the coordination required with other disciplines. Architects
and mechanical and structural engineers will be developing their designs
simultaneously and making space and ventilation allocations. It is imperative, therefore, from the start that the electric systems be correctly
based on realistic load data or best possible typical load estimates, or
both because all final, finite load data are not available during the preliminary design stage of the project. When using estimated data, it
should be remembered that the typical data applies only to the condition from which the data was taken, and most likely an adjustment to
the particular application will be required.
Although many of the requirements of building equipment, such as
ventilating, heating/cooling, lighting, and so forth, are furnished by other
disciplines, the electrical design professional should also furnish to the
other disciplines such data as space, accessibility, weight, and heat dissipation requirements for the electrical power distribution apparatus. This
involves a continuing exchange of information that starts as preliminary
data and is upgraded to be increasingly accurate as the design progresses. Documentation and coordination throughout the design process
is imperative.
At the beginning of a project, the electrical design professional should
review the utility’s rate structure and the classes (system types) of service available. Information pertaining to demand, energy, and power factor should be developed to aid in evaluating, selecting, and specifying the
most advantageous utility connection. As energy resources become
more costly and scarce, items such as energy efficiency, power demand
minimization, and energy conservation should be closely considered to
reduce both energy consumption and utility cost.
System power (i.e., energy) losses should be considered as part of the
total load in sizing service mains and service equipment. ANSI/NFPA
70-2002, NEC recommends that the total voltage drop from the electrical service to the load terminals of the farthest piece of equipment
served should not exceed 5 percent of the system voltage and, thus, the
energy loss, I 2 R, will correspondingly be limited.
Listed hereafter are typical load groups and examples of classes of
electrical equipment that should be considered when estimating initial
and future loads.
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• Lighting: Interior (general, task, exits, and stairwells), exterior (decorative, parking lot, security), normal, and emergency
• Appliances: Business and copying machines, receptacles for vending
machines, and general use
• Space conditioning: Heating, cooling, cleaning, pumping, and airhandling units
• Plumbing and sanitation: Water pumps, hot water heaters, sump and
sewage pumps, incinerators, and waste handling
• Fire protection: Fire detection, alarms, and pumps
• Transportation: Elevators, dumbwaiters, conveyors, escalators, and
moving walkways
• Data processing: Desktop computers, central processing and peripheral equipment, and uninterruptible power supply (UPS) systems,
including related cooling
• Food preparation: Cooling, cooking, special exhausts, dishwashing,
disposing, and so forth
• Special loads: For equipment and facilities in mercantile buildings,
restaurants, theaters, recreation and sports complexes, religious buildings, terminals and airports, health care facilities, laboratories, broadcasting stations, and so forth
• Miscellaneous loads: Security; central control systems; communications; audio-visual, snow-melting, recreational, or fitness equipment;
incinerators, shredding devices, waste compactors, shop and maintenance equipment, and so forth

Load Estimates
There are several load estimates that should be made during the course
of the project including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Preliminary load estimate
Early design load estimate
NEC compliance load estimates that may be required
Energy compliance load estimates that may be appropriate
Final load estimates based on final design load information

The following tables are provided to assist the user in estimating
preliminary loads for various building types. Considerable judgment
should be used in the application of this data. Power densities are typically given in watts per square foot (W/ft2) or volt-amps per square foot
(VA/ft2) and are used interchangeably because unity power factor is
assumed for preliminary load calculations.
In the first of the tables that follow, criteria for controlling the energy
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consumption of lighting systems in, and connected with, building facilities have been prepared by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) in concert with the
Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA). They are
identified in Section 6 of ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1-1989, Energy Efficient
Design of New Buildings Except New Low-Rise Residential Buildings,
which establishes an upper limit of power to be allowed for lighting systems plus guidelines for designing and managing those systems. A simplified method based on the above standard for determining the unit
lighting power allowance for each building type is shown in Table 3.1.
The remaining tables provide power densities for various types of
loads and building types. See Tables 3.2 through 3.10.
The foregoing tables give estimated connected loads for various types
of buildings and spaces in buildings. To these the user must apply a
demand factor to estimate the actual demand load. This requires experience and judgment. Applying a demand factor will help to design an
economical power distribution system by designing to demand loads
rather than connected loads. This will result in equipment that is approTABLE 3.1 Prescriptive Unit Lighting Power Allowance (ULPA) (w/ft2)—
Gross Lighted Area of Total Building
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TABLE 3.2 Typical Appliance/General-Purpose Receptacle Loads (Excluding
Plug-In-Type A/C and Heating Equipment)

TABLE 3.3 Typical Apartment Loads

TABLE 3.4 Typical Connected Electrical Load for Air Conditioning Only
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TABLE 3.5 Central Air Conditioning Watts per SF, BTUs per Hour per SF of Floor Area and SF per Ton of Air
Conditioning
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TABLE 3.6 All-Weather Comfort Standard Recommended Heat Loss Values

TABLE 3.7 Typical Power Requirement (kW) for High-Rise Building Water
Pressure–Boosting Systems

TABLE 3.8 Typical Power Requirement (kW) for Electric Hot Water–Heating
System
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TABLE 3.9 Typical Power Requirement (kW) for Fire Pumps in Commercial
Buildings (Light Hazard)

priately sized rather than oversized to accommodate connected loads.
Tables 3.11 and 3.12 give examples of demand loads.
Experience has shown that demand factors for buildings typically
range between 50 and 80 percent of the connected load. For most building types, the demand factor at the service where the maximum diversity is experienced is usually 60 to 75 percent of the connected load.
Specific portions of the system may have much higher demand factors,
even approaching 100 percent.
The factors shown in Table 3.13 may be used in sizing the distribution
system components shown for lighting demand and should result in a
TABLE 3.10 Typical Loads in Commercial Kitchens
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TABLE 3.11 Comparison of Maximum Demand

TABLE 3.12 Connected Load and Maximum Demand by Tenant Classification

TABLE 3.13 Factors Used in Sizing Distribution System Components
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conservative design. The factors should be applied to connected lighting
load in the first step, and then to the product resulting from previous
steps as the designer proceeds through the system.
The types of heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning systems chosen
for a specific building will have the greatest single effect on electrical
load. First, the choice of fuel will be critical. If natural gas, fuel oil, or
coal is chosen, electrical loads will be lower than would be the case if
electricity were chosen. Second, the choice of refrigeration cycle will
have a considerable impact. If absorption chillers are chosen, electrical
loads will be lower than those imposed by electric centrifugal or reciprocating chillers.
For initial estimates, before actual loads are known, the factors shown
in Table 3.14 may be used to establish the major elements of the electrical system serving HVAC primary cooling systems.
In the writer’s experience, a factor of 1.7 kVA/ton provides a good
estimate for a primary cooling system made up of electric centrifugal
chillers, chilled water pumps, condenser water pumps, and cooling tower
fans.

TABLE 3.14 Factors Used to Establish Major Elements of the Electrical
System Serving HVAC Systems
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To estimate loads for commercial kitchens, the choice of fuel in the
kitchen is a major determinant. If natural gas is the primary fuel, electrical loads will be lower on a watts-per-square-foot basis than where
electricity is the primary fuel. For estimating purposes, the following
factors may be used as an alternative to those shown in Table 3.10. In
calculating kitchen floor area include cooking and preparation, dishwashing, storage, walk-in refrigerators and freezers, food serving lines,
tray assembly, and offices.
Primary Fuel
Natural gas
Electricity

Watts/Square Foot
25
125

A tabulation of actual service entrance demand per gross square foot
is presented in Tables 3.15 and 3.16 for a group of health care facilities.
Data used in preparation of these tables was obtained from the Veteran’s Administration and Hospital Corporation of America. Refer to
footnotes accompanying the tables for the criteria on which these tables
are based.
The tables show the type of facility, the gross floor area and number
of beds for each, the geographic location, and the major fuel type
employed for HVAC systems in that facility. The derived factors may be
used to estimate the anticipated demand for other facilities similar in
size, location, and type of fuel. They also may be used to make initial
estimates of service entrance capacity, switchgear size, and space required for service entrance equipment. It is important to recognize,
however, that they will be useful principally in the schematic design

TABLE 3.15 Service Entrance Peak Demand (Veterans Administration)
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TABLE 3.16 Service Entrance Peak Demand (Hospital Corporation of
America)
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phase. As the design proceeds through the preliminary and working
drawing phases, these initial estimates should be modified by the actual
conditions prevalent in the project.

3.2

SECONDARY VOLTAGE SELECTION

Introduction
Selection of the principal secondary utilization voltage is critical and
should be made early in the preliminary design stage of a project. This is
a critical decision because it has a significant impact on the cost of the
distribution system, distribution equipment, and energy efficiency. The
considerations are the same whether new service and distribution systems for a new building are to be considered or a renovation or addition
to an existing building is considered. The options in the case of the latter, however, generally offer more limited choices.

Voltage Selection Considerations
The most prevalent secondary distribution voltage in commercial and
institutional buildings today is 480Y/277 V, with a solidly grounded neutral. It is also a very common voltage in industrial plants and even in
some high-rise, centrally air-conditioned and electrically heated residential buildings, because of the large loads.
The choice between 208Y/120-V and 480Y/277-V secondary distribution for commercial and institutional buildings depends on several factors. The most important of these are size and types of loads and the
length of feeders. In general, large motor and fluorescent lighting loads,
and long feeders, will tend to make the higher voltages, such as 480Y/
277 V, more economical. Very large loads and long runs would indicate
the use of medium-voltage distribution and load center unit substations
close to the loads. Conversely, small loads, short runs, and a high percentage of incandescent lighting would favor lower utilization voltages
such as 208Y/120 V.
The principal advantages of using higher secondary voltages in buildings are:
•
•
•
•
•

Smaller conductors
Lower voltage drop
Fewer or smaller circuits
Lower I 2R losses (thus, more energy efficient)
Step-down transformers can be used for reregulation of voltage

Overall, the above advantages translate into a cost-effective, energyefficient system design.
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SHORT-CIRCUIT CALCULATIONS

Introduction
Several sections of the NEC relate to proper overcurrent protection.
Safe and reliable application of overcurrent-protective devices based
on these sections mandate that a short-circuit study and a selectivecoordination study be conducted.
The protection for an electrical system should not only be safe under
all service conditions but, to ensure continuity of service, it should be
selectively coordinated as well. A coordinated system is one in which
only the faulted circuit is isolated without disturbing any other part of
the system. Overcurrent protection devices should also provide shortcircuit as well as overload protection for system components, such as
bus, wire, motor controllers, and so forth.
To obtain reliable, coordinated operation and assure that system
components are protected from damage, it is necessary to first calculate
the available fault current at various critical points in the electrical
system.
Once the short-circuit levels are determined, the electrical design
professional can specify proper interrupting rating requirements, selectively coordinate the system, and provide component protection.

General Comments on Short-Circuit Calculations
Short-circuit calculations should be done at all critical points in the electrical system, which would include the service entrance, panelboards,
motor control centers, motor starters, transfer switches, and load centers.
Normally, short-circuit studies involve calculating a bolted three-phase
fault condition. This can be characterized as all three phases “bolted”
together to create a zero-impedance connection.This establishes a worstcase condition that results in maximum thermal and mechanical stress in
the system. From this calculation, other types of fault conditions such as
line-to-line and line-to ground can be obtained.
Sources of short-circuit current that are normally taken under consideration include utility generation, local generation, synchronous
motors, and induction motors. Capacitor discharge currents can generally be neglected due to their short time duration.

Asymmetrical Components
Basically, the short-circuit current is determined by Ohm’s law, except
that the impedance is not constant because some reactance is included
in the system.The effect of reactance in an AC system is to cause the initial current to be high and then decay toward steady-state (the Ohm’s
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law) value. The fault current consists of an exponentially decreasing
direct-current component superimposed upon a decaying alternating
current. The rate of decay of both the DC and AC components depends
upon the ratio of reactance to resistance (X/R) of the circuit. The
greater this ratio, the longer the current remains higher than the steadystate value, which it will eventually reach.
The total fault current is not symmetrical with respect to the time axis
because of the direct-current component; hence, it is called asymmetrical current. The DC component depends on the point on the voltage
wave at which the fault is initiated (see Figure 3.11).
The AC component is not constant if rotating machines are connected to the system, because the impedance of this apparatus is not
constant. The rapid variation of motor and generator impedance is due
to these factors:
Subtransient reactance (Xd″): Determines fault current during the
first cycle, and after about six cycles, this value increases to the transient reactance. It is used for the calculation of the momentary and
interrupting duties of equipment and/or system.
Transient reactance (Xd′): Determines fault current after about six
cycles, and in 1⁄ 2 to 2 seconds this value increases to the value of the
FIGURE 3.11

Structure of asymmetrical current wave.
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synchronous reactance. It is used in the setting of the phase overcurrent relays of generators.
Synchronous reactance (Xd): Determines fault current after steadystate condition is reached. It has no effect as far as short-circuit calculations are concerned, but it is useful in the determination of
relay settings.
The calculation of asymmetrical currents is a laborious procedure
because the degree of asymmetry is not the same on all three phases. It
is common practice to calculate the root mean square (rms) symmetrical fault current, with the assumption being made that the DC component has decayed to zero, and then apply a multiplying factor to obtain
the first half-cycle rms asymmetrical current, which is called the
momentary current. For medium-voltage systems (defined by IEEE as
greater than 1,000 V up to 69,000 V), the multiplying factor is established by NEMA and ANSI standards depending upon the operating
speed of the breaker; for low-voltage systems (600 V and below), the
multiplying factor is usually 1.17 (based on generally accepted use of an
X/R ratio of 6.6, representing a source short-circuit power factor of 15
percent). These values take into account that medium-voltage breakers
are rated on maximum asymmetry and low-voltage breakers are rated
on average asymmetry.
To determine the motor contribution to the first half-cycle fault current when the system motor load is known, the following assumptions
are generally made:
Induction motors: Use 4.0 times motor full-load current (impedance
value of 25 percent).
Synchronous motors: Use 5.0 times motor full-load current (impedance value of 20 percent).
When the motor load is not known, the following assumptions are
generally made:
208Y/120-V systems:
• Assume 50 percent lighting and 50 percent motor load.
• Assume motor feedback contribution of 2.0 times full-load current of
transformer.
240-480-600-V three-phase, three-wire systems:
• Assume 100 percent motor load.
• Assume motors 25 percent synchronous and 75 percent induction.
• Assume motor feedback contribution of 4.0 times full-load current of
transformer.
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480Y/277-V systems in commercial buildings:
• Assume 50 percent induction motor load.
• Assume motor feedback contribution of 2.0 times full-load current of
transformer or source.
• For industrial plants, make same assumptions as for three-phase,
three-wire systems (above).
Medium-Voltage Motors:
• If known, use actual values. Otherwise, use the values indicated in the
above for the same type of motor.

Procedures and Methods, Three-Phase Short-Circuit Calculations
Four basic methods are used to calculate short-circuit currents:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ohmic method
Per-unit method
Computer software method
Point-to-point method

All four methods achieve essentially the same results with a reasonable
degree of accuracy. The ohmic method is usually used for very simple
systems. The per-unit and computer software methods are often used
for more complex systems where there are many branches, buses, and
critical points for fault calculations. The computer software method is
by far the most popular method used today because of its speed and
ability to run multiple system design condition scenarios. Computer
software usually uses the per-unit method as the basis for computations.
For the purposes of this handbook, however, the point-to-point
method offers a simple, effective, and quick way to determine available
short-circuit levels in simple- to medium-complexity three-phase and
single-phase electrical distribution systems with a reasonable degree of
accuracy.
In any short-circuit calculation method, it must be understood that
the calculations are performed without current-limiting devices in the
system. Calculations are done as though these devices are replaced with
copper bars, to determine the maximum available short-circuit current.
This is necessary to project how the system and the current-limiting
devices will perform.
Also, current-limiting devices do not operate in series to produce a
“compounding” current-limiting effect. The downstream, or load-side,
fuse/breaker will operate alone under a short-circuit condition if properly coordinated.
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To start, first draw a one-line diagram showing all of the circuit components, parameters (including feeder lengths), and sources of fault
current. Second, obtain the utility company–available short circuit in
KVA, MVA, or SCA. With this information, the necessary calculations
can be made to determine the fault current at any point in the electrical
system.
The point-to-point method can best be illustrated by the following
figures and table. Figure 3.12 shows the steps and equations needed in
the point-to-point method. Figure 3.13 shows one-line diagrams of two
systems (A and B) to be used as illustrative examples. Figures 3.14 and
3.15 show the calculations for these two examples. And, Table 3.17 provides the circuit constants needed in the equations for the point-topoint method.

How to Calculate Short-Circuit Currents at Ends of Conductors
Even the most exact methods for calculating fault energy (as in the
point-to-point method) use some approximations and assumptions.
Therefore, it is appropriate to select a method that is sufficiently accurate for the purpose, but not more burdensome than is justified. The following two methods make use of simplifications that are reasonable
under most circumstances and will almost certainly yield answers that
are on the safe side.
SHORT-CUT METHOD 1—ADDING Zs

This method uses the approximation of adding Zs instead of the accurate method of Rs and Xs (in complex form). Example:
• For a 480/277-V system with 30,000 amperes symmetrical available at
the line side of a conductor run of 100 ft of 2–500 kcmil per phase and
neutral, the approximate fault current at the load-side end of the conductors can be calculated as follows:
277 V/30,000 A = 0.00923 Ω (source impedance).
• Conductor ohms for 500 kcmil conductor from Table 3.18 in magnetic
conduit is 0.00546 Ω per 100 ft. For 100 ft and 2 conductors per phase
we have:
0.00546/2 = 0.00273 Ω (conductor impedance).
• Add source and conductor impedance or 0.00923 + 0.00273 = 0.01196
total ohms.
• Next, 277 V/0.01196 Ω = 23,160 A rms at load side of conductors.
For impedance values, refer to Tables 3.18, 3.19, and 3.20.
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FIGURE 3.12 Point-to-point method, three-phase short-circuit calculations,
basic calculation procedure and formulas.
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FIGURE 3.13
method.

System A and system B circuit diagrams for sample calculations using point-to-point
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Point-to-point calculations for system A, to faults X1 and X2.
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FIGURE 3.15

Point-to-point calculations for system B, to faults X1 and X2.
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TABLE 3.17 “C” Values for Conductors and Busway (Continued )

SHORT-CUT METHOD 2—CHART APPROXIMATE METHOD

The chart method is based on the following:
Motor Contribution Assumptions
120/208-V systems
50 percent motor load
4 times motor FLA contribution
240- and 480-V systems
100 percent motor load
4 times motor FLA contribution
Feeder Conductors
The conductor sizes most commonly used for feeders from molded case
circuit breakers are shown. For conductor sizes not shown, the following
table has been included for conversion to equivalent arrangements. In
some cases, it may be necessary to interpolate for unusual feeder ratings. Table 3.21 is based on using copper conductor.
Short-Circuit Current Readout
The readout obtained from the charts is the rms symmetrical amperes
available at the given distance from the transformer.The circuit breaker
should have an interrupting capacity at least as large as this value.
HOW TO USE THE SHORT-CIRCUIT CHARTS

Step 1: Obtain the following data:
• System voltage
• Transformer kVA rating
• Transformer impedance
• Primary source fault energy available in KVA
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TABLE 3.18 Average Characteristics of 600-Volt Conductors (Ohms per 100 ft)—Two or Three Single Conductors
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TABLE 3.19 Average Characteristics of 600-Volt Conductors (Ohms per 100 ft)—Three Conductor Cables (and Interlocked
Armored Cable)
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TABLE 3.20 LV Busway, R, X, and Z (Ohms per 100 ft)

TABLE 3.21 Conductor Conversion (Based on Using Copper Conductor)
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Step 2: Select the applicable chart from Figure 3.16 (Charts 1–13).
The charts are grouped by secondary system voltage, which is listed
with each transformer. Within each group, the chart for the lowest
kVA transformer is shown first, followed in ascending order to the
highest-rated transformer.
Step 3: Select the family of curves that is closest to the “available
source kVA.” The upper-value line family of curves is for a source
of 500,000 kVA. The lower-value line family of curves is for a
source of 50,000 kVA. You may interpolate between curves if necessary, but for values above 100,000 kVA, it is appropriate to use
the 500,000 kVA curves.
Step 4: Select the specific curve for the conductor size being used. If
your conductor size is something other than the sizes shown on the
chart, refer to the conductor conversion Table 3.21.
Step 5: Enter the chart along the bottom horizontal scale with the
distance (in feet) from the transformer to the fault point. Draw a
vertical line up the chart to the point at which it intersects the

FIGURE 3.16 Charts 1 through 13 for calculating short-circuit currents
using chart approximate method.
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FIGURE 3.16 Charts 1 through 13 for calculating short-circuit currents
using chart approximate method. (Continued )
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FIGURE 3.16 Charts 1 through 13 for calculating short-circuit currents
using chart approximate method. (Continued )
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FIGURE 3.16 Charts 1 through 13 for calculating short-circuit currents
using chart approximate method. (Continued )
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FIGURE 3.16 Charts 1 through 13 for calculating short-circuit currents
using chart approximate method. (Continued )
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FIGURE 3.16 Charts 1 through 13 for calculating short-circuit currents
using chart approximate method. (Continued )
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FIGURE 3.16 Charts 1 through 13 for calculating short-circuit currents
using chart approximate method. (Continued )
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selected curve. Then draw a horizontal line to the left from this
point to the scale along the left side of the chart.
Step 6: The value obtained from the left-hand vertical scale is the
fault current (in thousands of amperes) available at the fault point.
Table 3.22 shows secondary short-circuit capacity of typical power
transformers.

3.4

SELECTIVE COORDINATION OF OVERCURRENTPROTECTIVE DEVICES

Introduction
It is not enough to select protective devices based solely on their ability
to carry the system load current and interrupt the maximum fault current at their respective levels. A properly engineered system will allow
only the protective device nearest the fault to open, leaving the remainder of the system undisturbed and preserving continuity of service.
We may then define selective coordination as the act of isolating a
faulted circuit from the remainder of the electrical system, thereby eliminating unnecessary power outages. The faulted circuit is isolated by the
selective operation of only that overcurrent-protective device closest to
the overcurrent condition.

Popular Methods of Performing a Selective Coordination Study
Currently, two methods are most often used to perform a coordination
study:
• Overlays of time-current curves, which use a light table and manufacturers’ published data, then hand-plot on log-log paper.
• Computer programs, which use a PC and allow the designer to select
time-current curves published by the manufacturers and transfer to a
plotter or printer, following proper selections.
This text will apply to both methods.

Recommended Procedures
The following steps are recommended when conducting a selective
coordination study.
1. One-line diagram: Obtain or develop the electrical system oneline diagram that identifies important system components, as given
hereafter.
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a. Transformers: Obtain the following data for protection and
coordination information of transformers:
• kVA rating
• Inrush points
• Primary and secondary connections
• Impedance
• Damage curves
• Primary and secondary voltages
• Liquid or dry type
b. Conductors: Check phase, neutral, and equipment grounding.
The one-line diagram should include information such as:
• Conductor size
• Number of conductors per phase
• Material (copper or aluminum)
• Insulation
• Conduit (magnetic or nonmagnetic)
From this information, short-circuit withstand curves can be
developed. This provides information on how overcurrent
devices will protect conductors from overload and short-circuit
damage.
c. Motors: The system one-line diagram should include motor
information such as:
• Full-load currents
• Horsepower
• Voltage
• Type of starting characteristic (e.g., across the line)
• Type of overload relay (Class 10, 20, 30)
Overload protection of the motor and motor circuit can be
determined from this data.
d. Fuse characteristics: Fuse types/classes should be identified on
the one-line diagram.
e. Circuit breaker characteristics: Circuit breaker types should be
identified on the one-line diagram.
f. Relay characteristics: Relay types should be identified on the
one-line diagram.
2. Short-circuit study: Perform a short-circuit analysis, calculating
maximum available short-circuit currents at critical points in the
distribution system (such as transformers, main switchgear, panelboards, motor control centers, load centers, and large motors and
generators). Refer to the previous section.
3. Helpful hints:
a. Determine the ampere scale selection: It is most convenient to
place the time-current curves in the center of the log-log paper.
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b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

This is accomplished by multiplying or dividing the ampere
scale by a factor of 10.
Determine the reference (base) voltage: The best reference
voltage is the voltage level at which most of the devices being
studied fall. On most low-voltage industrial and commercial
studies, the reference voltage will be 208, 240, or 480 V.
Devices at other voltage levels will be shifted by a multiplier
based on the transformer turn ratio. The best reference voltage will require the least amount of manipulation. Most computer programs will automatically make these adjustments
when the voltage levels of the devices are identified by the
input data.
Commencing the analysis: The starting point can be determined by the designer. Typically, studies begin with the main
circuit devices and work down through the feeders and
branches. (Right to left on your log-log paper.)
Multiple branches: If many branches are taken off one feeder,
and the branch loads are similar, the largest rated branchcircuit device should be checked for coordination with upstream devices. If the largest branch device will coordinate, and
the branch devices are similar, they generally will coordinate as
well. (The designer may wish to verify other areas of protection
on those branches, conductors, and so forth.)
Don’t overcrowd the study: Many computer-generated studies
will allow a maximum of 10 device characteristics per page. It
is good practice, however, to have a minimum of 3 devices in
a coordination sequence, so that there is always one step of
overlap.
Existing systems: The designer should be aware that when
conducting a coordination study on an existing system, optimum coordination cannot always be achieved and compromise
may be necessary. It is then necessary to exercise experience
and judgment to achieve the best coordination possible to mitigate the effects of blackout conditions. The designer must set
priorities within the constraints of the system under study.
Conductor short-circuit protection: In low-voltage (600 V or
less) systems, it is generally safe to ignore possible damage to
conductors from short circuits, because the philosophy is to isolate a fault as quickly as possible; thus, the I 2t energy damage
curves don’t have enough time to come into play (become a
factor). In medium- and high-voltage systems, however, in
which the philosophy is to have the overcurrent protection
“hang in” as long as possible, the contrary is true; therefore, it
can be a significant factor.
One-line diagram: A one-line diagram of the study should be
drawn for future reference.
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Example of Selective Coordination Study
INTRODUCTION

The following example will analyze in detail the system shown in Figure
3.17. It is understood that a short-circuit study has been completed, and
all protective devices have adequate interrupting ratings. A selective
coordination analysis is the next step.
FIGURE 3.17
study.

Example system one-line diagram for selective coordination
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The simple radial system will involve three separate time-current
studies, applicable to the three feeder/branches shown. The three timecurrent curves and their accompanying notes are self-explanatory (Figures 3.18 through 3.20).

FIGURE 3.18 Time-current curve No. 1 for system shown in Figure 3.17
with analysis notes and comments.
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FIGURE 3.18 Time-current curve No. 1 for system shown in Figure 3.17
with analysis notes and comments. (Continued )
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FIGURE 3.19 Time-current curve No. 2 for system shown in Figure 3.17
with analysis notes and comments.
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FIGURE 3.19 Time-current curve No. 2 for system shown in Figure 3.17
with analysis notes and comments. (Continued )
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FIGURE 3.20 Time-current curve No. 3 for system shown in Figure 3.17
with analysis notes and comments.

Short-Cut Ratio Method
INTRODUCTION

The selectivity ratio guide in Table 3.23 may be used for an easy check
on fuse selectivity regardless of the short-circuit current levels involved.
It may also be used for fixed thermal-magnetic trip circuit breakers
(exercising good judgment) with a reasonable degree of accuracy.
Where medium- and high-voltage primary fuses and relays are
involved, the time-current characteristic curves should be plotted on
standard log-log graph paper for proper study.
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FIGURE 3.20 Time-current curve No. 3 for system shown in Figure 3.17
with analysis notes and comments. (Continued )
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COMPONENT SHORT-CIRCUIT PROTECTION

Introduction
This section analyzes the protection of electrical system components
from fault currents. It gives the specifier the necessary information
regarding the withstand rating of electrical circuit components, such as
wire, bus, motor starters, and so on. Proper protection of circuits will
improve reliability and reduce the possibility of injury. Electrical systems
can be destroyed if the overcurrent devices do not limit the short-circuit
current to within the withstand rating of the system’s components.
Merely matching the ampere rating of a protective device will not assure
component protection under short-circuit conditions.
The NEC covers component protection in several sections. The first
section to note is NEC Section 110-10.
NEC SECTION 110.10: CIRCUIT IMPEDANCE AND OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

The overcurrent-protective devices, the total impedance, the component short-circuit current ratings, and other characteristics of the circuit
to be protected shall be so selected and coordinated as to permit the circuit-protective devices used to clear a fault without the occurrence of
extensive damage to the electrical components of the circuit. This fault
shall be assumed to be either between two or more circuit conductors,
or between any circuit conductor and the grounding conductor or
enclosing metal raceway.
This requires that overcurrent-protective devices such as fuses and
circuit breakers be selected in such a manner that the short-circuit withstand ratings of the system components will not be exceeded should a
short circuit occur.
The short-circuit withstand rating is the maximum short-circuit current that a component can safely withstand. Failure to provide adequate
protection may result in component destruction under short-circuit
conditions.
CALCULATING SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENTS

Before proceeding with a systems analysis of wire, cable, and other component protection requirements, it will be necessary to establish the
short-circuit current levels available at various points in the electrical
system. This can be accomplished by using the techniques given in Section 3.3 (“Short-Circuit Calculations”). After calculating the fault levels
throughout the electrical system, the next step is to check the withstand
ratings of wire and cable, bus, circuit breakers, transfer switches, motor
starters, and so forth, not only under overload conditions, but also under
short-circuit conditions.
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N O T E The let-thru energy of the protective device must be equal to or less
than the short-circuit withstand rating of the component being protected.
PROTECTING SYSTEM COMPONENTS—A PRACTICAL APPROACH

Most electrical equipment has a withstand rating that is defined in
terms of a root mean square (rms) symmetrical short-circuit current,
and in some cases, peak let-thru current. These values have been established through short-circuit testing of that equipment according to an
accepted industry standard. Or, as is the case with conductors, the withstand rating is based on a mathematical calculation and is also expressed as an rms symmetrical short-circuit current.
The following provides the short-circuit withstand data of each system component. Please note that where industry standards are given
(for example, NEMA), individual manufacturers of equipment often
have withstand ratings that exceed industry standards.
A. Wire and cable (Figures 3.21 through 3.26 and Table 3.24)
B. Bus (busway, switchboards, motor control centers, and panelboards; Table 3.25)
C. Low-voltage motor controllers (Table 3.26)
D. Molded case circuit breakers (Table 3.27)
E. Transformers (Table 3.28)
F. Transfer switches (Table 3.29)
G. HVAC equipment (Table 3.30)

Current Limitation
DEFINITION OF CURRENT LIMITATION

Today, most electrical distribution systems are capable of delivering
very high short-circuit currents, some in excess of 200,000 A. If the components are not capable of handling these short-circuit currents, they
could easily be damaged or destroyed. The current-limiting ability of
today’s modern fuses and current-limiting breakers (with currentlimiting fuses) allows components with low short-circuit withstand ratings to be specified in spite of high available fault currents.
NEC Article 240.2 offers the following definition of a current-limiting
overcurrent-protective device: A device that, when interrupting currents in its current-limiting range, reduces the current flowing in the
faulted circuit to a magnitude substantially less than that obtainable in
the same circuit if the device were replaced with a solid conductor having comparable impedance.”
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FIGURE 3.21 Short-circuit current withstand chart for copper cables with
paper, rubber, or varnished cloth insulation.
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FIGURE 3.22 Short-circuit current withstand chart for copper cables with
thermoplastic insulation.
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FIGURE 3.23 Short-circuit current withstand chart for copper cables
with cross-linked polyethylene and ethylene propylene rubber insulation.
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FIGURE 3.24 Short-circuit current withstand chart for aluminum cables with
paper, rubber, or varnished cloth insulation.
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FIGURE 3.25 Short-circuit current withstand chart for aluminum cables with
thermoplastic insulation.
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FIGURE 3.26 Short-circuit current withstand chart for aluminum cables with
cross-linked polyethylene and ethylene propylene rubber insulation.
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TABLE 3.25 NEMA (Standard Short-Circuit Ratings of Busway)

The concept of current limitation is pointed out in Figure 3.27, where
the prospective available fault current is shown in conjunction with the
limited current resulting when a current-limiting fuse clears. The area
under the current curve indicates the amount of short-circuit energy
being dissipated in the circuit. Because both magnetic forces and thermal energy are directly proportional to the square of the current, it is
important to limit the short-circuit current to as small a value as possible. Magnetic forces vary as the square of the peak current, and thermal
energy varies as the square of the rms current.
Thus, the current-limiting fuse in this example would limit the let-thru
energy to a fraction of the value that is available from the system. In the
first major loop of the fault current, standard non-current-limiting,
electromechanical devices would let through approximately 100 times
as much destructive energy as the fuse would let through.
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TABLE 3.26 U.L. #508 Motor Controller Short-Circuit Test Ratings

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT-LIMITING FUSE LET-THRU CHARTS

The degree of current limitation of a given size and type of fuse depends,
in general, upon the available short circuit that can be delivered by the
electrical system. Current limitation of fuses is best described in the form
of a let-thru chart, which, when applied from a practical point of view, is
useful to determine the let-thru currents when a fuse opens.
Fuse let-thru charts are similar to the one shown in Figure 3.28 and are
plotted from actual test data.The test circuit that establishes line A-B corresponds to a short-circuit power factor of 15 percent, which is associated
with an X/R ratio of 6.6. The fuse curves represent the cutoff value of the
prospective available short-circuit current under the given circuit conditions. Each type or class of fuse has its own family of let-thru curves.
The let-thru data has been generated by actual short-circuit tests of
current-limiting fuses. It is important to understand how the curves are
generated, and what circuit parameters affect the let-thru curve data.
Typically, there are three circuit parameters that can affect fuse let-thru
performance for a given available short-circuit current. These are:
1. Short-circuit power factor
2. Short-circuit closing angle
3. Applied voltage
Current-limiting fuse let-thru curves are generated under worst-case
conditions, based on these three variable parameters. The benefit to the
user is a conservative resultant let-thru current (both Ip and Irms). Under
actual field conditions, changing any one or a combination of these will
result in lower let-thru currents. This provides for an additional degree
of reliability when applying fuses for equipment protection.
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TABLE 3.27 Molded-Case Circuit Breaker Interrupting Capacities
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TABLE 3.27 Molded-Case Circuit Breaker Interrupting Capacities
(Continued )
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TABLE 3.27 Molded-Case Circuit Breaker Interrupting Capacities
(Continued )

TABLE 3.28 NEC Table 450.3 (A): Maximum Rating or Setting of
Overcurrent Protection for Transformers over 600 Volts (as a Percentage
of Transformer–Rated Current)
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TABLE 3.30 Short-Circuit Test Currents—Table 55.1 of U.L. Standard 1995

FIGURE 3.27

Current-limiting effect of fuses.
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Analysis of a current-limiting fuse.
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LET-THRU DATA PERTINENT TO EQUIPMENT WITHSTAND

Prior to using the Fuse Let-Thru Charts, it must be determined what letthru data is pertinent to equipment withstand ratings.
Equipment withstand ratings can be describe as: How much fault current can the equipment handle, and for how long? Based on standards
currently available, the most important data that can be obtained from
the Fuse Let-Thru Charts and their physical effects are the following:
• Peak let-thru current: mechanical forces
• Apparent prospective rms symmetrical let-thru current: heating effect
Figure 3.29 is a typical example showing the short-circuit current
available to an 800-A circuit, an 800-A Bussmann Low-Peak currentlimiting time-delay fuse, and the let-thru data of interest.
HOW TO USE THE LET-THRU CHARTS

Using the example given in Figure 3.29, one can determine the pertinent
let-thru data for the Bussmann KRP-C800SP ampere Low-Peak fuse.
The Let-Thru Chart pertaining to the 800-A Low-Peak fuse is illustrated in Figure 3.30.
Determine the Peak Let-Thru Current
Step 1: Enter the chart on the Prospective Short-Circuit current scale
at 86,000 A and proceed vertically until the 800-A fuse curve is
intersected.
Step 2: Follow horizontally until the Instantaneous Peak Let-Thru
Current scale is intersected.
Step 3: Read the Peak Let-Thru Current as 49,000 A. (If a fuse had
not been used, the peak current would have been 198,000 A.)
Determine the Apparent Prospective rms
Symmetrical Let-Thru Current
Step 1: Enter the chart on the Prospective Short-Circuit Current
scale at 86,000 A and proceed vertically until the 800-A fuse curve
is intersected.
Step 2: Follow horizontally until line A-B is intersected.
Step 3: Proceed vertically down to the Prospective Short-Circuit
Current.
Step 4: Read the Apparent Prospective RMS Symmetrical Let-Thru
Current as 21,000 A. (The RMS Symmetrical Let-Thru Current
would be 86,000 A if there were no fuse in the circuit.)
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FIGURE 3.29 800-A Low-Peak® current-limiting time-delay fuse and
associated let-thru data.

FIGURE 3.30 Current-limitation curves-Bussmann Low-Peak® time-delay
fuse KRP-C800SP.
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Refer to different fuse manufacturers’ current limitation characteristics for applications of different fuse types and sizes under various circuit conditions.

3.6

TRANSFORMER ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Introduction
Transformers are a critical part of electrical distribution systems because they are most often used to change voltage levels. This affects
voltage, current (both load and fault current levels), and system capacity. They can also be used to isolate, suppress harmonics, derive neutrals
through a zig-zag grounding arrangement, and reregulate voltage. Their
electrical characteristics are as follows (see Tables 3.31–3.34 and Figure
3.31).

Auto Zig-Zag Grounding Transformers
Three single-phase transformers can be connected in an autotransformer arrangement for developing a neutral from a three-phase, threewire supply (phase-shifting). For proper overcurrent protection, refer to
NEC Article 450.4. Figure 3.32 shows the one line and wiring diagrams
for this arrangement.
Table 3.35 shows the nameplate kVA for each transformer, number of
transformers required, three-phase kVA rating, and maximum continuous amp load per phase (@ 277 V) for a primary input of 480 V, threephase, three-wire, to a secondary output of 480Y/277 V, three-phase,
four-wire.

Buck-Boost/Autotransformers
INTRODUCTION

Buck-boost transformers are small, single-phase transformers designed
to reduce (buck) or raise (boost) line voltage from 5 to 20 percent. The
most common example is boosting 208 V to 230 V, usually to operate a
230-V motor, such as an air-conditioner compressor, from a 208-V supply line.
Buck-boosts are a standard type of single-phase distribution transformer, with primary voltages of 120, 240, or 480 V and secondaries typically of 12, 16, 24, 32, or 48 V.They are available in sizes ranging from 50
VA to 10 kVA.
Buck-boost transformers are insulating-type transformers. When
their primary and secondary lead wires are connected together electrically in a recommended bucking or boosting connection, however, they
are in all respects an autotransformer.
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TABLE 3.31 Transformer Full-Load Current, Three-Phase, Self-Cooled Ratings
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TABLE 3.32 Typical Impedances, Three-Phase Transformers

APPLICATIONS

Electrical and electronic equipment is designed to operate on standard
supply voltage. When the supply voltage is constantly too low or too
high (usually more than ⫾5 percent), the equipment fails to operate at
maximum efficiency. A buck-and-boost transformer is a simple and economical means of correcting such an off-standard voltage.
Buck-boost transformers are commonly used for boosting 208 V
to 230 or 240 V and vice versa for commercial and industrial airconditioning systems, boosting 110 V to 120 V and 240 V to 277 V for
lighting systems, and voltage correction for heating systems and induction motors of all types.
Buck-boost transformers can also be used to power low-voltage circuits for control, lighting, and other applications requiring 12, 16, 24, 32,
or 48 V. The unit is connected as an insulating transformer and the
nameplate kVA rating is the transformer’s capacity.
OPERATION AND CONSTRUCTION

Buck-boost transformers have four windings to make them versatile.
Their two primary and two secondary windings can be connected eight
different ways to provide a multitude of voltage and kVA outputs. They
cannot be used to stabilize voltage, however, because the output voltage
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TABLE 3.33 Approximate Transformer Loss and Impedance Data

is a function of the input voltage; i.e., if the input voltage varies, the output voltage will also vary by the same percentage.
LOAD DATA

The fact that a buck-boost transformer can operate a kVA load many
times larger than the kVA rating on its nameplate may seem paradoxical, and consequently, sometimes causes confusion in sizing.
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TABLE 3.33 Approximate Transformer Loss and Impedance Data (Continued )
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TABLE 3.34 Transformer Primary (480-Volt, Three-Phase, Delta) and
Secondary (208Y/120-Volt, Three-Phase, Four-Wire) Overcurrent Protection,
Conductors and Grounding
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TABLE 3.34 Transformer Primary (480-Volt, Three-Phase, Delta) and
Secondary (208Y/120-Volt, Three-Phase, Four-Wire) Overcurrent Protection,
Conductors and Grounding (Continued )
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Electrical connection diagrams.
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FIGURE 3.31

Electrical connection diagrams. (Continued )
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FIGURE 3.31
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Electrical connection diagrams. (Continued )
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FIGURE 3.32 Auto zig-zag grounding transformers for deriving a neutral—
schematic and wiring diagram.

To cite an example, a buck-boost transformer has a nameplate rating
of 1 kVA, but when it’s connected as an autotransformer boosting 208 V
to 230 V, its kVA capacity increases to 9.58 kVA. The key to understanding the operation of buck-boost transformers lies in the fact that
the secondary windings are the only parts of the transformer that do the
work of transforming voltage and current. In the example given, only
22 V are being transformed (boosted): 208 V + 22 V = 230 V. This 22-V
transformation is carried out by the secondary windings, which are
designed to operate at a maximum current of 41.67 A (determined by
wire size of windings).
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Maximum secondary amps = nameplate kVA × 1000/secondary volts
Maximum secondary amps = 1.0 kVA × 1000/24 V = 41.67 A
Because the transformer has been autoconnected in such a fashion
that the 22-V secondary voltage is added to the 208-V primary voltage,
it produces a 230-V output.
The autotransformer kVA is calculated thus:
kVA = output volts × secondary amps/1000
kVA = 230 V × 41.67 A/1000 = 9.58 kVA
THREE-PHASE

To this point, we have only discussed single-phase applications. Buckboost transformers can be used on three-phase systems. Two or three
units are used to buck or boost three-phase voltage. The number of
units to be used in a three-phase installation depends on the number of
wires in the supply line. If the three-phase supply is four-wire Y, use
three buck-boost transformers. If the three-phase supply is three-wire Y
(neutral not available), use two buck-boost transformers.
A three-phase wye buck-boost transformer connection should be
used only on a four-wire source of supply. A delta-to-wye connection
does not provide adequate current capacity to accommodate unbalanced currents flowing in the neutral wire of the four-wire circuit.
A closed delta buck-boost autotransformer connection requires more
transformer kilovolt-amperes than a wye or open delta connection, and
phase shifting occurs on the output. Consequently, the closed delta connection is more expensive and electrically inferior to other three-phase
connections.
The do’s and don’ts of three-phase connections are summarized in
Table 3.36.
TABLE 3.36 Buck-Boost Transformer Three-Phase Connection Summary
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SOUND LEVELS, LIFE EXPECTANCY, AND COST

The sound levels and life expectancy of buck-boost transformers are the
same as any other insulating transformer. However, an autoconnected
buck-boost transformer will be quieter than an insulating transformer
capable of handling the same load. The insulating unit would have to be
physically larger than the buck-boost transformer, and smaller transformers are quieter than larger ones. Using a similar rationale, for the
most common buck-boost applications, the dollar savings are generally
in the order of 75 percent compared with the use of an insulating-type
distribution transformer for the same application.
DIAGRAMS

Figure 3.33 shows typical connection diagrams for single-phase buckboost transformers used for low-voltage power supply applications.
Figures 3.34 and 3.35 show typical connection diagrams for singlephase and three-phase, respectively, buck-boost transformers connected in an autotransformer arrangement.
FIGURE 3.33 Wiring diagrams for low-voltage single-phase buck-boost
transformers.
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FIGURE 3.34

Connection diagrams for buck-boost transformers in autotransformer arrangement for single-phase system.
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FIGURE 3.35

Connection diagrams for buck-boost transformers in autotransformer arrangement for three-phase system.
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TRANSFORMER THERMAL AND SOUND CHARACTERISTICS

In addition to transformer electrical characteristics, their thermal and
sound level characteristics are very important. Thermal characteristics
are determined by industry standards (UL/ANSI 1561-1987) and are generally only of concern to the electrical design professional. Sound levels,
on the other hand, are of concern to everyone, especially the architect and
occupants of the building. Electrical design professionals must be sensitive and aware of the sound levels of electrical equipment and their
impact on the occupants of the building and exercise appropriate measures to mitigate their effects. These could include remotely locating the
equipment, sound attenuation techniques, and/or structural isolation. To
assist you in evaluating these considerations, Figure 3.36 shows the thermal characteristics of dry-type distribution transformers, and Tables 3.37
and 3.38, respectively, show the maximum average sound levels of drytype and liquid-filled transformers and typical ambient sound levels.

k-Rated Transformers
Transformers used for supplying the nonsinusoidal high harmonic (>5
percent) content loads that are increasingly prevalent must be designed
and listed for these loads. ANSI C57.110-1986, “Recommended Practice
for Establishing Transformer Capability When Supplying Non-Sinusoidal Load Currents,” provides a method for calculating the heating
effect in a transformer when high harmonic currents are present. This
method generates a number called the k-factor, which is a multiplier that
FIGURE 3.36

Transformer insulation system temperature ratings.
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TABLE 3.37 Typical Building Sound Levels

related eddy current losses in the transformer core due to harmonics to
increased transformer heating. Transformer manufacturers use this
information to design transformer core/coil and insulation systems that
are more tolerant of the higher internal heating load than a standard
design. Simply put, a k-rated transformer can tolerate approximately
k times more internal heat than a similar, standard-design transformer
(for example, a k-4 transformer can handle approximately four times the
internal heating load of a similar ANSI standard nonharmonic rated
transformer with no life expectancy reduction).
TABLE 3.38 Maximum Average Sound Levels for Transformers
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The k-rating of a transformer addresses only increased internal heating. It does not address mitigation of the harmonic content of the transformer load.

3.8

MOTOR FEEDERS AND STARTERS

Introduction
Motors comprise a significant portion of a building’s electrical system
loads. They are needed to power fans and pumps for basic mechanical
building infrastructure, such as heating, ventilation, air-conditioning,
plumbing, fire protection,elevators, and escalators.They are also needed to
power equipment endemic to the occupancy, such as commercial kitchen
equipment in an institutional facility, CT and MRI scanners in a hospital,
and process equipment such as conveyors and machinery in an industrial
plant or stone quarry. Consequently, designing motor-circuit feeders is
very much in the mainstream of the electrical design professional’s daily
work.To save time in this process, the following information is provided.

Sizing Motor-Circuit Feeders and Their Overcurrent Protection
I. For AC single-phase motors, polyphase motors other than woundrotor (synchronous and induction other than Code E):1,2
1. Feeder wire size is 125 percent of motor full-load (FL) current
minimum.
2. Feeder breaker (thermal-magnetic fixed-trip type) is 250 percent of FL current maximum.
3. Feeder breaker (instantaneous magnetic-only type) is 800
percent of FL current maximum.
4. Feeder fuse (dual-element time-delay type) is 175 percent of
FL current maximum.
5. Feeder fuse (NEC non-time-delay type) is 300 percent of FL
current maximum.
II. For wound-rotor motors:
1. Feeder wire size is 125 percent of motor FL current minimum.
2. Feeder breaker (thermal-magnetic fixed-trip type) is 150 percent of FL current maximum.
3. Feeder breaker (instantaneous magnetic-only type) is 800
percent of FL current maximum.
1

Synchronous motors of the low-torque, low-speed type (usually 450 rpm or
lower), such as those used to drive reciprocating compressors, pumps, and so
forth, that start unloaded, do not require a fuse rating or circuit breaker setting in excess of 200 percent of full-load current.
2
For Code Letter E induction motors, everything is the same as above
except if an instantaneous magnetic-only-type circuit breaker is used, it
shall have a maximum setting of 1100 percent.
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4. Feeder fuse (dual-element time-delay type) is 150 percent of
FL current maximum.
5. Feeder fuse (NEC non-time-delay type) is 150 percent of FL
current maximum.
For hermetic motors (special case): Hermetic motors are actually
a combination consisting of a compressor and motor, both of
which are enclosed in the same housing, with no external shaft or
shaft seals, the motor operating in the refrigerant; thus, their
characteristics are different than standard induction motors. Calculating their feeder size and overcurrent protection is based on
their nameplate branch-circuit selection current (BCSC) or their
rated-load current (RLC), whichever is greater. The BCSC is
always equal to or greater than the RLC. Hence, the following:
1. Feeder wire size is 125 percent of BCSC/RLC maximum.
2. Feeder breaker (thermal-magnetic fixed-trip type) is between
175 and 225 percent of BCSC/RLC maximum.
3. Feeder breaker (instantaneous magnetic-only type) is 800
percent of BCSC/RLC maximum.
4. Feeder fuse (dual-element time-delay type) is between 175
and 225 percent of BCSC/RLC maximum.
5. Feeder fuse (NEC non-time-delay type) is NOT RECOMMENDED—DO NOT USE.
Direct-current (constant-voltage) motors:
1. Feeder wire size is 125 percent of motor FL current maximum.
2. Feeder breaker (thermal-magnetic fixed-trip type) is 150 percent of FL current maximum.
3. Feeder breaker (instantaneous magnetic-only type) is 250
percent of FL current maximum.
4. Feeder fuse (dual-element time-delay type) is 150 percent of
FL current maximum.
5. Feeder fuse (NEC non-time-delay type) is 150 percent of FL
current maximum.
For multiple motors on one feeder: First, size the feeder and
overcurrent protection for the largest motor and add the fullload current of the remaining motors to size the overall feeder
and overcurrent protection.
Application tips:
1. Refer to NEC Articles 430 and 440 for further details on sizing motor feeders and overcurrent protection.
2. For elevator motors, always try to get the full-load current,
because the nameplate horsepower on many machines is
about 10 to 25 percent below the actual rating.
3. For packaged-type evaporative condensers with many small
fans nominally rated 1 hp (for example), be sure to get the
full-load current, because these are really equivalent to about
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

2 hp (for example) each, and feeders sized on nominal horsepower ratings will be inadequate. Remember to size the
feeder and overcurrent protection as a multiple-motor load.
Also refer to NEC Article 440.
Note that maximum and minimum have precise meanings:
feeder sizes shall not be less than the calculated minimum
within 3 or 4 percent (e.g., 30 A-rated No. 10 wire is okay for a
31-A load), and breaker sizes shall not be more than the maximum indicated. In general, for larger motor sizes, the overcurrent protection needed decreases considerably from the
maximum limit.
In sizing nonfused disconnects for motors, use the horsepower
rating table in the manufacturer’s catalog or realize that in
general, a nonfused disconnect switch should be rated the
same as a switch fused with a dual-element time-delay fuse.
When sizing feeders for tape drives in mainframe data centers,
it is usually necessary to oversize both the overcurrent protection and the feeder to accommodate the long acceleration
time characteristic of this equipment.
Today’s highly energy-efficient motors are characterized by
low losses and high inrush currents, thus requiring overcurrent
protection sized at or near the maximum limit prescribed by
the NEC when these motors are used.
For NEC Locked-Rotor Indicating Code Letters, refer to
Table 3.39 [NEC Table 430.7(B)].

TABLE 3.39 NEC Table 430.7(B): Locked-Rotor Indicating Code Letters
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Motor Circuit Data Sheets
The following motor circuit data sheets provide recommended design
standards for branch-circuit protection and wiring of squirrel cage
induction motors of the sizes and voltages most frequently encountered
in commercial, institutional, and industrial facilities. Experience has
shown that most facilities of this type use copper wire, and use No. 12
AWG wire and 3⁄ 4-in conduit as minimum sizes for power distribution.
These standards are reflected in the tables that follow. Refer also to the
notes to Tables 3.40–3.44 for assumptions and other criteria used.

Motor Starter Characteristics (for Squirrel Cage Motors)
There are fundamentally two types of motor starters: full-voltage (both
reversing and nonreversing) and reduced-voltage. In the information
that follows, their characteristics and selection criteria are briefly summarized.
FULL-VOLTAGE STARTERS

A squirrel cage motor draws high starting current (inrush) and produces high starting torque when started at full voltage. Although these
values differ for different motor designs, for a typical NEMA design B
motor, the inrush will be approximately 600 percent of the motor fullload amperage (FLA) rating and the starting torque will be approximately 150 percent of full-load torque at full voltage. High-current
inrush and starting torque can cause problems in the electrical and
mechanical systems and may even cause damage to the utilization
equipment or materials being processed.
REDUCED-VOLTAGE STARTERS

When a motor is started at reduced voltage, the current at the motor
terminals is reduced in direct proportion to the voltage reduction,
whereas the torque is reduced by the square of the voltage reduction. If
the “typical” NEMA B motor is started at 70 percent of line voltage, the
starting current would be 70 percent of the full-voltage value (i.e., 0.70 ×
600% = 420% FLA). The torque would then be (0.70)2 or 49 percent of
the normal starting torque (i.e., 0.49 × 150% = 74% full-load torque).
Therefore, reduced-voltage starting provides an effective means of reducing both inrush current and starting torque.
If the motor has a high inertia or if the motor rating is marginal for
the applied load, reducing the starting torque may prevent the motor
from reaching full speed before the thermal overloads trip.Applications
that require high starting torque should be reviewed carefully to determine if reduced-voltage starting is suitable. As a rule, motors with a
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460-Volt 3-Phase Motor Branch Circuit Requirements for 480-Volt System
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TABLE 3.41 200-Volt 3-Phase Motor Branch Circuit Requirements for 208-Volt System
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TABLE 3.42 115-Volt Single-Phase Motor Branch Circuit Requirements for 120-Volt System
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200-Volt Single-Phase Motor Branch Circuit Requirements for 208-Volt System
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horsepower rating in excess of 15 percent of the kilovolt-ampere rating
of the transformer feeding it should use a reduced-voltage start.
There are several types of electromechanical as well as solid-state
reduced-voltage starters that provide different starting characteristics.
The following tables from Square D Company are a good representation of industry standard characteristics. Table 3.45(a) shows the starting characteristics for Square D’s class 8600 series of reduced-voltage
starters compared with full-voltage starting, along with the advantages
and disadvantages of each type. Table 3.45(b) provides an aid in the
selection of the starter best suited for a particular application and
desired starting characteristic.

3.9

STANDARD VOLTAGES AND VOLTAGE DROP

Introduction
An understanding of system voltage nomenclature and preferred voltage ratings of distribution apparatus and utilization equipment is essential to ensure the proper design and operation of a power distribution
system. The dynamic characteristics of the system should be recognized
and the proper principles of voltage regulation applied so that satisfactory voltages will be supplied to utilization equipment under all normal
conditions of operation.

System Voltage Classes
• Low voltage: A class of nominal system voltages 1,000 V or less
• Medium voltage: A class of nominal system voltages greater than
1,000 V but less than 100,000 V
• High voltage: A class of nominal system voltages equal to or greater
than 100,000 V and equal to or less than 230,000 V

Standard Nominal System Voltages in the United States
These voltages and their associated tolerance limits are listed in ANSI
C84.1-1989 for voltages from 120 to 230,000 V, and ANSI C92.2-1987,
Power Systems—Alternating Current Electrical Systems and Equipment
Operating at Voltages Above 230 kV Nominal-Preferred Voltage Ratings.
The nominal system voltages and their associated tolerance limits and
notes in the two standards have been combined in Table 3.46 to provide
a single table, listing all the nominal system voltages and their associated
tolerance limits for the United States. Preferred nominal system voltages
and voltage ranges are shown in boldface type, whereas other systems in
substantial use that are recognized as standard voltages are shown in
medium type. Other voltages may be encountered on older systems, but
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FIGURE 3.37 Principal transformer connections to supply the system
voltages of Table 3.46.

they are not recognized as standard voltages. The transformer connections from which these voltages are derived are shown in Figure 3.37.

Application of Voltage Classes
1. Low-voltage-class voltages are used to supply utilization equipment.
2. Medium-voltage-class voltages are used as primary distribution
voltages to supply distribution transformers that step the medium
voltage down to a low voltage to supply utilization equipment.
Medium voltages of 13,800 V and below are also used to supply
utilization equipment, such as large motors.
3. High-voltage-class voltages are used to transmit large amounts of
electric power over transmission lines that interconnect transmission substations.
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Voltage Systems Outside of the United States
Voltage systems in other countries (including Canada) generally differ
from those in the United States. Also, the frequency in many countries
is 50 Hz instead of 60 Hz, which affects the operation of some equipment, such as motors, which will run approximately 17 percent slower.
Plugs and receptacles are generally different, which helps to prevent
utilization equipment from the United States from being connected to
the wrong voltage.
In general, equipment rated for use in the United States cannot be
used outside of the United States, and vice versa. If electrical equipment
made for use in the United States must be used outside the United
States, and vice versa, information on the voltage, frequency, and type of
plug required should be obtained. If the difference is only in the voltage,
transformers are generally available to convert the supply voltage to the
equipment voltage.

System Voltage Tolerance Limits
Table 3.46 lists two voltage ranges to provide a practical application of
voltage tolerance limits to distribution systems.
Electric supply systems are to be designed and operated so that most
service voltages fall within the Range A limits. User systems are to be
designed and operated so that, when the service voltages are within
Range A, the utilization voltages are within Range A. Utilization equipment is to be designed and rated to give fully satisfactory performance
within Range A limits for utilization voltages.
Range B is provided to allow limited excursions of voltage outside
the Range A limits that necessarily result from practical design and
operating conditions. The supplying utility is expected to take action
within a reasonable time to restore service voltages to Range A limits.
The user is expected to take action within a reasonable time to restore
utilization voltages to Range A limits. Insofar as practical, utilization
equipment may be expected to give acceptable performance outside
Range A but within Range B. When voltages occur outside the limits of
Range B, prompt corrective action should be taken.
The voltage tolerance limits in ANSI C84.1-1989 are based on
ANSI/NEMA MG1-1978, Motors and Generators, which establishes the
voltage tolerance limits of the standard low-voltage induction motor at
⫾10 percent of nameplate voltage ratings of 230 and 460 V. Because
motors represent the major component of utilization equipment, they
were given primary consideration in the establishment of this voltage
standard.
The best way to show the voltages in a distribution system is by using
a 120-V base. This cancels the transformation ratios between systems, so
that the actual voltages vary solely on the basis of voltage drops in the
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system. Any voltage may be converted to a 120-V base by dividing the
actual voltage by the ratio of transformation to the 120-V base. For
example, the ratio of transformation for the 480-V system is 480/120, or
4, so 460 V in a 480-V system would be 460/4, or 115 V.
The tolerance limits of the 460-V motor as they relate to the 120-V
base become 115 V + 10 percent or 126.5 V, and 115 V − 10 percent, or
103.5 V. The problem is to decide how this tolerance range of 23 V
should be divided between the primary distribution system, the distribution transformer, and the secondary distribution system that make up
the regulated distribution system. The solution adopted by the American National Standards Committee C84 is shown in Table 3.47.

Voltage Profile Limits for a Regulated Distribution System
Figure 3.38 shows the voltage profile of a regulated power distribution
system using the limits of Range A in Table 3.46. This table assumes a
standard nominal distribution voltage of 13,200 V, Range A in Table
3.46, for the example profile shown.

System Voltage Nomenclature
The nominal system voltages in Table 3.46 are designated in the same
way as the designation on the nameplate of the transformer for the
winding or windings supplying the system.
1. Single-phase systems
• 120 V: Indicates a single-phase, two-wire system in which the
nominal voltage between the two wires is 120 V.
• 120/240 V: Indicates a single-phase, three-wire system in which
the nominal voltage between the two-phase conductors is 240 V,
and from each phase conductor to the neutral is 120 V.
2. Three-phase systems
• 240/120 V: Indicates a three-phase, four-wire system supplied
from a delta-connected transformer. The midtap of one winding
is connected to a neutral. The three phase conductors provide a
nominal 240-V three-phase, three-wire system, and the neutral
and two adjacent phase conductors provide a nominal 120/240-V
single-phase, three-wire system.
• Single number: Indicates a three-phase, three-wire system in
which the number designates the nominal voltage between
phases.
• Two numbers separated by Y/: Indicates a three-phase, fourwire system from a wye-connected transformer in which the first
number indicates the nominal phase-to-phase voltage and the
second the nominal phase-to-neutral voltage.
TLFeBOOK
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TABLE 3.47 Standard Voltage Profile for a Regulated Power Distribution
System, 120-Volt Base

NOTES

1. All single-phase systems and all three-phase, four-wire systems are
suitable for the connection of phase-to-neutral load.
2. See Chapter 4 for methods of system grounding.
3. See Figure 3.37 for transformer connections.

Voltage Ratings for Utilization Equipment
According to the IEEE, utilization equipment is defined as “electrical
equipment that converts electric power into some other form of energy,
such as light, heat, or mechanical motion.” Every item of utilization
FIGURE 3.38

Voltage profile of the limits of range A, ANSI C84.1-1989.
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equipment should have a nameplate listing, which includes, among other
things, the rated voltage for which the equipment is designed. With one
major exception, most electrical utilization equipment carries a nameplate rating that is the same as the voltage system on which it is to be
used; that is, equipment to be used on 120-V systems is rated 120 V, and so
on. The major exception is motors and equipment containing motors. See
Table 3.48 for the proper selection of the motor nameplate voltage that is
compatible with the specific available nominal system voltage. Motors
are also about the only utilization equipment used on systems over 600 V.

Effect of Voltage Variation on Utilization Equipment
Whenever the voltage at the terminals of utilization equipment varies
from its nameplate rating, the performance of the equipment and its life
expectancy change.The effect may be minor or serious, depending on the
characteristics of the equipment and the amount of voltage deviation
from the nameplate rating. NEMA standards provide tolerance limits
within which performance will be acceptable. In precise operations, however, closer voltage control may be required. In general, a change in the
applied voltage causes a proportional change in the current. Because the
effect on the load equipment is proportional to the voltage and current,
and because the current is proportional to the voltage, the total effect is
approximately proportional to the square of the voltage.
However, the change is only approximately proportional and not
exact, because the change in the current affects the operation of the
equipment, so the current will continue to change until a new equilibTABLE 3.48 Voltage Ratings of Standard Motors
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rium position is established. For example, when the load is a resistance
heater, the increase in current will increase the temperature of the
heater, which will increase its resistance, which will in turn reduce the
current. This effect will continue until a new equilibrium current and
temperature are established. In the case of an induction motor, a reduction in the voltage will cause a reduction in the current flowing to the
motor, causing the motor to slow down. This reduces the impedance of
the motor, causing an increase in the current until a new equilibrium
position is established between the current and the motor speed.
EXAMPLES OF EFFECTS OF VOLTAGE VARIATION

The variations in characteristics of induction motors as a function of
voltage are given in Table 3.49.
The light output and life of incandescent filament lamps are critically
affected by the impressed voltage. The variation of life and light output
with voltage is given in Table 3.50. The variation figures for 125- and
130-V lamps are also included, because these ratings are useful in locations where long life is more important than light output.
Fluorescent lamps, unlike incandescent lamps, operate satisfactorily
over a range of ⫾10 percent of the ballast nameplate voltage rating.
Light output varies approximately in direct proportion to the applied
voltage. Thus, a 1 percent increase in applied voltage will increase the
light output by 1 percent, and, conversely, a decrease of 1 percent in
the applied voltage will reduce the light output by 1 percent. The life
of fluorescent lamps is affected less by voltage variation than the life
of incandescent lamps.
The voltage-sensitive component of the fluorescent fixture is the ballast, which is a small reactor, or transformer, that supplies the starting
and operating voltages to the lamp and limits the lamp current to design
values. These ballasts may overheat when subjected to above-normal
voltage and operating temperature, and ballasts with integral thermal
protection may be required.
Mercury lamps that use the conventional unregulated ballast will
have a 30 percent decrease in the light output for a 10 percent decrease
in terminal voltage. When a constant wattage ballast is used, the
decrease in light output for a 10 percent decrease in terminal voltage
will be about 2 percent.
Mercury lamps require between 4 and 8 min to vaporize the mercury
in the lamp and reach full brilliance. At about 20 percent undervoltage,
the mercury arc will be extinguished and the lamp cannot be restarted
until the mercury condenses, which takes between 4 and 8 min, unless the
lamps have special cooling controls. The lamp life is related inversely to
the number of starts; so that, if low-voltage conditions require repeated
starting, lamp life will be affected adversely. Excessively high voltage
raises the arc temperature, which could damage the glass enclosure when
the temperature approaches the glass-softening point.
TLFeBOOK

TABLE 3.49 General Effect of Voltage Variations on Induction Motor Characteristics
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TABLE 3.50 Effect of Voltage Variations on Incandescent Lamps
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Sodium and metal-halide lamps have similar characteristics to mercury lamps; however, the starting and operating voltages may be somewhat different. See the manufacturers’ catalogs for detailed information.
In resistance heating devices, the energy input and, therefore, the heat
output of resistance heaters varies approximately as the square of the
impressed voltage. Thus, a 10 percent drop in voltage will cause a drop
of approximately 19 percent in heat output. This, however, holds true
only for an operating range over which the resistance remains approximately constant.
The foregoing gives some idea of how critical proper voltage is, and
thus the need for voltage drop calculations.

Voltage Drop Calculations
Electrical design professionals designing building wiring systems should
have a working knowledge of voltage drop calculations, not only to
meet NEC,Articles 210.19(A), FPN No. 4, and 215.2, requirements (recommended, not mandatory), but also to ensure that the voltage applied
to utilization equipment is maintained within proper limits. Due to the
vector relationships of the circuit parameters, a working knowledge of
trigonometry is needed, especially for making exact calculations. Fortunately, most voltage drop calculations are based on assumed limiting
conditions, and approximate formulas are adequate. Within the context
of this book, voltage drop tables and charts are sufficiently accurate to
determine the approximate voltage drop for most problems, thus formulas will not be needed.
VOLTAGE DROP TABLES

These tables (Tables 3.51 through 3.72), reading directly in volts, give
values for the voltage drop found in aluminum and copper cables under
various circumstances.
1. In magnetic conduit—AC
a. 70 percent power factor
b. 80 percent power factor
c. 90 percent power factor
d. 95 percent power factor
e. 100 percent power factor
2. In nonmagnetic conduit—AC
a. 70 percent power factor
b. 80 percent power factor
c. 90 percent power factor
d. 95 percent power factor
e. 100 percent power factor
3. In direct-current circuits
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TABLE 3.51 Volts Drop for AL Conductor—Direct Current

TABLE 3.52 Volts Drop for AL Conductor in Magnetic Conduit—70 Percent PF
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TABLE 3.53 Volts Drop for AL Conductor in Magnetic Conduit—80 Percent PF
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TABLE 3.54 Volts Drop for AL Conductor in Magnetic Conduit—90 Percent PF
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TABLE 3.55 Volts Drop for AL Conductor in Magnetic Conduit—95 Percent PF
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TABLE 3.56 Volts Drop for AL Conductor in Magnetic Conduit—100 Percent PF
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TABLE 3.57 Volts Drop for AL Conductor in Nonmagnetic Conduit—70 Percent PF
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TABLE 3.58 Volts Drop for AL Conductor in Nonmagnetic Conduit—80 Percent PF
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TABLE 3.59 Volts Drop for AL Conductor in Nonmagnetic Conduit—90 Percent PF
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TABLE 3.60 Volts Drop for AL Conductor in Nonmagnetic Conduit—95 Percent PF
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TABLE 3.61 Volts Drop for AL Conductor in Nonmagnetic Conduit—100 Percent PF
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TABLE 3.62 Volts Drop for CU Conductor—Direct Current

TABLE 3.63 Volts Drop for CU Conductor in Magnetic Conduit—70 Percent PF
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TABLE 3.64 Volts Drop for CU Conductor in Magnetic Conduit—80 Percent PF
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TABLE 3.65 Volts Drop for CU Conductor in Magnetic Conduit—90 Percent PF
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TABLE 3.66 Volts Drop for CU Conductor in Magnetic Conduit—95 Percent PF
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TABLE 3.67 Volts Drop for CU Conductor in Magnetic Conduit—100 Percent PF
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TABLE 3.68 Volts Drop for CU Conductor in Nonmagnetic Conduit—70 Percent PF
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TABLE 3.69 Volts Drop for CU Conductor in Nonmagnetic Conduit—80 Percent PF
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TABLE 3.70 Volts Drop for CU Conductor in Nonmagnetic Conduit—90 Percent PF
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TABLE 3.71 Volts Drop for CU Conductor in Nonmagnetic Conduit—95 Percent PF
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TABLE 3.72 Volts Drop for CU Conductor in Nonmagnetic Conduit—100 Percent PF
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All voltage drops are calculated at 60 Hz and 60°C. This temperature
represents a typical conductor temperature encountered in service. No
error of practical significance is involved in using the table for any conductor temperature of 75°C or less.
Space limitations make it necessary to prepare the following pages
with the “Ampere Feet” column in abbreviated form. For example, reference to the proper table will show that the voltage drop encountered
in a 253,000-ampere-foot circuit using 1,000-kcmil aluminum cable
would be (for 80 percent power factor, magnetic conduit) 17.6 + 4.4 +
0.3, or 22.3 V. These voltage drops are the individual drops given by the
table for 200,000 ampere feet, 50,000 ampere feet, and 3,000 ampere
feet, respectively, for a total of 253,000 ampere feet. Note that the length
of run refers to the length of the physical circuit (i.e., circuit feet, not the
footage of conductor).
Factors are given at the bottom of each table to make the tables
usable in any of the common AC circuits.
In busways, Tables 3.73 and 3.74 and Figures 3.39 through 3.41 show
voltage drops per 100 feet at rated current (end loading) for the entire
range of lagging power factors.
The voltage drop for a single-phase load connected to a three-phase
system busway is 15.5 percent higher than the values shown in the
tables. For a two-pole busway serving a single-phase load, the voltage
drop values in Tables 3.73 and 3.74 should be multiplied by 1.08.
The tables show end-loaded conditions; that is, the entire load is concentrated at one end at rated capacity. Because plug-in types of busways
are particularly adapted to serving the distributed blocks of load, care
should be exercised to ensure proper handling of such voltage drop calculations. Thus, with uniformly distributed loading, the values in the
tables should be divided by 2. When several separate blocks of load are
tapped off the run at various points, the voltage drop should be determined for the first section using the total load. The voltage drop in the
next section is then calculated using the total load minus what was
tapped off in the first section, and so on.
Figure 3.42 shows the voltage drop curve versus power factor for typical light-duty trolley busway carrying rated load.
Figure 3.43 may be used to determine the approximate voltage drop
in single-phase and three-phase 60-Hz liquid-filled, self-cooled transformers. The voltage drop through a single-phase transformer is found
by entering the chart at a kilovolt-ampere value three times the rating
of the single-phase transformer. Figure 3.43 covers transformers in the
following ranges:
Single-phase
• 250 to 500 kVA, 8.6- to 15-kV insulation classes
• 833 to 1,250 kVA, 2.5- to 25-kV insulation classes
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TABLE 3.73 Voltage Drop Values for Three-Phase Busways with Copper Bus Bars,
in Volts per 100 Feet, Line-to-Line, at Rated Current with Balanced Entire Load at End
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Three-phase
• 225 to 750 kVA, 8.6- to 15-kV insulation classes
• 1,000 to 10,000 kVA, 2.5- to 25-kV insulation classes
APPLICATION TIPS

1. Always locate the source of the low-voltage supply (service transformer and service equipment, distribution transformers, distribution panels, generators, and UPS systems) as close to the center of
the load as possible.
2. When you oversize a feeder or branch circuit for voltage drop
compensation, note it as such on the design drawings. This prevents confusion for the electrical contractor(s) bidding and/or
installing the work.
3. Rule of thumb: When the distance in circuit feet equals the nominal system voltage (e.g., you are at 120 circuit feet and the nominal
system voltage is 120 V), it serves as a “flag” that you should check
the voltage drop. In practice, experience has generally shown that
it is safe to go another 50 percent in circuit feet without a voltage
drop problem (180 circuit feet for the example given).
4. As is the case with short-circuit calculations, the only significant
circuit impedance parameters generally needed for the voltage
drop calculations are those of transformers, busways, and conductors in conduit. Devices such as switches, circuit breakers, transfer
switches, and so forth, contribute negligible impedance and generally can be ignored.
5. The NEC recommends (not mandatory) that the voltage drop
from the point-of-service entrance to the farthest extremity of the
electrical distribution system not exceed 5 percent. With this
guideline, it is generally good practice to limit the voltage drop to
distribution panels to a maximum of 2 to 3 percent, leaving the
remaining 2 to 3 percent for the smaller branch circuits to the
extremities of the system. For example, limiting the voltage drop to
2 percent to a distribution panel would allow up to 3 percent voltage drop for the branch circuits served by that panel.

Voltage Dips—Momentary Voltage Variations
The previous discussion covered relatively slow changes in voltage associated with steady-state voltage spreads and tolerance limits. However,
sudden voltage changes should be given special consideration. Lighting
equipment output is sensitive to applied voltage, and people are sensitive to sudden changes in light. Intermittently operated equipment, such
as compressor motors, elevators, x-ray machines, and flashing signs, may
produce a flicker when connected to lighting circuits. Care should be
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TABLE 3.74 Voltage Drop Values for Three-Phase Busways with Aluminum Bus Bars, in Volts per 100 Feet,
Line-to-Line, at Rated Current with Balanced Entire Load at End
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FIGURE 3.39 Voltage drop curves for typical interleaved construction of
copper busway at rated load, assuming 70°C (158°F) as the operating
temperature.

taken to design systems that will not irritate building occupants with
flickering lights. In extreme cases, sudden voltage changes may even disrupt sensitive electronic equipment.
As little as a 0.5 percent voltage change produces a noticeable change
in the output of an incandescent lamp. The problem is that individuals
vary widely in their susceptibility to light flicker. Tests indicate that
some individuals are irritated by a flicker that is barely noticeable to
others. Studies show that sensitivity depends on how much illumination
changes (magnitude), how often it occurs (frequency), and the type of
work activity undertaken. The problem is further compounded by the
fact that fluorescent and other lighting systems have different response
characteristics to voltage changes (see previous parts of this section).
TLFeBOOK
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FIGURE 3.40 Voltage drop curves for typical plug-in-type busway at
balanced rated load, assuming 70°C (158°F) as the operating
temperature.

Illumination flicker can be especially objectionable if it occurs often
and is cyclical.
Figure 3.44 shows acceptable voltage dip limits for incandescent lights.
Two curves show how the acceptable voltage flicker magnitude depends
on the frequency of occurrence. The lower curve shows a borderline
where people begin to detect the flicker.The upper curve is the borderline
where some people will find the flicker objectionable.At 10 dips per hour,
people begin to detect incandescent lamp flicker for voltage dips larger
than 1 percent and begin to object when the magnitude exceeds 3 percent.
TLFeBOOK
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FIGURE 3.41 Voltage drop curves for typical feeder busways at balanced
rated load mounted flat horizontally, assuming 70°C (158°F) as the operating
temperature.

One source of voltage dips in commercial buildings is the inrush current while starting large motors on a distribution transformer that also
supplies incandescent lights. A quick way to estimate flicker problems
from motor starting is to multiply the motor locked-rotor starting
kilovolt-ampere by the supply transformer impedance. A typical motor
may draw 5 kVA/hp and a transformer impedance may be 6 percent.
The equation below estimates flicker while starting a 15-hp motor on a
150-kVA transformer.
15 hp × 5 kVA/hp × 6%/150 kVA = 3% flicker
TLFeBOOK
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FIGURE 3.42 Voltage drop curve versus power factor for typical light-duty
trolley busway carrying rated load, assuming 70°C (158°F) as the operating
temperature.

FIGURE 3.43 Voltage drop curves for three-phase transformers, 225 to
10,000 kVA, 5 to 25 kV. Note: This figure applies to 5.5 percent impedance
transformers. For transformers of substantially different impedance, the
information for the calculation should be obtained from the manufacturer.
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FIGURE 3.44 Flicker of incandescent lamps caused by recurrent voltage dips.

The estimated 3 percent dip associated with starting this motor
reaches the borderline of irritation at 10 starts/hr. If the voltage dip combined with the starting frequency approaches the objectionable zone,
more accurate calculations should be made using the actual locked-rotor
current of the motor.Accurate locked-rotor kilovolt-amperes for motors
are available from the motor manufacturer and from the starting code
letter on the motor nameplate. The values for the code letters are listed
in Table 3.39 of this handbook. More accurate methods for calculating
motor-starting voltage dips are beyond the scope of this book.
One slightly more accurate method of quickly calculating voltage dip
is to ratio the inrush current, or kilovolt-amperes, to the available shortcircuit current, or kilovolt-amperes (if known), times 100 percent, to
that point in the system of concern. This takes into account all impedance to the point in the system.
When the amount of the voltage dip in combination with the frequency falls within the objectionable range, then consideration should
be given to methods of reducing the dip to acceptable values, such as
using two or more smaller motors, providing a separate transformer for
motors, separating motor feeders from other feeders, or using reducedvoltage motor starting.
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3.10 THREE-PHASE FEEDER SIZE SCHEDULE
TABLE 3.75 Table 3.75 provides 3-phase, 3-wire and 3-phase, 4-wire feeder
sizes based on the rating of the overcurrent protective device.
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TABLE 3.75 Table 3.75 provides 3-phase, 3-wire and 3-phase, 4-wire feeder
sizes based on the rating of the overcurrent protective device. (Continued )

TLFeBOOK

CHAPTER FOUR

Grounding and
Ground Fault Protection

4.0

GROUNDING

Introduction
Grounding encompasses several different but interrelated aspects of
electrical distribution system design and construction, all of which are
essential to the safety and proper operation of the system and equipment supplied by it. Among these are equipment grounding, system
grounding, static and lightning protection, and connection to earth as a
reference (zero) potential.

Equipment Grounding
Equipment grounding is essential to the safety of personnel. Its function
is to ensure that all exposed noncurrent-carrying metallic parts of all
structures and equipment in or near the electrical distribution system
are at the same potential, and that is the zero reference potential of the
earth. Grounding is required by both the National Electrical Code
(Article 250) and the National Electrical Safety Code.
Equipment grounding also provides a return path for ground fault
currents, permitting protective devices to operate effectively. Accidental contact of an energized conductor of the system with an improperly
grounded noncurrent-carrying metallic part of the system (such as a
motor frame or panelboard enclosure) would raise the potential of the
metal object above ground potential. Any person coming in contact
with such an object while grounded could be seriously injured or killed.
In addition, current flow from the accidental grounding of an energized
part of the system could generate sufficient heat (often with arcing) to
start a fire.
To prevent the establishment of such an unsafe potential difference
requires that (1) the equipment-grounding conductor provide a return
path for the ground fault currents of sufficiently low impedance to
prevent unsafe voltage drop (i.e., voltage rise due to the IZ drop), and
(2) the equipment-grounding conductor be large enough to carry the
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maximum ground fault current, without burning off, for sufficient time
to allow protective devices (ground fault relays, circuit breakers, fuses)
to clear the fault. The grounded conductor of the system (usually the
neutral conductor), although grounded at the source, must not be used
for equipment grounding.
The equipment-grounding conductor may be the metallic conduit or
raceway of the wiring system, or a separate equipment-grounding conductor, run with the circuit conductors, as permitted by the NEC. For
minimum-size equipment-grounding conductors for grounding raceway
and equipment, see Table 4.1. If a separate equipment-grounding conductor is used, it may be bare or insulated; if it is insulated, the insulation must be green. Conductors with green insulation may not be used
for any purpose other than for equipment grounding.Where conductors
are run in parallel in multiple raceways or cables, the equipmentgrounding conductor, where used, shall be run in parallel. Each parallel
equipment-grounding conductor shall be sized in accordance with Table
4.1 (NEC Table 250.122).
The equipment-grounding system must be bonded to the grounding
electrode at the source or service; however, it may also be connected to
ground at many other points. This will not cause problems with the safe
operation of the electrical distribution system. Where computers, data
processing, or microprocessor-based industrial process control systems
are installed, the equipment-grounding system must be designed to
minimize interference with their proper operation. Often, isolated
grounding of this equipment, or completely isolated electrical supply
systems are required to protect microprocessors from power system
“noise” that does not in any way affect motors or other electrical
equipment.

Low-Voltage System Grounding
System grounding connects the electrical supply, from the utility, from
transformer secondary windings, or from a generator, to ground. A system can be solidly grounded (no intentional impedance to ground),
impedance-grounded (through a resistance or reactance), or ungrounded
(with no intentional connection to ground).
The most commonly used grounding point is the neutral of the system,
or the neutral point, created by means of a zigzag-wye or an open-delta
grounding transformer in a system that was operating as an ungroundeddelta system.
In general, it is a good practice that all source neutrals be grounded
with the same grounding impedance. Where one of the medium-voltage
sources is the utility, their consent for impedance grounding must be
obtained.
The neutral impedance must have a voltage rating at least equal to
the rated line-to-neutral voltage class of the system. It must have at least
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TABLE 4.1 NEC Table 250.122: Minimum Size of Equipment Grounding
Conductors for Grounding Raceway and Equipment
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a 10-s rating equal to the maximum future line-to-ground fault current
and a continuous rating to accommodate the triplen harmonics that
may be present.
Solidly grounded three-phase systems (Figure 4.1) are usually wyeconnected, with the neutral point grounded. Less common is the red-leg,
or high-leg, delta, a 240-V system supplied by some utilities with one
winding center-tapped to provide 120 V to ground for lighting and
receptacles. This 240-V, three-phase, four-wire system is used where a
120-V lighting load is small compared with a 240-V power load, because
the installation is low in cost to the utility. A corner-grounded, threephase delta system is sometimes found, with one phase grounded to stabilize all voltages to ground. Better solutions are available for new
installations.
Ungrounded systems (Figure 4.2) can be either wye or delta,
although the ungrounded delta system is far more common.
Resistance-grounded systems (Figure 4.3) are simplest with a wye
connection, grounding the neutral point directly through the resistor.
Delta systems can be grounded by means of a zigzag or other grounding
transformer. Open-delta transformer banks may also be used.
This drives a neutral point, which can be either solidly or impedanceFIGURE 4.1 Solidly grounded systems.
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FIGURE 4.2 Ungrounded systems.

grounded. If the grounding transformer has sufficient capacity, the
neutral created can be solidly grounded and used as a part of a threephase, four-wire system. Most transformer-supplied systems are either
solidly grounded or resistance-grounded. Generator neutrals are often
grounded through a reactor, to limit ground fault (zero sequence) currents to values the generator can withstand. Generators that operate in
parallel are sometimes resistance-grounded to suppress circulating
harmonics.
FIGURE 4.3 Resistance-grounded systems.
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Grounding-Electrode System
At some point, the equipment and system grounds must be connected
to earth by means of a grounding-electrode system.
Outdoor substations usually use a ground grid, consisting of a number of ground rods driven into the earth and bonded together by buried
copper conductors. The required grounding-electrode system for a
building is spelled out in the NEC, Article 250, Part III. The preferred
grounding electrode is a metal underground water pipe in direct contact
with the earth for at least 10 ft. However, because underground water
piping is often plastic outside of the building, or may later be replaced
by plastic piping, the NEC requires this electrode to be supplemented
by and bonded to at least one other grounding electrode, such as the
effectively grounded metal frame of the building, a concrete-encased
electrode, a copper conductor ground ring encircling the building, or a
made electrode such as one or more driven ground rods or a buried
plate. Where any of these electrodes are present, they must be bonded
together into one grounding-electrode system.
One of the most effective grounding electrodes is the concreteencased electrode, sometimes called the Ufer ground, after the man
who developed it. It consists of at least 20 ft of steel reinforcing bars or
rods not less than 1⁄ 2 in in diameter, or at least 20 ft of bare copper conductor, size #4 AWG or larger, encased in at least 2 in of concrete. It
must be located within and near the bottom of a concrete foundation or
footing that is in direct contact with earth. Tests have shown this electrode to provide a low-resistance earth ground even in poor soil conditions.
The electrical distribution system and equipment ground must be
connected to this grounding-electrode system by a grounding-electrode
conductor. All other grounding electrodes, such as those for the lightning protection system, the telephone system, television antenna and
cable TV system grounds, and computer systems, must be bonded to this
grounding-electrode system.
The NEC requires a grounding-electrode system, illustrated by Figure 4.4 as an example, with the grounding-electrode conductor sized in
accordance with Table 4.2 Grounding Electrode Conductor for AC Systems (NEC Table 250.66).
In general, where loads will be connected line to neutral, solidly
grounded systems are used.
In commercial and institutional installations, such as office buildings,
shopping centers, schools, and hospitals, lighting loads are often more
than 50 percent of the total load. In addition, a feeder outage on the first
ground fault is seldom crucial—even in hospitals, which have emergency power in critical areas. For these reasons, a solidly grounded wye
distribution system, with the neutral used for lighting circuits, is usually
the most economical, effective, and convenient design.
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FIGURE 4.4 Grounding-electrode system (NEC Article 250.66).

Medium-Voltage System Grounding
Because the method of grounding affects the voltage rise of the unfaulted
phases above ground, ANSI C62.92 classifies systems from the point of
view of grounding in terms of a coefficient of grounding (COG), which
equals the highest power frequency rms line-to-ground voltage divided by
the rms line-to-line voltage at the fault location with the fault removed.
This same standard also defines systems as effectively grounded
when the COG is less than or equal to 0.8. Such a system would have
X0 /X1 less than or equal to 3.0 and R0 /X1 less than or equal to 1.0. Any
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TABLE 4.2 NEC Table 250.66: Grounding Electrode Conductor for
Alternating-Current Systems
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TABLE 4.3 Characteristics of Grounding

TABLE 4.4 Medium Voltage System Grounding Features of Ungrounded and Grounded Systems (from ANSI C62.92)
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other grounding means that does not satisfy these conditions at any
point in the system is not effectively grounded.
The aforementioned definition is of significance in medium-voltage
distribution systems with long lines and with grounded sources removed during light-load periods so that in some locations in the system
the X0 /X1, R0 /X1 ratios may exceed the defining limits.
Other standards (cable and lightning arrester) allow the use of 100
percent rated cables and arresters selected on the basis of an effectively
grounded system only where the preceding criteria are met. In effectively grounded systems, the line-to-ground fault current is high, and
there is no significant voltage rise in the unfaulted phases.
With selective ground fault isolation, the fault current will be at 60
percent of the three-phase current at the point of fault. Damage to cable
shields must be checked. This fact is not a problem except in small
cables. To prevent cable damage, it is a good idea to supplement cable
shields as returns of ground fault current.
The burdens on the current transformers (CTs) must also be checked
where residually connected ground relays are used and the CTs supply
current to phase relays and meters. If ground sensor current transformers are used, they must also be of high-burden capacity.
Table 4.3 indicates the characteristics of the various methods of
grounding.
Features of ungrounded and grounded systems are summarized in
Table 4.4.
Reactance grounding is generally used in the grounding of generator
neutrals, in which generators are directly connected to the distribution
system bus, to limit the line-to-ground fault to somewhat less than the
three-phase fault at the generator terminals. If the reactor is so sized, in
all probability the system will remain effectively grounded.
When resistors are used in medium-voltage system grounding, they
are generally low in resistance value. The fault is limited from 20 to 25
percent of the three-phase fault value down to about 400 A. With a
properly sized resistor and relaying application, selective fault isolation
is feasible. The fault limit provided has a bearing on whether residually
connected relays are used or ground sensor current transformers are
used for ground fault relaying.
In general, where residually connected relays are used, the fault current at each grounded source should not be limited to less than the current transformer’s rating of the source. This rule will provide sensitive
differential protection for wye-connected generators and transformers against line-to-ground faults near the neutral. Of course, if the
installation of ground fault differential protection is feasible, or ground
sensor current transformers are used, sensitive differential relaying in
a resistance-grounded system with greater fault limitation is possible.
In general, ground sensor current transformers do not have highburden capacity. Resistance-grounded systems limit the circulating
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currents of triplen harmonics and limit the damage at the point of
fault. This method of grounding is not suitable for line-to-neutral connection of loads.

4.1

GROUND FAULT PROTECTION

Introduction
A ground fault normally occurs in one of two ways: by accidental contact
of an energized conductor with normally grounded metal, or as a result
of an insulation failure of an energized conductor. When an insulation
failure occurs, the energized conductor contacts normally noncurrentcarrying metal, which is bonded to a part of the equipment-grounding
conductor. In a solidly grounded system, the fault current returns to the
source primarily along the equipment-grounding conductors, with a
small part using parallel paths such as building steel or piping. If the
ground return impedance were as low as that of the circuit conductors,
ground fault currents would be high, and the normal phase-overcurrent
protection would clear them with little damage. Unfortunately, the
impedance of the ground return path is usually higher; the fault itself is
usually arcing; and the impedance of the arc further reduces the fault
current. In a 480Y/277-V system, the voltage drop across the arc can be
from 70 to 140 V. The resulting ground fault current is rarely enough to
cause the phase overcurrent protection device to open instantaneously
and prevent damage. Sometimes, the ground fault is below the trip setting of the protective device and it does not trip at all until the fault escalates and extensive damage is done. For these reasons, low-level ground
protection devices with minimum time-delay settings are required to
rapidly clear ground faults. This is emphasized by the NEC requirement
that a ground fault relay on a service shall have a maximum delay of 1 s
for faults of 3000 A or more.
The NEC (Article 230.95) requires that ground fault protection, set at
no more than 1200 A, be provided for each service-disconnecting means
rated 1000 A or more on solidly grounded wye services of more than 150
V to ground, but not exceeding 600 V phase-to-phase. Practically, this
makes ground fault protection mandatory on 480Y/277-V services, but
not on 208Y/120-V services. On a 208-V system, the voltage to ground is
120 V. If a ground fault occurs, the arc will extinguish at current zero, and
the voltage to ground is often too low to cause it to restrike. Therefore,
arcing ground faults on 208-V systems tend to be self-extinguishing. On
a 480-V system, with 277 V to ground, restrike usually takes place after
current zero, and the arc tends to be self-sustaining, causing severe and
increasing damage, until the fault is cleared by a protective device.
The NEC requires ground fault protection only on the servicedisconnecting means. This protection works so fast that for ground faults
on feeders, or even branch circuits, it will often open the service discon-
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nect before the feeder or branch overcurrent device can operate. This is
highly undesirable, and in the NEC (Article 230.95) a fine-print note
(FPN) states that additional ground fault–protective equipment will be
needed on feeders and branch circuits where maximum continuity of
electric service is necessary. Unless it is acceptable to disconnect the
entire service on a ground fault almost anywhere in the system, such
additional stages of ground fault protection must be provided. At least
two stages of ground fault protection are mandatory in health care facilities (NEC Article 517.17).
Overcurrent protection is designed to protect conductors and equipment against currents that exceed their ampacity or rating under prescribed time values. An overcurrent can result from an overload, short
circuit, or high-level ground fault condition. When currents flow outside
the normal current path to ground, supplementary ground fault protection equipment will be required to sense low-level ground fault currents
and initiate the protection required. Normal phase-overcurrent protection devices provide no protection against low-level ground faults.

Basic Means of Sensing Ground Faults
There are three basic means of sensing ground faults. The most simple
and direct method is the ground return method as illustrated in Figure
4.5. This sensing method is based on the fact that all currents supplied
by a transformer must return to that transformer.
When an energized conductor faults to grounded metal, the fault current returns along the ground return path to the neutral of the source
transformer. This path includes the grounding electrode conductor—
sometimes called the ground strap—as shown in Figure 4.5. A current
sensor on this conductor (which can be a conventional bar-type or
window-type CT) will respond to ground fault currents only. Normal
neutral currents resulting from unbalanced loads will return along the
neutral conductor and will not be detected by the ground return sensor.
This is an inexpensive method of sensing ground faults in which only
minimum protection per NEC Article 230.95 is desired. For it to operate properly, the neutral must be grounded in only one location, as indicated in Figure 4.5. In many installations, the servicing utility grounds
the neutral at the transformer, and additional grounding is required in
the service equipment. In such cases and others, including multiple
source with multiple interconnected neutral ground points, residual or
zero-sequence sensing methods should be employed.
A second method of detecting ground faults is the use of a zerosequence sensing method as illustrated in Figure 4.6. This sensing
method requires a single, specially designed sensor, either of a toroidalor rectangular-shaped configuration. This core balance current transformer surrounds all the phase and neutral conductors in a typical
three-phase, four-wire distribution system.
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FIGURE 4.5 Ground return sensing method.

The sensing method is based on the fact that the vectorial sum of the
phase and neutral currents in any distribution circuit will equal zero
unless a ground fault condition exists downstream from the sensor. All
currents that flow only in the circuit conductors, including balanced or
unbalanced phase-to-phase and phase-to-neutral normal or fault currents, and harmonic currents, will result in zero sensor output. However,
should any conductor become grounded, the fault current will return
along the ground path—not the normal circuit conductors—and the
sensor will have an unbalanced magnetic flux condition, and a sensor
output will be generated to actuate the ground fault relay.
FIGURE 4.6 Zero-sequence sensing method.
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Zero-sequence sensors are available with various window openings
for circuits with small or large conductors, and even with large rectangular windows to fit over bus bars or multiple large-size conductors in
parallel. Some sensors have split cores for installations over existing
conductors without disturbing the connections.
This method of sensing ground faults can be employed on the main
disconnect where minimum protection per NEC Article 230.95 is
desired. It can also be employed in multitier systems where additional
ground fault protection is desired for added service continuity. Additional grounding points may be employed upstream of the sensor, but
not on the load side.
Ground fault protection employing ground return or zero-sequence
sensing methods can be accomplished by the use of separate ground
fault relays (GFRs) and disconnects equipped with standard shunt trip
devices or by circuit breakers with integral ground fault protection with
external connections arranged for these modes of sensing.
The third basic method of detecting ground faults involves the use of
multiple current sensors connected in a residual sensing method, as
illustrated in Figure 4.7. This is a very common sensing method used
with circuit breakers equipped with electronic trip units and integral
ground fault protection. The three-phase sensors are required for normal phase-overcurrent protection. Ground fault sensing is obtained
with the addition of an identically rated sensor mounted on the neutral.
In a residual sensing scheme, the relationship of the polarity markings—
as noted by the X on each sensor—is critical. Because the vectorial sum
of the currents in all of the conductors will total zero under normal,
nonground-faulted conditions, it is imperative that proper polarity connections are employed to reflect this condition.
FIGURE 4.7 Residual sensing method.
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As with the zero-sequence sensing method, the resultant residual sensor output to the ground fault relay or integral ground fault tripping circuit will be zero if all currents flow only in the circuit conductors. Should
a ground fault occur, the current from the faulted conductor will return
along the ground path, rather than on the other circuit conductors, and
the residual sum of the sensor outputs will not be zero. When the level
of ground fault current exceeds the preset current and time-delay settings, a ground fault tripping action will be initiated.
This method of sensing ground faults can be economically applied on
main-service disconnects, in which circuit breakers with integral ground
fault protection are provided. It can be used in minimum-protection
schemes per NEC Article 230.95 or in multitier schemes, in which additional levels of ground fault protection are desired for added service
continuity. Additional grounding points may be employed upstream of
the residual sensors, but not on the load side.
Both the zero-sequence and residual sensing methods have been
commonly referred to as vectorial summation methods.
Most distribution systems can use any of the three sensing methods
exclusively, or a combination of the sensing methods depending upon
the complexity of the system and the degree of service continuity and
selective coordination desired. Different methods will be required depending upon the number of supply sources and the number and location of system-grounding points.
As an example, one of the more frequently used systems in which
continuity of service to critical loads is a factor is the dual-source system
illustrated in Figure 4.8. This system uses tie-point grounding. The use of
this grounding method is limited to services that are dual-fed (doubleended) in a common enclosure or grouped together in separate enclosures and employing a secondary tie.
This system uses individual sensors connected in ground-return fashion. Under tie breaker–closed operating conditions, either the M1 sensor
or M2 sensor could see neutral unbalance current and possibly initiate
an improper tripping operation. However, with the polarity arrangements of these two sensors, along with the tie breaker auxiliary switch
(T/a) and the interconnections as shown, this possibility is eliminated.
Selective ground fault tripping coordination between the tie breaker and
the two main circuit breakers is achieved by preset current pickup and
time-delay settings between devices GFR/1, GFR/2, and GFR/T.
The advantages of increased service continuity offered by this system
can only be effectively used if additional levels of ground fault protection are added on each downstream feeder. Some users prefer individual grounding of the transformer neutrals. In such cases, a partial
differential ground fault scheme should be used for the mains and the
tie breaker.
An infinite number of ground fault protection schemes can be developed depending upon the number of alternate sources, the number of
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FIGURE 4.8 Dual-source system—single-point grounding.

grounding points, and system interconnections involved. Depending
upon the individual system configuration, either mode of sensing or a
combination of all types may be employed to accomplish the desired
end results.
Because the NEC Article 230.95 limits the maximum setting of the
ground fault protection used on service equipment to 1200 A (or 3000 A
for 1 s), to prevent tripping of the main-service disconnect on a feeder
ground fault, ground fault protection must be provided on all the feeders. To maintain maximum service continuity, more than two levels
(zones) of ground fault protection will be required, so that ground fault
outages can be localized and service interruption minimized. To retain
selectivity between different levels of ground fault relays, time-delay
settings should be employed with the GFR furthest downstream having
the minimum time delay. This will allow the GFR nearest the fault to
operate first. With several levels of protection, this will reduce the level
of protection for faults within the GFR zones. Zone interlocking was
developed for GFRs to overcome this problem.
Ground fault relays (or circuit breakers with integral ground fault protection) with zone interlocking are coordinated in a system to operate in
a time-delayed mode for ground faults occurring most remote from the
source. However, this time-delayed mode is only actuated when the
GFR next upstream from the fault sends a restraining signal to the
upstream GFRs. The absence of a restraining signal from a downstream
GFR is an indication that any occurring ground fault is within the zone
of the GFR next upstream from the fault and that device will operate
instantaneously to clear the fault with minimum damage and maximum
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service continuity. This operating mode permits all GFRs to operate
instantaneously for a fault within their zone and to still provide complete
selectivity between zones. The National Electrical Manufacturers’ Association (NEMA) states, in their application guide for ground fault protection, that zone interlocking is necessary to minimize damage from
ground faults. A two-wire connection is required to carry the restraining
signal from the GFRs in one zone to the GFRs in the next zone.
Circuit breakers with integral ground fault protection and standard
circuit breakers with shunt trips activated by the ground fault relay are
ideal for ground fault protection. Many fused switches over 1200 A, and
some fusible switches in ratings from 400 to 1200 A, are listed by UL as
suitable for ground fault protection. Fusible switches so listed must be
equipped with a shunt trip and be able to open safely on faults up to 12
times their rating.
Power distribution systems differ widely from each other, depending
on the requirements of each user, and total system overcurrent protection, including ground fault currents, must be individually designed to
meet these needs. Experienced and knowledgeable engineers must consider the power sources (utility and on-site), the effects of outages and
downtime, safety for people and equipment, initial and life-cycle costs,
and many other factors. They must apply protective devices, analyzing
the time-current characteristics, fault-interrupting capacity, and selectivity and coordination methods to provide the safest and most costeffective distribution system.

4.2

LIGHTNING PROTECTION

Introduction
Lightning protection deals with the protection of buildings and other
structures due to direct damage from lightning. Requirements will vary
with geographic location, building type and environment, and many
other factors.Any lightning protection system must be grounded, and the
lightning protection ground must be bonded to the electrical equipmentgrounding system. Installations must be installed in comformance with
NFPA 780.

Nature of Lightning
Lightning is an electric discharge between clouds or between clouds
and earth. Charges of one polarity are accumulated in the clouds and of
the opposite polarity in the earth. When the charge increases to the
point that the insulation between can no longer contain it, a discharge
takes place. This discharge is evidenced by a flow of current, usually
great in magnitude, but extremely short in time.
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Damage to buildings and structures is the result of heat and mechanical
forces produced by the passage of current through resistance in the path of
discharge. Although the discharge takes place at the point at which the
potential difference exceeds the dielectric strength of the insulation,which
implies low resistance relative to other paths, it is not uncommon for the
current to follow the path of high resistance.This may be a tree, a masonry
structure, or a porcelain insulator. Obviously, damage due to direct stroke
can be minimized by providing a direct path of low resistance to earth.
Lightning can cause damage to structures by direct stroke and to
equipment by surges coming in over exposed power lines. Surges may
be the result of direct strokes to the line at some distance away, or they
may be electrostatically induced voltages.

Need for Protection
Damage to structures and equipment due to surge effect is a subject in
itself, and protection against this type of damage is not within the scope
of this text except as grounding is involved.
It is not possible to positively protect a structure against damage from
a direct stroke except by completely enclosing it with metal. The extent
to which lightning protection should be provided is governed by weighing the cost of protection against the possible consequences of being
struck. The following factors are to be considered:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Frequency and severity of thunderstorms
Value and nature of structure or content
Personnel hazards
Consequential loss, such as a loss of production, salaries of workers, damage suits, and other indirect losses
5. Effect on insurance premiums
The above factors are listed primarily to call attention to their importance. No general conclusions can be drawn as to the relative importance of each or to the necessity for or the extent of lightning protection
for any given combination of conditions. As a matter of interest, maps
showing the frequency of thunderstorm days for various areas of the
United States and Canada are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. It should
be noted, however, that the severity of storms is much greater in some
local areas than in others, and, therefore, the need for protection is not
necessarily in direct proportion to the frequency.

Equipment and Structures That Should Be Considered for Protection
The nature of buildings and their content is important in deciding
whether lightning protection is desirable. Some of the structures that
should be considered are as follows:
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FIGURE 4.9 Annual isokeraunic map showing number of thunderstorm days
per year (United States).

FIGURE 4.10 Annual iskeraunic map showing number of thunderstorm days
per year (Canada).
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All-metal structures
Metal-roofed and metal-clad buildings
Metal-frame buildings with nonmetallic facings
Buildings of wood, stone, brick, tile, and other nonconducting materials
Spires, steeples, and flagpoles
Buildings of historical value
Buildings containing readily combustible or explosive materials
Tanks and tank farms
Transmission lines
Power plants, substations, and water-pumping stations
High stacks and chimneys
Water towers, silos, and similar structures
Buildings containing a significant amount of sensitive electronic
equipment such as data centers
• Hospitals and health care facilities
• High-rise buildings
Metal buildings and structures offer a very satisfactory path to earth
and require little in the way of additional protection. Metal-frame
buildings with nonmetallic facings require more extensive measures.
Buildings made entirely of nonconducting materials require complete
lightning protection systems.
In special cases, buildings may have historical value out of proportion to their intrinsic value and may justify extensive protection
systems. Power stations, substations, and water-pumping stations providing extremely important functions to outside facilities may demand
protective measures far more extensive than would normally be warranted by the value of the structure. By the same token, structures
containing combustible or explosive materials, liquids, and gases of a
toxic nature or otherwise harmful to personnel or property if allowed
to escape from their confining enclosures, may justify extensive protection systems.

Requirements for Good Protection
The fundamental theory of lightning protection of structures is to provide means by which a discharge may enter or leave the earth without
passing through paths of high resistance. Such a condition is usually met
by grounded steel-frame structures. Suitable protection is nearly always
provided by the installation of lightning conductors.
A lightning conductor system consists of terminals projecting into the
air above the uppermost parts of the structure, with interconnecting and
ground conductors. Terminals should be placed so as to project above
all points that are likely to be struck. Conductors should present the
least possible impedance to earth. There should be no sharp bends or
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loops. Each projecting terminal above the structure should have at least
two connecting paths to earth and more if practicable.
Each conductor running down from the terminals on top of the structure should have an earth connection. Properly made connections to
earth are an essential feature of a lightning rod system for protection of
buildings. It is more important to provide ample distribution of metallic
contacts in the earth than to provide low-resistance connections. Lowresistance connections are desirable, however, and should be provided
where practicable. Earth connections should be made at uniform intervals about the structure, avoiding as much as possible the grouping of
connections on one side. Electrodes should be at least 2 ft (0.6 m) away
from and should extend below building foundations (except when using
reinforcing bars for grounds). They should make contact with the earth
from the surface downward to avoid flashing at the surface.
Interior metal parts of buildings or structures should be grounded
independently, and if they are within 6 ft (1.8 m) of metallic roofs, walls,
or conductors running down from the terminals on top of the structure,
they should be securely connected thereto.
Terminals projecting above the structure should be of ample length
to bring the top point at least 10 in (0.25 m) above the object to be protected. In many cases, a greater height is desirable. Experiments have
indicated that a vertical conductor, or point, will divert to itself direct
hits that might otherwise fall within a cone-shaped space, of which the
apex is the point and the base is a circle whose radius is approximately
equal to the height of the point (only for single aerial terminals).
The foregoing outlines requirements for good protection of buildings.
Good protection of electrical substations, power stations, tanks and
tank farms, and other special applications is beyond the scope of this
book. For further information, refer to IEEE Standard 142.

Rolling-Ball Theory
The rolling-ball theory of protection (Figure 4.11) is a frequently used
concept to determine the area of protection around a building or structure from lightning strikes. Basically, the zone of protection is thought to
include the space not intruded on by the rolling ball, which has a radius
of 150 feet (45.75 m). In other words, if the rolling ball were to touch two
air terminals, there must be a gap between the bottom of the rolling ball
and the structure to be in the zone of protection (ref.: NFPA 780, Section 3-10.3.1).

Cone of Protection
The area of protection for a well-grounded object is considered to be a
conical zone (cone of protection) below and around such object that is
based on a 45° angle or 30° from vertical (where appropriate), respectively.
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FIGURE 4.11

Rolling-ball theory.

In other words, the grounded object throws a protective “shadow”
over and below things located within such shadow, and lightning strikes
normally will not enter this shadow zone.

Application Tips
• As a practical matter, once it is decided that a lightning protection
system is needed, consulting electrical engineers generally write a
performance specification calling for a UL Master Label System. The
system is actually designed and installed by a qualified lightning protection contractor.
• When considering a lightning protection system for a building, it is
important to verify the history of frequency and severity of thunderstorms in the immediate area of the building being considered. This
could be checked through the weather service and building owners in
the local area.
• Experience has shown that adding a lightning protection system to a
building increases its susceptibility to lightning strokes.
• If a lightning protection system is to be provided for a building addition, it must also be added to all existing contiguous buildings to
obtain a UL Master Label. Even if the existing contiguous buildings
already have a lightning protection system, their lightning protection
system may have to be upgraded to obtain a UL Master Label.
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Dissipation array technology.

Dissipation Array System
The concept behind a traditional lightning protection system is to attract
lightning and channel its energy into the ground. A charge transfer system, on the other hand, takes the opposite approach by attempting to
prevent lightning from entering protected zones. A solution in the form
of a dissipation array system (DAS) is provided by a company called
Lightning Eliminators and Consultants, Inc., of Boulder, Colorado.
The DAS concept is based on a natural phenomenon known to scientists for centuries as the point discharge principle. A sharp point in an
electrostatic field will leak off electrons by ionizing the adjacent air
molecules, providing the point’s potential is raised more than 10,000
volts above that of its surroundings.
The DAS employs the point discharge principle by providing thousands of points that simultaneously produce ions over a large area, thus
preventing the formation of a streamer—the precursor to a lightning
strike.This ionization process creates a flow of current from the point(s)
into the surrounding air. The charge induced on the site by the storm is
removed from the protected area and transferred to the air molecules,
which then move away from the site. Thus a DAS prevents strikes by
continually lowering the voltage differential between the ground and
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the charged cloud to well below the lightning potential, even in the
midst of a worst-case storm.
Because it prevents rather than redirects lightning, the DAS is possibly the best long-term solution to lightning strike problems. It is gaining
wide acceptance through many very successful installations. It offers an
excellent alternative to the traditional Franklin rod type system.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Emergency and
Standby Power Systems

5.0

GENERAL NEED FOR EMERGENCY
AND STANDBY POWER SYSTEMS

Introduction
Emergency electric services are required for protection of life, property,
or business where loss might be the result of an interruption of the electric service. The extent of the emergency services required depends on
the type of occupancy, the consequences of a power interruption, and
the frequency and duration of expected power interruptions.
Municipal, state, and federal codes define minimum requirements
for emergency systems for some types of public buildings and institutions. These shall be adhered to, but economics or other advantages
may result in making provisions beyond these minimums (see the
NEC, Articles 517, 700, 701, and 702). The following presents some
of the basic information on emergency and standby power systems.
For additional information, design details, and maintenance requirements, see ANSI/IEEE Standard 446-1987 (“IEEE Recommended
Practice for Emergency and Standby Power Systems for Industrial
and Commercial Applications”), ANSI/NFPA 110 (“Emergency and
Standby Power Systems”), and ANSI/NFPA 110A (“Stored Energy
Systems”).
Emergency power systems should be separated from the normal
power systems by using separate raceways and panelboards. The NEC
requires that each item of emergency equipment be clearly marked
as to its purpose. In large public buildings, physical separation of the
emergency system from the normal system elements would enhance the
reliability of the emergency system in the event of fire or other contingencies. Also, more and more states are requiring that the emergency
systems not only be separated from the normal systems, but that they be
enclosed in 2-h fire-rated construction.
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Definitions
The following is intended to conveniently provide selected terms and
definitions applicable to this chapter for the purpose of aiding in its
overall understanding.
Automatic transfer switch: Self-acting equipment for transferring one
or more load conductor connections from one power source to
another.
Bypass/isolation switch: A manually operated device used in conjunction with an automatic transfer switch to provide a means of
directly connecting load conductors to a power source and of disconnecting the automatic transfer switch.
Commercial power: Power furnished by an electric power utility
company. When available, it is usually the prime power source;
however, when economically feasible, it sometimes serves as an
alternative or standby source.
Emergency power system: An independent reserve source of electric
energy that, upon failure or outage of the normal source, automatically provides reliable electric power within a specified time to
critical devices and equipment whose failure to operate satisfactorily would jeopardize the health and safety of personnel or result in
damage to property.
Standby power system: An independent reserve source of electric
energy that, upon failure or outage of the normal source, provides
electric power of acceptable quality so that the user’s facilities may
continue in satisfactory operation.
Uninterruptible power supply (UPS): A system designed to automatically provide power, without delay or transients, during any period
when the normal power supply is incapable of performing acceptably.

Lighting
Exit and emergency lights that are sufficient to permit safe exit from
buildings in which the public may congregate should be supplied from
an emergency power source (i.e., auditoriums, theaters, hotels, large
stores and malls, sports arenas, and so on). Local regulations should
always be referred to for more specific requirements. When the emergency lighting units are not used under normal conditions, power should
be immediately available to them upon loss of the normal power supply.
When the emergency lights are normally in service and served from the
normal power supply, provisions should be made to transfer them automatically to the emergency power source when the normal power supply fails.
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Sufficient lighting should be provided in stairs, exits, corridors, and
halls so that the failure of any one unit will not leave any area dark or
endanger persons leaving the building. Adequate lighting and rapid
automatic transfer to prevent a period of darkness is important in public areas. Public safety is improved and the chance of pilfering or damage to property is minimized.
ANSI/NFPA 101 (“Life Safety Code”) requires that emergency
power sources for lighting be capable of carrying their connected loads
for at least 90 min. There are cases in which provisions should be made
for providing emergency service for much longer periods of time, such
as in health care facilities, communications, police, fire fighting, and
emergency services. A 2- to 3-h capacity is more practical and, in many
installations, a 5- to 6-h or even several-day capacity is provided. During
a severe storm or catastrophe, the demands on hospitals, communications, police, fire fighting, and emergency service facilities will be
increased. A third source of power to achieve the lighting reliability
may be required.
When installation of a separate emergency power supply is not warranted but some added degree of continuity of service for exit lights is
desired, they may be served from circuits connected ahead of the main
service-entrance switch for some occupancies. This assures that load
switching and tripping due to faults in the building’s electric system will
not cause loss of the exit lights. However, this arrangement does not
protect against failures in the electric utility system.
ILLUMINATION OF MEANS OF EGRESS

In its occupancy chapter, ANSI/NFPA 101 has illumination requirements for building egress, which includes stating the type of emergency
lighting required.
Primary or normal illumination is required to be continuous during
the time “the conditions of occupancy” require that the means of egress
be available for use. ANSI/NFPA 101 specifies the illuminances and
equipment for providing this type of lighting.
Emergency power sources listed in the NEC, Article 700 include the
following:
1. Storage batteries (rechargeable type) to supply the load for 90
min without the voltage at the load decreasing to 87.5 percent of
normal
2. Generator sets that will accept the emergency lighting load within
10 s, unless an auxiliary lighting source is available
3. Uninterruptible power supplies
4. Separate electric utility service, which is widely separated electrically and physically from the normal service
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5. Unit equipment (permanently installed) consisting of a rechargeable storage battery, automatic charger, lamp(s), and automatic
transfer relay.
Refer to the ANSI/NFPA 101, Sections 5-8 and 5-9 (“Illumination of
Means of Egress” and “Emergency Lighting”), respectively.

Power Loads
An emergency source for supplying power loads is required when loss
of such a load could cause extreme inconvenience or hazard to personnel, loss of product or material, or contamination of property. The size
and type of the emergency system should be determined through consideration of the health and convenience factors involved and whether
the utilization affects health care facilities, communication systems,
alarm systems, police, fire fighting, and emergency services facilities.The
installation should comply with any applicable codes and standards
and be acceptable to the authority that has jurisdiction. For example,
health care facilities may require conformance to ANSI/NFPA 99
(“Health Care Facilities”) and the NEC, Article 517. Fire pump installations may require conformance to ANSI/NFPA 20 (“Centrifugal Fire
Pumps”).
In laboratories in which continuous processes are involved or in which
chemical, biological, or nuclear experimentation is conducted, requirements are very demanding insofar as power and ventilating system
requirements are concerned. Loss of adequate power for ventilation
could permit the spread of poisonous gases, biological contamination, or
radioactive contamination throughout the building, and can even cause
loss of life. A building contaminated from radioactive waste could be a
total loss or require extensive cleanup measures. Many processes or
experiments cannot tolerate a power loss that could interrupt cooling,
heating, agitation, and so forth.
Emergency power for fire pumps should be provided when water
requirements cannot be met from other sources. Emergency power for
elevators should also be considered when elevators are necessary to
evacuate buildings or the cost seems warranted to avoid inconvenience
to the public. This does not mean that the emergency power supply
should have the full capacity for the demand of all elevators simultaneously.

Summary of Codes for Emergency Power in the United States
Table 5.1 is a guide to state codes and regulations for emergency power
systems in the United States. All the latest codes and regulations for the
area in which the industrial or commercial facility is located must be
consulted and followed.
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State buildings only.

Table 1 courtesy of the Electrical Generating Systems Marketing Association (April 1975).
From IEEE Std. 446-1995. Copyright 1995 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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Condensed General Need Criteria
Table 5.2 lists the needs in 13 general categories, with some breakdown
under each, to indicate major requirements. Ranges under the columns
“Maximum Tolerance Duration of Power Failure” and “Recommended
Minimum Auxiliary Supply Time” are assigned based upon experience.
Written standards have been referenced where applicable.
In some cases, under the columns “Type of Auxiliary Power System,”
both emergency and standby have been indicated as required. An emergency supply of limited time capacity may be used at a low cost for
immediate or interruptible power until a standby supply can be brought
on-line. An example would be the case in which battery lighting units
come on until a standby generator can be started and transferred to critical loads.
Readers using this text may find that various combinations of general
needs will require an in-depth system and cost analysis that will modify
the recommended equipment and systems to best meet all requirements.
Small commercial establishments and manufacturing plants will usually find their requirements under two or three of the general need
guidelines given in this chapter. Large manufacturers and commercial
facilities will find that portions or all of the need guidelines given here
apply to their operations and justify or require emergency and backup
standby electric power.

Typical Emergency/Standby Lighting Recommendations
For short time durations, primarily lighting for personnel safety and
evacuation purposes, battery units are satisfactory. Where longer service
and heavier loads are required, an engine or turbine-driven generator is
usually used, which starts automatically upon failure of the prime power
source with the load applied by an automatic transfer switch. It is generally considered that an average level of 0.4 footcandles (fc) is adequate
in which passage is required and no precise operations are expected.
Table 5.3 summarizes the user’s needs for emergency and standby
electric power for lighting by application and areas.

5.1

EMERGENCY/STANDBY POWER SOURCE OPTIONS

Power Sources
Sources of emergency power may include batteries, local generation, a
separate source over separate lines from the electric utility, or various
combinations of these. The quality of service required, the amount of
load to be served, and the characteristics of the load will determine
which type of emergency supply is required.
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TABLE 5.3 Typical Emergency and Standby Lighting Recommendations

Batteries
Batteries are the fundamental and most commonly used standby power
source. They are typically in the form of unitized equipment (wallpacks) consisting of a rechargeable storage battery, automatic charger,
floodlight-type lamps, and automatic transfer relay. They sometimes
have remote lighting heads and usually have exit lights connected to
them. Operation is typically at 12 VDC. These constitute decentralized
systems.
There are also centralized systems that power remote lighting heads
and exit lights that typically operate at 24 or 32 VDC. A variation of this
is centralized inverter systems, which operate regular light fixtures and
exit lights on their normal AC voltage of 120 or 277 VAC. Another variation is decentralized, self-contained, emergency lighting inverter units.
Batteries are also used as a backup power source for communications, security systems, telephone, and fire alarm systems.
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Batteries provide a low first-cost option as an emergency source, but
have a relatively high maintenance cost. They also have limited capacity, thereby restricting the equipment loads that they are suitable for
supplying; their low-voltage operation presents voltage drop limitations.

Local Generation
Local generation is advisable when service is absolutely essential for
lighting or power loads, or both, and when these loads are relatively
large and are distributed over large areas. Several choices are available
in the type of prime mover, voltage of the generator, and method of
connection to the system. Various alternates should be considered. The
prime mover supply may be steam, natural gas, gasoline, diesel fuel, or
liquefied petroleum gas (LPG).
For generators over 500 kW, gas turbine–driven units may be a favorable choice. This type of unit has acceptable efficiency at full load but
is much less efficient than other types of drives at partial load. Gas
turbine–driven units do not start as rapidly as other drives, but they are
reliable and require a minimum of attention. They generally will not
meet NEC requirements for emergency systems. Generator sets requiring more than 10 s to develop power require that an auxiliary system
supply power until the generator can pick up the load. Of all the prime
mover supply choices, diesel fuel is probably the most widely used for
commercial and institutional applications.
Fuel storage requirements should be determined after considering
the frequency and duration of power outages, the types of emergency
loads to be served, and the ease of replenishing fuel supplies. Some
installations may require a supply sufficient for 3 months be maintained, whereas a 1-day supply may be adequate for others. Code
requirements [see ANSI/NFPA 37-1990 (“Stationary Combustion
Engines and Gas Turbines”)] severely limit the amount of fuel that can
be stored in buildings, so that fuel may have to be piped to a small local
(day) tank adjacent to the generator. The NEC and other codes [e.g.,
EGSA 109C-1984 (“Codes for Emergency Power by States and Major
Cities”)] require an on-site fuel supply capable of operating the prime
mover at full-demand load for at least 2 h.
A significant additional consideration germane to the fuel source is
its emissions. The federal and state Environmental Protection Agencies
have strict and complicated regulations for which compliance is mandatory. It is generally advisable to engage the services of an environmental consultant to ensure compliance with these laws and regulations.
What it means to the electrical design professional is determining the
total hours of operation for the engine-driven generator on an annual
basis, including time for emergency operation, exercise, peak-shaving or
load-shedding, parallel operation with the electric utility, and so on. The
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emissions resulting from the hours of operation are taken in concert
with any other source of emissions from the site, such as boilers, for total
site emissions as a source. It is customary to estimate the hours of operation using your best judgment with a conservative margin of safety.
There is close monitoring and stiff penalties for noncompliance.
Generator selection can only be made after a careful study of the system to which it is connected and the loads to be carried by it. The voltage, frequency, and phase relationships of the generator should be the
same as in the normal system. The size of the generator will be determined by the load to be carried, with consideration given to the size of
the individual motors to be started. Another consideration is the distortion created by the loads that the system will be supplying. The speed
and voltage regulation required will determine the accuracy and sensitivity of regulating devices. When a generator is required to carry emergency loads only during power outages and should not operate in
parallel with the normal system, the simplest type of regulating equipment is usually adequate. For parallel operation, good-quality voltage
regulators and governors are needed to ensure proper and active and
reactive power loading of the generator. When the generator is small in
relation to the system, it is usually preferable to have a large drooping
characteristic in the governor and considerable compensation in the
voltage regulator so that the local generator will follow the larger system rather than try to regulate it. Automatic synchronizing packages for
paralleling generators are available that may include all the protective
features required for paralleling generators. The design of this equipment should be coordinated with the characteristics of the generator.

Multiple Service Connections
When the local utility company can provide two or more service connections over separate lines from separate generation points so that
system disturbances or storms are not apt to affect both supplies simultaneously, local generation or batteries may not be justified. A second
line for emergency power should not be relied upon, however, unless
total loss of power can be tolerated on rare occasions. The alternate
feeder can either serve as a standby with primary switching or have its
own transformer with secondary switching.
Often, an alternate primary service feeder can be run physically separate from the normal service feeder but is not from a separate generation source. Because of this, it is common for critical load facilities such
as hospitals and data centers to have multiple service connections in
combination with local generation to ensure reliability and, thus, service
continuity.
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TYPICAL EMERGENCY/STANDBY SYSTEM
ARRANGEMENTS

Some arrangements commonly found for multiple utility services
and/or engine-driven local generation are as follows:

Multiple Utility Services
Multiple utility services may be used as an emergency or standby source
of power. Required is an additional utility service from a separate
source and the required switching equipment. Figure 5.1 shows automatic transfer between two low-voltage utility supplies. Utility source 1
is the normal power line and utility source 2 is a separate utility supply
providing emergency power. Both circuit breakers are normally closed.
The load must be able to tolerate the few cycles of interruption while
the automatic transfer device operates.
Automatic switching equipment may consist of three circuit breakers
with suitable control and interlocks, as shown in Figure 5.2. Circuit
breakers are generally used for primary switching in which the voltage
exceeds 600 V. They are more expensive but safer to operate, and the
use of fuses for overcurrent protection is avoided.
Relaying is provided to transfer the load automatically to either
source if the other one fails, provided that circuit is energized. The supplying utility will normally designate which source is for normal use and
which is for emergency. If either supply is not able to carry the entire
load, provisions must be made to drop noncritical loads before the
FIGURE 5.1 Two-utility source system using one automatic transfer switch.
(From IEEE Std. 446-1995. Copyright 1995 IEEE. All rights reserved.)
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FIGURE 5.2 Two-utility source system in which any two circuit breakers can
be closed. (From IEEE Std. 446-1995. Copyright 1995. All rights reserved.)

transfer takes place. If the load can be taken from both services, the two
R circuit breakers are closed and the tie circuit breaker is open. This
mode of operation is generally preferred by the supplying utility and
the customer. The three circuit breakers are interlocked to permit any
two to be closed but prevent all three from being closed. The advantages of this arrangement are that the momentary transfer outage will
occur only on the load supplied from the circuit that is lost, the loads can
be balanced between the two buses, and the supplying utility doesn’t
have to keep track of reserve capacity for the emergency feeder. However, the supplying utility may not allow the load to be taken from both
sources, especially because a more expensive totalizing meter may be
required. A manual override of the interlock system should be provided
so that a closed transition transfer can be made if the supplying utility
wants to take either line out of service for maintenance or repair and a
momentary tie is permitted.
If the supplying utility will not permit power to be taken from both
sources, the control system must be arranged so that the circuit breaker
on the normal source is closed, the tie circuit breaker is closed, and the
emergency-source circuit breaker is open. If the utility will not permit
dual or totalized metering, the two sources must be connected together
to provide a common metering point and then connected to the distribution switchboard. In this case, the tie circuit breaker can be eliminated and the two circuit breakers act as a transfer device (sometimes
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called a transfer pair). Under these conditions, the cost of an extra circuit breaker can rarely be justified.
The arrangement shown in Figure 5.2 only provides protection
against failure of the normal utility service. Continuity of power to critical loads can also be disrupted by
1. An open circuit within the building (load side of the incoming service)
2. An overload or fault tripping out a circuit
3. An electrical or mechanical failure of the electric power distribution system within the building
It may be desirable to locate transfer devices close to the load and
have the operation of the transfer devices independent of overcurrent
protection. Multiple transfer devices of lower current rating, each supplying a part of the load, may be used rather than one transfer device for
the entire load.
The arrangement shown in Figure 5.2 can represent the secondary of
a double-ended substation configuration or a primary service. It is
sometimes referred to as a “main-tie-main” configuration.
Availability of multiple utility service systems can be improved by
adding a standby engine-generator set capable of supplying the more
critical load. Such an arrangement, using multiple automatic transfer
switches, is shown in Figure 5.3.

Transfer Methods
Figure 5.4, panel a, shows a typical switching arrangement in which a
local emergency generator is used to supply the entire load upon loss of
the normal power supply. All emergency loads are normally supplied
through device A. Device B is open and the generator is at rest. When
the normal supply fails, the transfer switch undervoltage relay is deenergized and, after a predetermined time delay, closes its enginestarting contacts. The time delay is introduced so that the generator will
not be started unnecessarily during transient voltage dips and momentary outages. When the alternate source is a generator, sufficient time or
speed monitoring should be allowed to permit the generator to reach
acceptable speed (thus frequency and voltage) before transfer and
application of load. It should be noted that the arrangement shown in
Figure 5.4 (a) does not provide complete protection against power disruption within the building.
Panel b of Figure 5.4 shows a typical switching arrangement in which
only the critical loads are transferred to the emergency source—in this
case, an emergency generator. For maximum protection, the transfer
switch is located close to the critical loads.
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FIGURE 5.3 Diagram illustrating multiple automatic double-throw transfer
switches providing varying degrees of emergency and standby power. (From
IEEE Std. 241-1990. Copyright 1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)

Other transfer methods are illustrated in the foregoing discussion of
multiple utility services.

Parallel Generation
Enhanced reliability can be provided in large measure through redundancy, and engine-driven emergency generators are no exception. If, for
example, a single 300-kW generator can accommodate all of the critical
emergency load of a building and it is the only generator, should it fail
to start for any reason or be out of service for routine maintenance at
the time it is needed, you have no emergency service. To preclude this
situation, good practice dictates that you have two generators, each
TLFeBOOK
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FIGURE 5.4 Typical transfer-switching methods. (a) Total transfer.
(b) Critical load transfer. (From IEEE Std. 241-1990. Copyright 1990 IEEE.
All rights reserved.)

(a)

(b)
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sized to accommodate the entire load and automatically synchronized,
thus ensuring that at least one generator is available at all times. This
concept can be extended to any situation (i.e., any two out of three
units, three out of four, and so on). A good general philosophy is multiple small, rather than singular large, generating units.
To illustrate the operation of a typical multiengine automatic paralleling system and its sequence of operation, Figure 5.5 shows four
engine generators that comprise an emergency source.
The operation is for a random-access paralleling system, and the loads
are connected to the bus in random order, as they become available.
The loads, however, are always connected to the emergency bus in
ascending order of priority beginning with priority one. For load shedding, the loads are disconnected in descending order of priority beginning with the last priority of load to be connected.
Upon a loss of normal-source voltage as determined by any one or
more of the automatic transfer switches shown, a signal initiates starting
of all engine-generator sets. The first set to come up to 90 percent of
nominal voltage and frequency is connected to the alternate source bus.
Critical and life safety loads are then transferred via ATS No. 1 and No.
2 to the bus upon sensing availability of power on the bus. As the
remaining engine-generator sets achieve 90 percent of the nominal voltage and frequency, their respective synchronizing monitors will control
the voltage and frequency of these oncoming units to produce synchronism with the bus. Once the oncoming unit is matched in voltage, frequency, and the phase angle with the bus, its synchronizer will initiate
paralleling. Upon connection to the bus, the governor will cause the
engine-generator set to share the connected load with the other on-line
sets.
Each time an additional set is added to the emergency bus, the next
load is transferred in a numbered sequence via additional transfer
switches, such as ATS No. 3, until all sets and essential loads are connected to the bus. Control circuitry should prevent the automatic transfer or connection of loads to the bus until there is sufficient capacity to
carry these loads. Provision is made for manual override of the load
addition circuits for supervised operation.
Upon the restoration of the normal source of supply as determined
by the automatic transfer switches, the engines are run for a period of
up to 15 min for cooling down and then for shutdown. All controls automatically reset in readiness for the next automatic operation.
The system is designed so that reduced operation is automatically
initiated upon failure of any plant through load dumping. This mode
overrides any previous manual controls to prevent overloading the
emergency bus. Upon sensing a failure mode on an engine, the controls
automatically initiate disconnect, shutdown, and lockout of the failed
engine, and reduction of the connected load to within the capacity of
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the remaining plants. Controls should require manual reset under these
conditions.
Protection of the engine and generator against motorization is provided. A reverse-power monitor, upon sensing a motorizing condition
on any plant, will initiate load shedding, disconnect the failing plant, and
shut it down.
Sometimes a higher level of reliability is economically justifiable in a
parallel generation arrangement for critical loads such as hospitals and
data centers. This is known as providing an (N + 1) level of reliability
(redundancy) (i.e., providing one more generator than is needed to
serve the emergency load). Thus, if one of the emergency generators
fails to start or is out of service for any reason, the remaining plants can
serve the entire emergency load. This precludes the need for automatic
load shedding, which can be expensive in itself. Thus, this provides for
two levels of contingency operation, the first being loss of the normal
source of power, and the second being loss of one of the emergency/
standby generators. Providing an even higher level of reliability is rarely
justifiable.

Elevator Emergency Power Transfer System
Elevators present a unique emergency power situation. Where elevator
service is critical for personnel and patients, it is desirable to have automatic power transfer with manual supervision. Operators and maintenance personnel may not be available in time if the power failure occurs
on a weekend or at night.
1. Typical elevator system: Figure 5.6 shows an elevator emergency
power transfer system whereby one preferred elevator is fed from
a vital load bus through an emergency riser, while the rest of the
elevators are fed from the normal service. By providing an automatic transfer switch for each elevator and a remote selector station, it is possible to select individual elevators, thus permitting
complete evacuation in the event of power failure. The enginegenerator set and emergency riser need only be sized for one elevator, thus minimizing the installation cost. The controls for the
remote selector, automatic transfer switches, and engine starting
are independent of the elevator controls, thereby simplifying
installation.
2. Regenerated power: Regenerated power is a concern for motorgenerator-type elevator applications. In some elevator applications, the motor is used as a brake when the elevator is descending
and generates electricity. Electric power is then pumped back into
the power source. If the source is commercial utility power, it can
easily be absorbed. If the power source is an engine-driven generator, the regenerated power can cause the generating set and the
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elevator to overspeed. To prevent overspeeding of the elevator,
the maximum amount of power that can be pumped back into the
generating set must be known. The permissible amount of absorption is approximately 20 percent of the generating set’s rating in
kilowatts. If the amount pumped back is greater than 20 percent,
other loads must be connected to the generating set, such as emergency lights or “dummy” (parasitic) load resistances. Emergency
lighting should be permanently connected to the generating set for
maximum safety. A dummy (parasitic) load can also be automatically switched on the line whenever the elevator is operating from
an engine-driven generator.
FIGURE 5.6 Elevator emergency power transfer system. (From IEEE Std.
302-1996. Copyright 1996 IEEE. All rights reserved.)
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Hospitals/Health Care Facilities
Hospital/health care facilities present a unique situation. ANSI/NFPA
99-1984 mandates that emergency loads be broken into three distinct
branches, namely critical, life safety, and equipment. This concept is
illustrated in Figure 5.7.
This arrangement provides a very high level of reliability and
integrity. Critical, life safety, and essential equipment loads are transferred automatically and immediately (i.e., with no intentional delay),
to the emergency source upon loss of commercial power. Lowerpriority nonessential loads are transferred manually via nonautomatic
transfer switches when the system has stabilized in the emergency mode
and available capacity has been verified.
FIGURE 5.7 Typical hospital installation with a nonautomatic transfer switch
and several automatic transfer switches. (From IEEE Std. 446-1995. Copyright 1995 IEEE. All rights reserved.)
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GENERATOR AND GENERATOR SET SIZING

Introduction
Proper sizing of a generator is an important task.The following guidelines
represent the general and specific considerations that must be taken into
account in properly sizing a generator for a specific application. These
guidelines are based on Caterpillar Generator Sets as an industry leader.
A common practice in the industry is to base a given design around a specific manufacturer of a major piece of equipment, such as a generator, and
to make allowances for idiosyncratic differences that allow competitive
bids and supply to the purchaser. Most generator manufactureres now
use computer software programs for proper sizing of generators in secific
applications. The following is provided to give a basic understanding of
the methodology and can be used for preliminary calculations. It is in this
context that the Caterpillar guidelines are offered.
I. APPLICATION DATA RATINGS

Diesel-Electric Power Generation
All ratings shown and thermal ratings are subject to manufacturing tolerances of ⫾3 percent.
When using a generator set, use the following guidelines to determine
whether standby, prime, prime plus 10 percent, or continuous rating
applies.
S TANDBY

RATING :

Typical load factor = 60 percent or less
Typical hours/year = 100 h
Typical peak demand = 80 percent of standby-rated kilowatts with 100
percent of rating available for the duration of an emergency outage
Enclosure/sheltered environment
P RIME + 10

PERCENT RATING :

Typical load factor = 60 percent or less
Typical hours/year = 500 h
Typical demand = 80 percent of standby-rated kilowatts with 100 percent of rating available for the duration of an emergency outage
Typical application = Standby, rental, power module, unreliable utility, or interruptible rates
P RIME

RATING :

Typical load factor = 60 to 70 percent
Typical hours/year = No limit
Typical peak demand = 100 percent of prime-rated kilowatts used
occasionally, but for less than 10 percent of operating hours
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Typical application = Industrial, pumping, construction, peak shaving,
or cogeneration
C ONTINUOUS

RATING :

Typical load factor = 70 to 100 percent
Typical hours/year = No limit
Typical peak demand = 100 percent of continuous-rated kilowatts for
100 percent of operating hours
Typical application = Base load, utility, cogeneration, or peak shaving
For conditions outside the above limits, refer to the manufacturer.
Operating units above these rating definitions will result in a shorter
life until overhaul.
Gas-Electric Power Generation
All ratings shown and thermal ratings are subject to manufacturing tolerances of ⫾3 percent.
When using a generator set, use the following guidelines to determine
whether standby or continuous rating applies.
Remember the typical load factor is the sum of the loads a generator
set experiences while it is running under load divided by the number of
hours it operates under those loads. Extended idling time and the time
when the generator is not operating do not enter into the calculation for
load factor.
S TANDBY

RATING :

Adds 5 percent to continuous rating when using natural gas. When using
other fuels, contact manufacturer.Applies to all gas engine-generator sets.
Typical load factor = 60 percent or less
Maximum hours/year = 100 h
Typical peak demand = 80 percent of standby-rated kilowatts with
100 percent of rating available for the duration of the emergency
outage
Typical application = Building service standby and enclosure/sheltered environment
C ONTINUOUS

RATING :

Typical load factor = 70 to 100 percent
Typical hours/year = No limit
Typical peak demand = 100 percent of continuous-rated kilowatts for
100 percent of operating hours
Typical application = Base load, utility, cogeneration, or peak shaving
For conditions outside the above limits, refer to the manufacturer.
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Operating units above these rating definitions will result in shorter
life until overhaul and possible catastrophic failure.
Power for gas engines is based on fuel having a low heating value
(LHV) of 33.74 kJ/L (905 Btu/ft3) for pipeline natural gas.
Propane ratings are based on having an LHV of 85.75 kJ/L (2300 Btu/
ft3). Landfill gas ratings are based on fuel having an LHV of 16.78 kJ/L
(450 Btu/ft3). Digester gas ratings are based on fuel having an LHV of
22.37 kJ/L (600 Btu/ft3).The gas volume is based on conditions of 101 kPa
(29.88 in Hg) and 15.5°C (60°F). Variations in altitude, temperature, and
gas composition from standard conditions may require a reduction in
engine horsepower.
II. LOADS

All resistive and inductive loads are summarized. Information from
motor nameplates are as noted whenever possible. Table 5.7 approximates motor efficiencies.
III. ENGINE SIZING

Total engine load is determined by calculating effects of motor efficiencies and adding to resistive loads.
IV. ENGINE SELECTION

Consideration of load (kW), frequency (Hz), speed (rpm), and engine
configuration (gas, diesel, turbocharged, aftercooled, naturally aspirated) allow engine selection from Table 5.4.
V. GENERATOR SIZING

Generator capacity (kVA) is determined not only by total load but by
motor size, configuration, starting sequence, and possible motor-starting
aids. Minimize motor-starting requirements by starting largest motors
first. Random-starting sequence requires worst-case application by
starting smallest motors first. Use Table 5.5 to calculate starting kVA
(SKVA) or full-load amperes.
Effective SKVA
Motors on-line diminish generator capability (SKVA) to start additional motors (Figure 5.8). Reduced-voltage starting decreases demand
on the generator (Table 5.6), but also reduces the torque capability of
the motor.
Select a generator that provides motor-starting requirements (SKVA)
with acceptable voltage dip (Table 5.4).
Voltage dip is measured on an oscilloscope as SKVA, noted in Table
5.4, while driven by a synchronized motor.
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TABLE 5.5 Code Letters on AC Motors

VI. GENERATOR SET SIZING

Match engine-running load (kW) with generator motor-starting requirements (SKVA) to satisfy application. Table 5.7 will assist in determining running load kW for squirrel cage induction motors. Engines
and generators may be interchanged with model configurations, but
mechanical considerations should be reviewed with the manufacturer.
Silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCRs) and variable-speed motor controls require detailed analysis. These should be reviewed with the
respective manufacturers.
In Figure 5.9, panel a shows a sample generator sizing calculation, and
panel b provides a blank form for the reader’s use.

Critical Installation Considerations
The following summary contains important points to remember for a
successful generator installation:
1. The generator set must be sized properly for the installation.
Determine the duty cycle: continuous, prime, standby, or peak shaving
or sharing (paralleled or not paralleled with the utility).
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FIGURE 5.8 Motor preload multiplier.

Continuous: Output available without varying load for an unlimited
time.
Prime: Output available with varying load for an unlimited time.
Standby: Output available with varying load for the duration of the
interruption of the normal source of power. The standby duty cycle
is usually sized initially for 60 percent of actual load, because loads
tend to increase during the 30-year life of the unit. Normal hours of
operation are less than 100 h per year.
Peak shaving/sharing: Prime if paralleled with the utility, standby if
not paralleled with the utility and if the load meets the definition of
prime or standby. Normally peak shaving/sharing is less than 200 h
per year of operation.
Loads that are too light cause engine slobber. Overloading causes
excessive piston loading and high exhaust temperatures.
Standby engines that must be exercised regularly but cannot be
loaded should only be run long enough to achieve normal oil pressure
and then shut off—less than 5 min of running time. Good practice dic-
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TABLE 5.6 Reduced-Voltage Starting Factors

tates that this be done weekly and that once a month the generators be
run under load for a half hour or so, then unloaded briefly for cooldown. The load should be at least two-thirds of capacity, either using a
dummy resistive load bank, or preferably under actual building load.
The latter requirement is mandatory for hospitals under NFPA 99.
2. The generator set must be properly installed in an atmosphere that
allows it to achieve the required life.

TABLE 5.7 Approximate Efficiencies—Squirrel Cage Induction Motors
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Air flow: Provide adequate clean, cool air for cooling and combustion. High engine room temperatures may require ducting cooler
outside air to the engine intake to avoid power derating. Restriction of radiator air reduces its cooling capability.
Exhaust: Isolate exhaust piping from the engine with flexible connections. Wrap the piping with a thermal blanket to keep exhaust
heat out of the engine room. The exhaust stack and muffler need to
be sized so that the exhaust back pressure at the turbocharger outlet does not exceed 6.7 kPa (27 in) of water. Excessive back pressure raises exhaust temperatures and reduces engine life.
Fuel: Use clean fuel. Fuel day tanks should be below the level of the
injectors.
Mounting: The generator sets must have a flat and secure mounting
surface. The generator set mounting must allow adequate space
around the generator set for maintenance and repairs.
Starting: Batteries should be close to the starter and protected from
very cold temperatures. Do not disconnect batteries from a running
engine or a plugged-in battery charger.
3. SCR loads can affect generator output waveform. Make sure the
SCR supplier is aware of the possible problems.
Every generator set installation is unique and requires careful consideration of the particular application and site-specific conditions. It is
therefore best to determine the foundation, ventilation, exhaust, fuel,
vibration isolation, and other requirements in conjunction with the generator set manufacturer for the specific application and site conditions.

5.4

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY (UPS) SYSTEMS

A UPS is a device or system that provides quality and continuity of an
AC power source. Every UPS should maintain some specified degree of
continuity of load for a specified stored-energy time upon AC input failure [see NEMA PE1-1990 (“Uninterruptible Power Systems”)]. The
term UPS commonly includes equipment, backup power source(s),
environmental equipment (enclosure, heating and ventilating equipment), switchgear, and controls, which, together, provide a reliable,
continuous-quality electric power system.
The following definitions are given for clarification:
1. Critical load: That part of the load that requires continuousquality electric power for its successful operation.
2. Uninterruptible power supply (UPS) system: Consists of one or
more UPS modules, energy storage battery (per module or com-
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mon battery), and accessories (as required) to provide a reliable
and high-quality power supply. The UPS isolates the load from the
primary and emergency sources, and, in the event of a power interruption, provides regulated power to the critical load for a specified period depending on the battery capacity. (The battery is
normally sized to provide a capacity of 15 min when operating at
full load.)
3. UPS module: The power conversion portion of the UPS system. A
UPS module may be made entirely of solid-state electronic construction, or a hybrid combining rotary equipment (motorgenerator) and solid-state electronic equipment. A solid-state
electronic UPS consists of a rectifier, an inverter, and associated
controls along with synchronizing, protective, and auxiliary devices.
UPS modules may be designed to operate either individually or in
parallel.A rotary UPS consists of a pony motor, a motor-generator,
or, alternatively, a synchronous machine in which the synchronous
motor and generator have been combined into a single unit. This
comprises a stator whose slots carry alternate motor and generator
windings, and a rotor with DC excitation, a rectifier, an inverter, a
solid-state transfer switch, and associated controls along with synchronizing, protective, and auxiliary devices.
4. Nonredundant UPS configuration: Consists of one or more UPS
modules operating in parallel with a bypass circuit transfer switch
and a battery (see Figure 5.10). The rating and number of UPS
modules are chosen to supply the critical load with no intentional
excess capacity. Upon the failure of any UPS module, the bypass
circuit automatically transfers the critical load to the bypass source
without an interruption. The solid-state electronic UPS configuration relies upon a static transfer switch for transfer within 4.17
milliseconds (ms). The rotary UPS configuration relies upon the
stored energy of the flywheel to propel the generator and maintain
normal voltage and frequency for the time that the electromechanical circuit breakers are transferring the critical load to the
alternate source. All operational transfers are “make before
break.”
5. “Cold” standby redundant UPS configuration: Consists of two
independent, nonredundant modules with either individual module batteries or a common battery (see Figure 5.11). One UPS
module operates on the line, and the other UPS module is turned
off. Should the operating UPS module fail, its static bypass circuit
will automatically transfer the critical load to the bypass source
without an interruption to the critical load. The second UPS module is then manually energized and placed on the bypass mode of
operation. To transfer the critical load, external make-beforebreak nonautomatic circuit breakers are operated to place the
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FIGURE 5.10 Nonredundant UPS system configuration. (From IEEE Std.
241-1990. Copyright 1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)

load on the second UPS bypass circuit. Finally, the critical load is
returned from the bypass to the second UPS module via the
bypass transfer switch. The two UPS modules cannot operate in
parallel; therefore, a safety interlock circuit should be provided to
prevent this condition. This configuration is rarely used.
TLFeBOOK
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FIGURE 5.11 “Cold” standby redundant UPS system. (From IEEE Std. 2411990. Copyright 1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)

6. Parallel redundant UPS configuration: Consists of two or more
UPS modules with static inverter turnoff(s), a system control cabinet, and either individual module batteries or a common battery
(see Figure 5.12). The UPS modules operate in parallel and normally share the load, and the system is capable of supplying the
rated critical load upon failure of any one UPS module. A static
interrupter will disconnect the failed UPS module from the other
UPS modules without an interruption to the critical load.A system
bypass is usually included to permit system maintenance.
TLFeBOOK
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FIGURE 5.12 Parallel redundant UPS system. (From IEEE Std. 241-1990.
Copyright 1990. All rights reserved.)

7. Isolated redundant UPS configuration: Uses a combination of
automatic transfer switches and a reserve system to serve as the
bypass source for any of the active systems (in this case, a system
consists of a single module with its own system switchgear). This is
shown in Figure 5.13. The use of this configuration requires each
active system to serve an isolated/independent load.The advantage
of this type of configuration minimizes single-point failure modes
(i.e., systems do not communicate via logic connections with each
other; the systems operate independently of one another). The disadvantage of this type of system is that each system requires its own
separate feeder to its dedicated load.
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FIGURE 5.13 Isolated redundant UPS system. (From IEEE Std. 241-1990.
Copyright 1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)

Application of UPS
1. The nonredundant UPS may be satisfactory for many critical load
applications.
2. The installation of a parallel redundant UPS system is justified
when the criticality of the load demands the greatest protection
and the load cannot be divided into suitable blocks.

Power System Configuration for 60-Hz Distribution
In 60-Hz power distribution systems, the following basic concepts are
used:
1. Single-module UPS system: A single unit that is capable of supplying power to the total load (see Figure 5.14). In the event of an
overload or if the unit fails, the critical bus is transferred to the
bypass source via the bypass transfer switch. Transfer is uninterrupted.
2. Parallel capacity UPS system: Two or more units capable of supplying power to the total load (see Figure 5.15). In the event of
overload, or if either unit fails, the critical load bus is transferred to
the bypass source via the bypass transfer switch. Transfer is uninterrupted. The battery may be common or separate.
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FIGURE 5.14 Single-module UPS system. (From IEEE Std. 241-1990. Copyright 1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)

3. Parallel redundant UPS system: Two or more units with more
capacity than is required by the total load (see Figure 5.16). If any
unit fails, the remaining units should be capable of carrying the
total load. If more than one unit fails, the critical bus will be transferred to the bypass source via the bypass transfer switch. The battery may be common or separate per module.
4. Dual redundant UPS systems: One UPS module is standing by,
running unloaded (see Figure 5.17). If the loaded module fails, the
load is transferred to the standby module. Each rating is limited to
the size of the largest available module.
5. Isolated redundant UPS system: Multiple UPS modules, usually
three, are individually supplied from transformer sources (see
Figure 5.18). Each UPS module supplies a critical load and is available to supply a common contingency bus. The common contingency bus supplies the bypass circuit for each UPS module. In
addition to being supplied from the common contingency bus, the
bypass switch of each module is supplied from an individual trans-
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FIGURE 5.15 Parallel capacity UPS system. (From IEEE Std. 241-1990.
Copyright 1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)

FIGURE 5.16 Parallel redundant UPS system. (From IEEE Std. 241-1990.
Copyright 1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)
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FIGURE 5.17 Dual redundant UPS system. (From IEEE Std. 241-1990.
Copyright 1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)

former source. Furthermore, the common contingency bus is also
supplied from a separate standby transformer called a secondary
bypass source. The arrangement includes one UPS module in
reserve as a “hot” standby. When a primary UPS module fails, the
reserve UPS module is transferred to the load.
6. Parallel tandem UPS system: The tandem configuration is a special case of two modules in parallel redundancy (see Figure 5.19).
In this arrangement, both modules have rectifier/chargers, DC
links, and inverters; also, one of the modules houses the systemlevel static transfer switch. Either module can support full system
load while the other has scheduled or corrective maintenance performed.
7. Hot tied-bus UPS system: The UPS tied-bus arrangement consists
of two individual UPS systems (single module, parallel capacity, or
redundant), with each one supplying a critical load bus (see Figure
5.20).The two critical load buses can be paralleled via a tie breaker
(normally open) while remaining on inverter power, which allows
greater user flexibility for scheduled maintenance or damage control due to various failures.
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FIGURE 5.18 Isolated redundant UPS system. (From IEEE Std. 241-1990.
Copyright 1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)

FIGURE 5.19 Parallel tandem UPS system. (From IEEE Std. 241-1990.
Copyright 1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)
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FIGURE 5.20 Hot tied-bus UPS system. (From IEEE Std. 241-1990. Copyright 1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)
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8. Superredundant parallel system–hot tied-bus UPS system: The superredundant UPS arrangement consists of n UPS modules (limited by a 4000-A bus). Each UPS module is supplied from dual
sources (either/or) to supply two critical paralleling buses. Each
paralleling bus is connected via a circuit breaker to a common bus
in parallel with the output feeder of one of the system static bypass
switches. This junction is connected via a breaker to a system critical load bus. A tie enables the two system critical load buses to be
paralleled. Bypass sources for each system supply their own respective static bypass switches and maintenance bypasses. The superredundant UPS arrangement normally operates with the tie breaker
open between the two system critical load buses. When all UPS
modules are supplying one paralleling bus, then the tie breaker is
closed. All operations are preselected, automatic, and allow the
user to do module- and system-level reconfigurations without submitting either critical load to utility power. See Figure 5.21.
9. Uninterruptible power with dual utility sources and static transfer
switches: Essentially, uninterruptible electric power to the critical
load may be achieved by the installation of dual utility sources,
preferably from two separate substations, supplying secondary
buses via step-down transformers as required (see Figure 5.22).
FIGURE 5.21 Superredundant parallel system–hot tied-bus UPS system.
(From IEEE Std. 241-1990. Copyright 1990 IEEE. All rights reserved.)
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FIGURE 5.22 Uninterruptible power with dual utility sources and static
transfer switches. (From IEEE Std. 241-1990. Copyright 1990 IEEE. All rights
reserved.)
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Feeders from each of two source buses are connected to static
transfer switches as sources 1 and 2. A feeder from the load connection of the static transfer switch supplies a power line conditioner, if needed. The power line conditioner filters transients and
provides voltage regulation. Filtered and regulated power is then
supplied from the power line conditioner to the critical load distribution switchgear. This system eliminates the need for energy storage batteries, emergency generators, and other equipment. The
reliability of this system is dependent upon the two utility sources
and power conditioners.

Power System Configuration with 60-Hz UPS
1. Electric service and bypass connectors: Two separate electric
sources, one to the UPS rectifier circuit and the other to the UPS
bypass circuit, should be provided. When possible, they should
emanate from two separate buses with the UPS bypass connected
to the noncyclical load bus (also called the technical bus). This connection provides for the isolation of sensitive technical loads from
the effects of UPS rectifier harmonic distortion and motor start-up
current inrush.
2. Maintenance bypass provisions: To provide for the maintenance
of equipment, bypass provisions are necessary to isolate each UPS
module or system.

UPS Distribution Systems
The UPS serves critical loads only. Noncritical loads are served by separate distribution systems that are supplied from either noncyclical load
bus (technical bus) or the cyclical load bus (nontechnical bus), as appropriate.
1. Critical load protection: Critical load overcurrent devices
equipped with fast-acting fuses to shorten the transient effects of
undervoltage caused by short circuits will result in a reliable system. Solid-state transient suppression (metal-oxide type) should
also be supplied to lessen the overvoltage transients caused by
reactive load switching.
2. Critical motor loads: Due to the energy losses and the starting current inrush inherent in motors, the connection of motors to the
UPS bus should be limited to frequency conversion applications,
that is, motor-generator sets. Generally, due to the current inrush,
motor-generator sets are started on the UPS bypass circuit. Motorgenerator sets may be started on the rectifier/inverter mode of
operation under the following conditions:
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a. When the rating of the motor-generator set is less than 10 percent of the UPS rating.
b. When reduced-voltage and peak current starters, such as the
wye-delta closed transition type, are used for each motor load.
c. When more than one motor-generator set is connected to the
critical bus, each set should be energized sequentially rather
than simultaneously.
Refer all applications requiring connection of induction and synchronous motor loads to the UPS manufacturer. Application rules differ
depending on the design and rating of the UPS.

Power System Configuration for 400-Hz Distribution
In 400-Hz power distribution systems, the following basic concepts are
used:
1. Direct utility supply to dual-rotary frequency converters parallel at
the output critical load bus: Each frequency converter is sized for
100 percent load or the arrangement has redundant capacity. The
frequency converters may be equipped with an inverter/charger
and battery upon utility failure. Transfer from the utility line to
the inverter occurs by synchronizing the inverter to the residual
voltage of the motor.
2. Dual-utility supply: Dual-utility feeders supply an automatic
transfer switch. The automatic transfer switch supplies multiplerotary frequency converters (flywheel equipped). The frequency
converters are parallel at the critical load bus. Transfer from one
utility line to another occurs within the ride-through capability of
the rotary frequency converters.
3. UPS: A static or rotary UPS supplies multiple-frequency converters and other 60-Hz loads.
4. UPS with local generation backup: Both the utility feeder
(connected to the normal terminals) and the feeder from the
backup generation (connected to the emergency terminals) supply the automatic transfer switch. The automatic transfer switch
in turn supplies the UPS. Critical load distribution is as described
above.
5. Parallel 400-Hz single-CPU configuration: Two or more 60- to
400-Hz frequency converters are normally connected in a redundant configuration to supply the critical load. There is no static
switch or bypass breaker. Note that, on static converters, it is possible to use a 400-Hz motor-generator as a bypass source.
6. Common UPS for single-mainframe computer site: Two 60- to
400-Hz frequency converters are normally connected in a redun-
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dant configuration supplying the mainframe computer, while a
60-Hz UPS supplies the peripherals.
Alternative combination UPS for single-mainframe computer site:
A 60-Hz UPS supplies a critical load bus that, in turn, supplies the
peripherals plus the input to a motor-generator set frequency
converter (60 to 400 Hz).
Combination UPS for multiple-mainframe computer site: A utility source supplies a redundant 400-Hz UPS system. This paralleled system supplies a 400-Hz critical load distribution bus.
Feeders from the 400-Hz distribution bus, equipped with line
drop compensators (LDCs) to reactive voltage drop, supply
computer mainframes. A utility source also supplies a parallel
redundant 60-Hz UPS system. This system supplies the critical
peripheral load.
Remote redundant 400-Hz UPS: A 60-Hz UPS and a downstream parallel redundant 400-Hz motor-generator frequency
conversion system with paralleling and distribution switchgear
and line drop compensators, which are all installed in the facility
power equipment room with 60- and 400-Hz feeders distributed
into the computer room.
Point-of-use redundant 400-Hz UPS: A 60-Hz UPS and a parallel redundant frequency conversion system as in item 9, except
that the motor-generators are equipped with silencing enclosures
and are installed in the computer room near the mainframes.
Point-of-use 400-Hz UPS: A 60-Hz UPS and a nonparalleled
point-of-use static or rotary 400-Hz frequency converter installed
in the computer room adjacent to each mainframe.
Remote 400-Hz UPS: A 60-Hz UPS and a separate parallel
redundant 400-Hz UPS installed in the power equipment room,
which is similar to item 8.
Wiring: For 400-Hz circuits, the reactance of circuit conductors
may produce unacceptable voltage drops. Multiple conductor
cables and use of conductors in parallel, if necessary, should be
installed in accordance with the NEC, Article 310-4. Also, use of
a nonmagnetic conduit will help in reducing voltage drop.

It should be noted that 400-Hz (actually 415-Hz) mainframe computers are rarely used today. Most mainframe computers are now 60 Hz.
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Lighting

6.0

MEASURING LIGHT AND ILLUMINATION TERMS

Definitions
Luminous intensity, I, is the solid angular flux density in a given direction measured in candlepower in American National Standards Institute (ANSI) units and candela (cd) in SI units. The candela and
candlepower have the same magnitude. See Figure 6.1.
Lumen (lm) is the unit of luminous flux equal to the flux in a unit solid
angle of 1 steradian (sr) from a uniform point source of 1 cd. On a unit
sphere, an area of 1 ft2 (or 1 m2) will subtend an angle of 1 sr. Because the
area of a unit sphere is 4 × pi, a source of 1 candlepower (1 cd) produces
12.57 lm.
Illuminance (E) is the density of luminous flux incident on a surface
in lumens per unit area. One lumen uniformly incident on 1 ft2 of area
produces an illuminance of one footcandle. The unit of measurement,
therefore, is the footcandle (fc) in ANSI units. In SI units, the measurement is lux (lx), or lumens per square meter.
1 footcandle = 10.764 lux
fc = lm/ft2
fc = lm/m2
As a rule of thumb, 10 lx is taken as being approximately equal to 1 fc.
Luminance, L, is the luminous flux per unit of projected area (apparent) area and a unit solid angle leaving a surface, either reflected or
transmitted. The unit is the footlambert (fL), in which 1 fL = 1/π candelas per square foot. In SI units, it is candela per square meter. Luminance takes into account the reflectance and transmittance properties
of materials and the direction in which they are viewed (the apparent
area). Thus, 100 fc striking a surface with 50 percent reflectance would
result in a luminance of 50 fL.
Another way to view illuminance is to say that a surface emitting,
transmitting, or reflecting 1 lm/ft2 in the direction being viewed has a
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FIGURE 6.1 Relationship of light source, illumination, transmittance, and reflectance. (Source: GE Lighting Business Group)
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TABLE 6.1 Conversion Factors of Units of Illumination

luminance of 1 fL. For more information about conversion factors of
units of illumination, see Table 6.1.

Inverse Square Law
The illumination at a point on a surface when the surface is perpendicular to the direction of the source varies directly with the luminous
intensity of the source and inversely with the square of the distance
between the source and the point:
I
E = ᎏ2
d
where:

E = illumination in footcandles (or lux)
I = luminous intensity in candlepower (or candela)
d = distance in feet (or meters)

This equation assumes the source is a point source. Because a point
source is only theoretical, the formula is applicable when the maximum
dimension of the source is less than five times the distance to the point
at which the illumination is being calculated.
The value for I at various angles can be obtained from the candlepower distribution curves or tables supplied by the manufacturer of the
luminaire under consideration.

Cosine Law
The illumination of any surface varies as the cosine of the angle of incidence, θ, where the angle of incidence is the angle between the normal
to the surface and the direction of the incident light. See Figure 6.2.
Combined with the equation just given, the formula becomes:
I
E = ᎏ2 cos θ
d
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FIGURE 6.2 Cosine law of illumination.

This is the illumination on the horizontal surface at point P. For illumination on a vertical surface at point P, the equation becomes:
I
E (v) = ᎏ2 cos θ
d
Because

h
cos θ = ᎏ
d

and

b
sin θ = ᎏ
d

the equations for horizontal and vertical illumination can be rewritten
as follows:
I
E (h) = ᎏ2 cos3 θ
h
I
E (v) = ᎏ2 sin3 θ
b
Example: What is the vertical surface illumination on a wall 6 ft down
from the ceiling that is illuminated by a downlight placed 3 ft from the
wall? The candlepower distribution curve for the fixture indicates an
intensity of 2550 fc at 25° from vertical.
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The angle, θ, is arctan 3/6, or 26.6°. Because this is very close to the
reading at 25°, use I = 2550 fc. Thus:
E (v) = 2550/32 sin3 26.6°
E (v) = 25 fc
If the reflectance of the wall is 55 percent, the luminance, L, is 25 ×
0.55, or about 14 fL.

6.1

HOW TO SELECT THE RECOMMENDED
ILLUMINANCE LEVEL

Different tasks under different conditions require different levels of
illumination. The variables include the task itself, the age of the person
performing the task, the reflectances of the room, and the demand for
speed and/or accuracy in performing the task. The Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA) has established a range of
illumination levels for various tasks, areas, and activities to take into
account these variables.
To determine the required illumination level in footcandles (or lux),
first determine the illuminance category for the task under consideration from Table 6.2. This table lists representative activities for common
occupancies. For a detailed listing, refer to the complete table in the
IESNA Lighting Handbook. Illuminance categories are given a letter

TABLE 6.2 Illuminance Categories for Selected Activities
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TABLE 6.2 Illuminance Categories for Selected Activities (Continued )
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TABLE 6.2 Illuminance Categories for Selected Activities (Continued )

from A to I: A represents the lowest values for general lighting in noncritical areas, and I represents requirements for specialized and difficult
visual tasks.
Table 6.3 gives the corresponding range of illuminances for each category.
With the illuminance category and the knowledge of the age of the
occupant, the approximate (or assumed) surface reflectances, and the
importance of the task, find which of the three values should be used by
referring to Table 6.4. Note that the values in this table are in lux. For
recommended footcandle levels, divide the values by 10.
The following caveats apply to selecting illumination levels and using
them in lighting calculations:
1. All aspects of a quality design must be considered—control of
glare, contrast ratios, color-rendering properties, and so on—not
just raw illumination levels.
2. The values determined in the illumination categories are maintained values in the space, not initial values.
3. The values in categories A through C are average maintained illuminances and are most appropriate for lighting calculations using
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TABLE 6.3 Illuminance Categories and Illuminance Values for Generic Types
of Activities in Interiors

1981 Reference Volume

the zonal cavity method, as described in the next section and for
daylighting calculations. The values in categories D through I are
illumination levels on the task. Point calculation methods, as described in the previous section, are more appropriate for these categories, although achieving the recommended illumination level
may be accomplished with a combination of general and task lighting.
4. Special analysis and design is required for lighting for visual tasks
in categories G through I.

6.2

ZONAL CAVITY METHOD OF CALCULATING ILLUMINATION

The number of luminaires required to light a space to a desired illumination level (footcandles) can be calculated knowing certain characteristics of the room and light source. The following method is the zonal
cavity method of calculating illumination.
N × lumens per lamp × CU × LLF
Area
ᎏᎏ = ᎏᎏᎏᎏ
luminaire
footcandles required (E)
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TABLE 6.4 Illuminance Values, Maintained, in Lux, for a Combination of
Illuminance Categories and User, Room, and Task Characteristics (for
Illuminance in Footcandles, Divide by 10)

1981 Reference Volume
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where:

N = number of lamps
CU = coefficient of utilization
LLF = light loss factor
E = recommended illumination (maintained)

The formula can be rewritten to find the number of luminaires or to
determine the maintained footcandle level.
footcandles required × area of room
Number of luminaires = ᎏᎏᎏᎏ
N × lumens per lamp × CU × LLF
N × lumens per lamp × CU × LLF
Footcandles = ᎏᎏᎏᎏ
area per luminaire
The coefficient of utilization (CU) is a factor that reflects the fact that
not all of the lumens produced by a luminaire reach the work surface. It
depends on the particular light fixture used as well as the characteristics
of the room in which it is placed, including the room size and the surface
reflectances of the room. If you know the specific luminaire you want to
use, obtain coefficient of utilization factors from the manufacturer and
use those. They are usually included in product catalogs.
If you do not know specifically what fixture you will be selecting, you
can use general coefficient of utilization tables based on luminaire types
(see Table 6.5).

Light Loss Factor (LLF )
The light loss factor is a fraction that represents the amount of light that
will be lost due to things such as dirt on lamps, reduction of light output
of a lamp over time, and similar factors.The following items are the individual components of the LLF. The total LLF is calculated by multiplying all of the individual factors together.
Ambient temperature: For normal indoor temperatures, use 1. For
air-handling luminaires, use 1.10.
Voltage: Use 1 for luminaire operation at rated temperature.
Luminaire surface depreciation: Over time, the various surfaces of a
light fixture will change (some plastic lenses yellow, for example).
In the absence of data, use a value of 1.
Nonstandard components: Use of different components such as ballasts, louvers, and so on can affect light output. Use a value of 1 if
no other information is available.
In the absence of other data, use a factor of 0.9 for the combination of
the four factors just mentioned. This is usually adequate for most situations.
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TABLE 6.5 Coefficients of Utilization
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TABLE 6.5 Coefficients of Utilization (Continued )
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TABLE 6.5 Coefficients of Utilization (Continued )
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TABLE 6.5 Coefficients of Utilization (Continued )
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TABLE 6.5 Coefficients of Utilization (Continued )
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TABLE 6.6 Lamp Group and Burnout Replacement Factors

Lamp burnouts: If lamps are replaced as they burn out, use a factor
of 0.95. If a group replacement maintenance program is employed,
use a factor of 1.
Lamp lumen depreciation: All lamps put out less light as they age.
Specific information is available from each manufacturer, or you
can use the figures in Table 6.14. For preliminary calculations the
factors in Table 6.6 can also be used.

Luminaire Dirt Depreciation (LDD)
This factor depends on the type of luminaire, its design, the maintenance schedule of cleaning, and the cleanliness of the room in which the
luminaire is used. The manufacturer’s literature should give the maintenance category to which an individual fixture belongs. If not, follow the
procedure given in Table 6.7 to find the maintenance category to which
a fixture belongs.
Next, determine the degree of dirt conditions from the following
examples:
Very clean: High-grade offices, not near production; laboratories;
clean rooms
Clean: Offices in older buildings or near production, light assembly,
inspection
Medium: Mill offices, paper processing, light machine
Dirty: Heat treating, high-speed printing, rubber processing
Very dirty: Similar to dirty but luminaires within immediate area of
contamination
Finally, estimate the expected cleaning cycle. With these three factors,
use Table 6.8 to determine the LDD factor.
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TABLE 6.7 Procedure for Determining Luminaire Maintenance Categories

Room Surface Dirt
This factor depends on the type of luminaire (how much it depends on
surface reflectances), the type of use conditions, and the maintenance
schedule. There are detailed ways of calculating this factor, but for preliminary design purposes, use the factors given in Table 6.9.
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TABLE 6.8 Luminaire Dirt Depreciation Factors

In lieu of combining all of the factors just given, the LLF can be estimated by using the following combination of task and area types:
Clean
Light dirt
Medium dirt
Dirty
Very dirty

0.70
0.65
0.60
0.55
0.50

TABLE 6.9 Approximate Room Surface Dirt Depreciation Factors
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Step-by-Step Calculations for the Number of Luminaires Required
for a Particular Room
1. Compile the following information:
• Length and width of room.
• Height of floor cavity—the distance from the floor to the work
surface (usually taken as 2.5 ft).
• Height of the ceiling cavity—the distance from the ceiling to
the light fixture. If the fixture is recessed or ceiling-(surface-)
mounted, the value is zero.
• Height of the room cavity—the distance from the work surface
to the light fixture.
• Surface reflectances—of the ceiling, the walls, and the floor. If
the wall surface of the floor cavity is different from the room
cavity wall surface (as with a wainscot, for example) obtain both
figures. Surface reflectances are usually available from paint
companies, ceiling tile manufacturers, and manufacturers of
other finishes. If these are not readily available, use the values in
Table 6.10.
TABLE 6.10 Reflectance Values of Various Materials and Colors
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2. Determine cavity ratios:
area of cavity wall
CR = 2.5 × ᎏᎏᎏ
area of base of cavity
For rectangular spaces the formula becomes
l+w
CR = 5h × ᎏ
l×w
where:

h = height of the cavity
l = length of the room
w = width of the room

Note that if the work surface is the floor or if the luminaires are
surface-mounted, the floor cavity ratio or ceiling cavity ratio,
respectively, are zero. Also, because the three cavity ratios are
related, after finding one you can find the other two by ratios:

冢 冣

hcc
CCR = RCR ᎏ
hrc

冢 冣

hfc
FCR = RCR ᎏ
hrc
where:

CCR = ceiling cavity ratio
FCR = floor cavity ratio
RCR = room cavity ratio
hcc = height of ceiling cavity
hfc = height of floor cavity
hrc = height of room cavity

You can find the cavity ratios by calculation or use the values
given in Table 6.11. First find the RCR and then use the ratios to
find the values of the CCR and FCR.
3. Determine the effective ceiling cavity reflectance and the effective
floor cavity reflectance. These are values of the imaginary planes
at the height of the luminaire and the work surface that will be
used in finding the coefficient of utilization of a particular light fixture. If the luminaires are recessed or surface-mounted, the effective ceiling cavity reflectance is the same as the reflectance of the
ceiling itself. Use Table 6.12 to find the effective reflectances,
knowing the cavity ratios you determined in step 2.
4. Determine the coefficient of utilization of the fixture under consideration by using the CU tables from the manufacturer’s literature or from Table 6.5. Straight-line interpolation will probably be
necessary. Most tables are set up for a floor reflectance of 20 percent. If the effective floor reflectance varies significantly from this,
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use the correction factors given in Table 6.13 and multiply by the
CU for the fixture.
5. Determine the recommended illumination for the space being
designed. Follow the procedure outlined in Section 6.1 (“How to
Select the Recommended Illuminance Level”).
6. Determine the lumen output of the lamps that will be used in the
luminaire you have selected. Values for lumen output for some
representative lamps are given in Table 6.14. More accurate data
can be obtained from the fixture manufacturer or a lamp manufacturer. Determine the number of lamps that will be used in each
luminaire.
7. With the information compiled in the previous steps and with the
light loss factor (LLF), use the following formula.
footcandles required × area of room
Number of luminaires = ᎏᎏᎏᎏ
N × lumens per lamp × CU × LLF
You can also determine the area per luminaire using the formula given at the beginning of this section.

6.3

LAMP CHARACTERISTICS AND SELECTION GUIDE
(TABLES 6.14 THROUGH 6.18)

6.4

HOW LIGHT AFFECTS COLOR (TABLE 6.19)

Relationship of Light and Color
Light is the radiant energy produced by a light source. It may come to your
eye directly from the source, or be reflected or transmitted by some object.
Color is the interaction of the light source, the reflector or transmitter, and our own ability to detect the color of light. Remember, you cannot perceive color without light. Different light sources radiate different
wavelengths of light, influencing the appearance of colored objects or
surfaces.

Color Temperature
Color temperature describes how the lamp itself appears when lit.
Color temperature is measured by Kelvin degrees, ranging from 9000K
(which appears blue) down to 1500K (which appears orange-red). Light
sources lie somewhere between the two, with those of higher color temperature (4000K or more) being “cool,” and those of lower color temperature (3100K or less) being “warm.” Certain fluorescent lamps are
“intermediate” types, lying somewhere between cool and warm.
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TABLE 6.11 Room Cavity Ratios
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TABLE 6.12 Percent Effective Ceiling or Floor Cavity Reflectances for Various Reflectance Combinations
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TABLE 6.12 Percent Effective Ceiling or Floor Cavity Reflectances for Various Reflectance Combinations (Continued )
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TABLE 6.13 Multiplying Factors for Other than 20 Percent Effective Floor Cavity Reflectance
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TABLE 6.14 Characteristics of Typical Lamps
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TABLE 6.14 Characteristics of Typical Lamps (Continued )
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TABLE 6.15 Guide to Lamp Selection
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TABLE 6.15 Guide to Lamp Selection (Continued )
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TABLE 6.16 Recommended Reflectances of Interior Surfaces

Color Rendition
Color rendition describes the effect a light source has on the appearance of colored objects. The color-rendering capability of a lamp is measured as the color-rendering index (CRI). In general, the higher the
CRI, the less distortion of the object’s color by the lamp’s light output.
The scale used ranges from 0 to 100. A CRI of 100 indicates that there is
no color shift as compared with a reference source, and the lower the
CRI, the more pronounced the shift may be.
It is important to recognize that the reference source (and thus the
TABLE 6.17 Recommended Luminance Ratios
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TABLE 6.18 Compact Fluorescent Fixture Operation Data

CRI scale) is different at different color temperatures. As a result, CRI
values should only be compared between lamps of similar color temperatures.

Additional Factors Affect Color Appearance
The color-rendering properties of a lamp are an important influence on
the color appearance of an object. However, many other factors will
affect color appearance, such as the finishes used on walls, floors, and
furnishings; the intensity level of the lighting; and the presence of daylight in the room. All these factors should be considered in selecting the
appropriate light source. Additionally, the room decor is a critical consideration in selecting a light source. If colors such as reds and oranges
are the main element, a warm light source (color temperature below
3200 K) would be the best choice. Conversely, if blues and violets are
being used, cool lamps (color temperature above 4000 K) should be
used. For areas with mixed cool and warm elements, or where neutral
colors such as gray predominate, an intermediate color temperature
source (3400 to 3600 K) should be considered.
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TABLE 6.19

Summary of Light Source Characteristics and Effect on Color

CHAPTER SEVEN

Special Systems

7.0 FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS
Introduction
Fire alarm systems have become increasingly sophisticated and functionally more capable and reliable in recent years. They are designed to
fulfill two general requirements: (1) protection of property and assets
and (2) protection of life. As a result of state and local codes, the life
safety aspect of fire protection has become a major factor in the last two
decades.
There are a number of reasons for the substantial increases in the life
safety form of fire protection during recent years, foremost of which
are:
1. The proliferation of high-rise construction and the concern for life
safety within these buildings.
2. A growing awareness of the life safety hazard in residential, institutional, and educational occupancies.
3. Increased hazards caused by new building materials and furnishings that create large amounts of toxic combustion products, (i.e.,
plastics, synthetic fabrics, and so on).
4. Vast improvements in smoke detection and related technology
made possible through quantum advances in electronic technology.
5. The passing of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), signed
into law on July 26, 1990, providing comprehensive civil rights protection for individuals with disabilities. With an effective date of
January 26, 1992, these requirements include detailed accessibility
standards for both new construction and renovation toward the
goal of equal usability of buildings for everyone, regardless of limitations of sight, hearing, or mobility. This has had a significant
impact on fire alarm system signaling devices, power requirements,
and device locations.
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Common Code Requirements
The following codes apply to fire alarm systems:
NFPA 70—National Electrical Code
NFPA 72—National Fire Alarm Code
NFPA 90A—Standard for the Installation of Air Conditioning and
Ventilation Systems
NFPA 101—Life Safety Code
BOCA, SBCCI, ICBO—The National Basic Building Code and
National Fire Prevention Code published by the Building Officials
Code Administrators International (BOCA), the Uniform Building and Uniform Fire Code of the International Conference of
Building Officials (ICBO), and the Standard Building Code and
Standard Fire Prevention Code of the Southern Building Code
Congress International (SBCCI) all have reference to fire alarm
requirements.
Many states and municipalities have adopted these model building
codes in full or in part.
You should consult with the local authority having jurisdiction (AHJ)
to verify the requirements in your area.

Fire Alarm System Classifications
NFPA 72 classifies fire alarm systems as follows.
HOUSEHOLD FIRE ALARM SYSTEM

A system of devices that produces an alarm signal in the household for
the purpose of notifying the occupants of the presence of fire so that
they will evacuate the premises.
PROTECTED PREMISES (LOCAL) FIRE ALARM SYSTEM

A system that sounds an alarm at the protected premises as the result of
the manual operation of a fire alarm box or the operation of protection
equipment or systems, such as water flowing in a sprinkler system, the discharge of carbon dioxide, the detection of smoke, or the detection of heat.
AUXILIARY FIRE ALARM SYSTEM

A system connected to a municipal fire alarm system for transmitting an
alarm of fire to the public fire service communications center. Fire
alarms from an auxiliary fire alarm system are received at the public fire
service communications center on the same equipment and by the same
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methods as alarms transmitted manually from municipal fire alarm
boxes located on streets. There are three subtypes of this system; local
energy, parallel telephone, and shunt.
REMOTE SUPERVISING STATION FIRE ALARM SYSTEM

A system installed in accordance with NFPA 72 to transmit alarm,
supervisory, and trouble signals from one or more protected premises to
a remote location at which appropriate action is taken.
PROPRIETARY SUPERVISING STATION FIRE ALARM SYSTEM

An installation of fire alarm systems that serves contiguous and noncontiguous properties, under one ownership, from a proprietary supervising station located at the protected property, at which trained,
competent personnel are in constant attendance. This includes the proprietary supervising station; power supplies; signal-initiating devices;
initiating device circuits; signal notification appliances; equipment for
the automatic, permanent visual recording of signals; and equipment for
initiating the operation of emergency building control services.
CENTRAL STATION FIRE ALARM SYSTEM

A system or group of systems in which the operations of circuits and
devices are transmitted automatically to, recorded in, maintained by,
and supervised from a listed central station having competent and experienced servers and operators who, upon receipt of a signal, take action
as required by NFPA 72. Such service is to be controlled and operated
by a person, firm, or corporation whose business is the furnishing, maintaining, or monitoring of supervised fire alarm systems.
MUNICIPAL FIRE ALARM SYSTEM

A system of alarm-initiating devices, receiving equipment, and connecting
circuits (other than a public telephone network) used to transmit alarms
from street locations to the public fire service communications center.

Fire Alarm Fundamentals—Basic Elements
Regardless of type, application, complexity, or technology level, any fire
alarm system is composed of four basic elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Initiating devices
Control panel
Signaling devices
Power supply
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These components must be electrically compatible and are interconnected by means of suitable wiring circuits to form a complete functional system, as illustrated in Fig. 7.1.
Figure 7.1 shows a conventional version of a protected premises
(local) fire alarm system, which is the most widely used classification
type in commercial and institutional buildings. The requirements for
this type of system are detailed in Chap. 3 of NFPA 72. Some highlights
of that chapter’s requirements are worthy of note and are given in
abridged form in the following sections.

Circuit Designations
Initiating device, notification appliance, and signaling line circuits shall
be designated by class or style, or both, depending on the circuits’ capability to operate during specified fault conditions.

Class
Initiating device, notification appliance, and signaling line circuits shall
be permitted to be designated as either Class A or Class B, depending
on the capability of the circuit to transmit alarm and trouble signals durFIGURE 7.1 Typical local protective signaling system
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ing nonsimultaneous single circuit fault conditions as specified by the
following:
1. Circuits capable of transmitting an alarm signal during a single
open or a nonsimultaneous single ground fault on a circuit conductor shall be designated as Class A.
2. Circuits not capable of transmitting an alarm beyond the location
of the fault conditions specified in the preceding entry shall be designated as Class B.
Faults on both Class A and Class B circuits shall result in a trouble
condition on the system in accordance with the requirements of NFPA
72, Article 1-5.8.

Style
Initiating device, notification appliance, and signaling line circuits shall be
permitted to be designated by style also, depending on the capability of
the circuit to transmit alarm and trouble signals during specified simultaneous multiple circuit fault conditions in addition to the single circuit
fault conditions considered in the designation of the circuits by class.
1. An initiating device circuit shall be permitted to be designated as
Style A, B, C, D, or E, depending on its ability to meet the alarm
and trouble performance requirements shown in Table 7.1, during
a single open, single ground, wire-to-wire short, or loss of carrier
fault condition.
2. A notification appliance circuit shall be permitted to be designated
as Style W, X, Y, or Z, depending on its ability to meet the alarm
and trouble performance requirements shown in Table 7.2, during
a single open, single ground, or wire-to-wire short fault condition.
3. A signaling line circuit shall be permitted to be designated as Style
0.5, 1, 2, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 6, or 7, depending on its ability to meet the
alarm and trouble performance requirements shown in Table 7.3,
during a single open, single ground, wire-to-wire short, simultaneous wire-to-wire short and open, simultaneous wire-to-wire short
and ground, simultaneous open and ground, or loss of carrier fault
condition.

Installation of Class A Circuits
All styles of Class A circuits using physical conductors (e.g., metallic,
optical fiber) shall be installed such that the outgoing and return conductors exiting from and returning to the control unit, respectively, are
routed separately. The outgoing and return (redundant) circuit conducTLFeBOOK

TABLE 7.1 Performance of Initiating Device Circuits (IDC)
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TABLE 7.2 Notification Appliance Circuits (NAC)

tors shall not be run in the same cable assembly (i.e., multiconductor
cable), enclosure, or raceway.
Exception No. 1: For a distance not to exceed 10 ft (3 m) where the
outgoing and return conductors enter or exit the initiating device,
notification appliance, or control unit enclosures; or
Exception No. 2: Where the vertically run conductors are contained in
a 2-h rated cable assembly or enclosed (installed) in a 2-h rated
enclosure other than a stairwell; or
Exception No. 3: Where permitted and where the vertically run conductors are enclosed (installed) in a 2-h rated stairwell in a building
fully sprinklered in accordance with NFPA 13, Standard for the
Installation of Sprinkler Systems.
Exception No. 4: Where looped conduit/raceway systems are provided, single conduit/raceway drops to individual devices or appliances shall be permitted.
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TABLE 7.3 Performance of Signaling Line Circuits (SLC)
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Exception No. 5: Where looped conduit/raceway systems are provided, single conduit/raceway drops to multiple devices or appliances installed within a single room not exceeding 1000 ft2 (92.9
m2) in area shall be permitted.

Performance of Initiating Device Circuits (IDC)
The assignment of class designations or style designations, or both, to
initiating circuits shall be based on their performance capabilities under
abnormal (fault) conditions in accordance with the requirements of
Table 7.1.

Performance of Signaling Line Circuits (SLC)
The assignment of class designations or style designations, or both, to
signaling line circuits shall be based on their performance capabilities
under abnormal (fault) conditions in accordance with the requirements
of Table 7.2.

Notification Appliance Circuits (NAC)
The assignment of class designations or style designations, or both, to
notification appliance circuits shall be based on their performance
capabilities under abnormal (fault) conditions in accordance with the
requirements of Table 7.3.

Secondary Supply Capacity and Sources
From NFPA 72, Chapter 1 (“Fundamentals”), the secondary source for
a protected premises system should have a secondary supply source
capacity of 24 h; and at the end of that period shall be capable of operating all alarm notification appliances used for evacuation or to direct
aid to the location of an emergency for 5 min.The secondary power supply for emergency voice/alarm communications service shall be capable
of operating the system under maximum load for 24 h and then shall be
capable of operating the system during a fire or other emergency condition for a period of 2 h. Fifteen minutes of evacuation alarm operation
at maximum connected load shall be considered the equivalent of 2 h of
emergency operation.

Audible/Visual Notification Appliance Requirements
The tables that follow summarize the audible and visual notification appliance requirements to comply with the American with Disabilities Act
Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG), NFPA 72-1993 and BOCA-1993.
Also, refer to Fig. 7.2 for the mounting heights of manual pull stations.
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TABLE 7.4 Audible Notification Appliances to Meet the Requirements
of: ADA, NFPA 72 (1993), BOCA
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TABLE 7.5 Visual Notification Appliances to Meet the Requirements of: ADA, NFPA 72 (1993), BOCA
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Manual Pull Stations—Mounting Heights
FIGURE 7.2 (a) High forward reach limit. (b) High and low side reach limits.

(a)

(b)
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Application Tips
A very general rule of thumb for spacing automatic fire detectors is to
allow 900 ft2 per head. This is good for very rough estimating in preliminary stages of design. There are many factors to consider for each specific application, for instance architectural and structural features such
as beams and coves, special-use spaces, and ambient temperature and
other environmental considerations. It is therefore prudent to refer to
and become familiar with NFPA 72, Appendix B (“Application Guide
for Automatic Fire Detector Spacing”) coupled with your own experience.
In the design of any fire alarm system, it is necessary to determine
what codes and other requirements are applicable to the project site, as
well as what editions of same have been adopted and are in effect at the
time of design (sometimes states and/or municipalities don’t adopt the
latest edition of codes until several years later), and it is good practice
to review the design with the AHJ periodically throughout the design
process. This latter step will also be beneficial in resolving any conflicts
between codes and the ADAAG (these do occur) through equivalent
facilitation, thus achieving compliance with all codes and regulations
that apply.
It is also essential to coordinate with the architect, structural engineer, and other trade disciplines (e.g., sprinkler systems) to determine
their effects on fire alarm system requirements.
Fire alarm system technology today has reached a profoundly high
level, with multiplexed digital communication, 100 percent addressable
systems, and even “smart” automatic fire detectors that can be programmed with profiles of their ambient environmental conditions, thus
preventing nuisance alarms by being able to discriminate between normal and abnormal conditions for their specific environment. These
capabilities provide the designer with a lot of flexibility to design safe
and effective fire alarm systems.

7.2 TELECOMMUNICATIONS STRUCTURED CABLING SYSTEMS
Structured Cabling Design
Structured cabling is a term widely used to describe a generic voice,
data, and video (telecommunications) cabling system design that supports a multiproduct, multivendor, and multimedia environment. It is an
information technology (IT) infrastructure that provides direction for
the cabling system design based on the end user’s requirements, and it
enables cabling installations where there is little or no knowledge of the
active equipment to be installed.
The following provides an overview of the industry standards.
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Important Codes and Standards
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
Comité Européen de Normalisation Electrotechnique (CENELEC)
Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
Insulated Cable Engineers Association (ICEA)
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE)
International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
International Organization for Standardization/International Electrotechnical Commission Joint Technical Committee Number 1
(ISO/IEC JTC1)
• U.S. National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
• National Research Council of Canada, Institute for Research in Construction (NRC-IRC)
• Telecommunications Industry Association/Electronic Industries
Alliance (TIA/EIA)

Comparison of ANSI/TIA/EIA, ISO/IEC, and CENELEC
Cabling Standards (see Table 7.6)

Major Elements of a Telecommunications Structured
Cabling System
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Horizontal pathway systems
Horizontal cabling systems
Backbone distribution systems
Backbone building pathways
Backbone building cabling
Work areas (WAs)
Telecommunications outlets (TOs)
Telecommunications rooms (TRs)
Equipment rooms (ERs)
Telecommunications entrance facilities (EFs)

The data that follows provides key data and details for these major
elements.
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TABLE 7.6*

*Here, and throughout chapter, indicates that this material is reprinted with permission from
BICSI’s Telecommunications Distribution Methods Manual, 9th edition.
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(Continued)
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Typical Ranges of Cable Diameter
TABLE 7.7*

Conduit Sizing—Number of Cables
TABLE 7.8*
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Bend Radii Guidelines for Conduits
TABLE 7.9*

Guidelines for Adapting Designs to Conduits with Bends
TABLE 7.10*
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Recommended Pull Box Configurations
FIGURE 7.3*

Recommended Pull Box Configurations
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Minimum Space Requirements in Pull Boxes Having One Conduit
Each in Opposite Ends of the Box
TABLE 7.11*
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Cable Tray Dimensions (Common Types)
TABLE 7.12*

Topology
ANSI/EIA/TIA-568A specifies a star topology—a hierarchical series of
distribution levels. Each WA outlet must be cabled directly to a horizontal cross-connect {HC [floor distributor (FD)]} in the telecommunications room (TR) except when a consolidation point (CP) is required
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to open office cabling or a transition point (TP) is required to connect
undercarpet cable. Horizontal cabling should be terminated in a TR
that is on the same floor as the area being served.
N O T E S Splices are not permitted for twisted-pair horizontal cabling.
Bridged taps (multiple appearances of the same cable pairs at several distribution points) are not permitted in horizontal cabling.
Cabling between TRs is considered part of the backbone cabling.
Such connections between TRs may be used for configuring virtual bus
and virtual ring cabling schemes using a star topology.

Horizontal Cabling to Two Individual Work Areas
FIGURE 7.4*

Horizontal Cabling to Two Individual Work Areas
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Cable Lengths
TABLE 7.13*
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Twisted-Pair (balanced) Cabling Categories
TABLE 7.14*
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Optical Fiber Cable Performance
TABLE 7.15* Equipment Room Floor Space (Special-Use Buildings)

Twisted-Pair Work Area Cable
FIGURE 7.5*

Twisted-Pair Work Area Cable
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Eight-Position Jack Pin/Pair Assignments (TIA-568A)
(Front View of Connector)
FIGURE 7.6* Eight-Position Jack Pin/Pair Assignments (TIA-568A)
(Front View of Connector)
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FIGURE 7.7*

Optional Eight-Position Jack Pin/Pair Assignments (TIA-568B) (Front View of Connector)

Optional Eight-Position Jack Pin/Pair Assignments (TIA-568B)
(Front View of Connector)
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Termination Hardware for Category-Rated Cabling Systems
TABLE 7.16*
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Patch Cord Wire Color Codes
TABLE 7.17*
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ANSI/TIA/EIA-568A Categories of Horizontal Copper Cables
(Twisted-Pair Media)
TABLE 7.18*
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TABLE 7.19*

Work Area Copper Cable Lengths to a Multi-User
Telecommunications Outlet Assembly (MUTOA)
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U.S. Twisted-Pair Cable Standards
TABLE 7.20*
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Optical Fiber Sample Connector Types
FIGURE 7.8*

Optical Fiber Sample Connector Types
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Duplex SC Interface
FIGURE 7.9*

Duplex SC Interface

Duplex SC Adapter with Simplex and Duplex Plugs
FIGURE 7.10*

Duplex SC Adapter with Simplex and Duplex Plugs
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Duplex SC Patch Cord Crossover Orientation
FIGURE 7.11*

Duplex SC Patch Cord Crossover Orientation

Optical Fibers
FIGURE 7.12

Optical Fibers
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Backbone System Components
TABLE 7.21*
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Backbone Star Wiring Topology
FIGURE 7.13*

Backbone Star Wiring Topology
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Example of Combined Copper/Fiber Backbone Supporting Voice and
Data Traffic
FIGURE 7.14* Example of Combined Copper/Fiber Backbone Supporting
Voice and Data Traffic
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Backbone Distances
FIGURE 7.15*

Backbone distances
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Determining 100 mm (4 in.) Floor Sleeves
TABLE 7.22*

Determining Size of Floor Slots
TABLE 7.23*
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Conduit Fill Requirements for Backbone Cable
TABLE 7.24*
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TR Cross-Connect Field Color Codes
TABLE 7.25*

TR Temperature Ranges
TABLE 7.26*
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TR Size Requirements
TABLE 7.27*

Allocating Termination Space in TRs
TABLE 7.28*
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Typical Telecommunications Room (TR) Layout
FIGURE 7.16*

Typical Telecommunications Room (TR) Layout
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TR Industry Standards
TABLE 7.29*

TR Regulatory and Safety Standards
TABLE 7.30*
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Environmental Control Systems Standards for Equipment
Rooms (ERs)
TABLE 7.31*

Underground Entrance Conduits for Entrance Facilities (EFs)
TABLE 7.32*
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Typical Underground Installation to EF
FIGURE 7.17*

Typical Underground Installation to EF

Equipment Room (ER) Floor Space (Special Use Buildings)
TABLE 7.33*
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Entrance Facility (EF) Wall Space (Minimum Equipment and
Termination Wall Space)
TABLE 7.34*

Entrance Facility (EF) Floor Space (Minimum Equipment and
Termination Floor Space)
TABLE 7.35*
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Separation of Telecommunications Pathways from 480-Volt or Less
Power Lines
TABLE 7.36*
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Cabling Standards Document Summary
TABLE 7.37*
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7.3 BLOWN OPTICAL FIBER TECHNOLOGY (BOFT)
Overview
Reprinted with permission of General Cable Corporation (www
.generalcable.com). BloLite is the trademark of BICC, PLC and is used
under license.
Blown optical fiber technology is an exciting method of delivering a
fiber solution that provides unmatched flexibility and significant cost
savings when compared to conventional fiber cables. In a blown optical
fiber system, the fiber route is “plumbed” with small tubes. These tubes,
known as microduct, come in 5- and 8-mm diameters and are approved
for riser, plenum, or outside-plant applications. They are currently available as a single microduct, or with two, four, or seven microducts bundled (straight, not twisted) and covered with an outer sheath, called
multiducts. They are lightweight and easy to handle. Splicing along the
route is accomplished through simple push-pull connectors. These
microducts are empty during installation, thereby eliminating the possibility of damaging the fibers during installation.
Fiber is then installed, or “blown,” into the microduct. The fiber is fed
into the microduct and rides on a current of compressed air. Carried by
viscous drag, the fibers are lifted into the airstream and away from the
wall of the microduct, thereby eliminating friction even around tight
bends.
In a relatively short period, coated fibers can be blown for distances
up to 1 km (3281 ft) in a single run of 8-mm-diameter microduct, up to
1000 ft vertical, or through any network architecture or topology turning up to 300 tight corners with 90° bends of 1-in. radius for over 1000 ft,
using 5-mm-diameter microduct.
The practical benefits of BOFT systems translate directly into financial benefits for the end user. For most installations, the cost of a BOFT
infrastructure is similar to or slightly higher than the cost for conventional fiber cabling. Savings can be realized during the initial installation because (1) it simplifies the cable installation by allowing the
pulling of empty or unpopulated microduct; (2) fewer, if any, fiber
splices may be required; and (3) you only pay up front for those fibers
that you need immediately. The additional expense of hybrid cables is
eliminated.
True cost savings and the convenience of blown optical fiber are realized during the first fiber upgrade or during moves, additions, and
changes. An upgrade of an existing fiber backbone will generally incur
workplace disruptions such as removing a ceiling grid, moving office
furniture, and network downtime that requires the work to be done outside normal business hours. New fibers can be added to a BOFT system
simply by accessing an existing unpopulated microduct and blowing in
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the fibers. There is no disruption to the workplace, and the process
requires a minimal amount of time to complete. In the event that there
are no empty microducts, the existing fiber can be blown out in minutes
and replaced with the new fiber type(s) immediately.
The flexibility of BOFT makes it particularly amenable to renovation
and retrofit applications.
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FIGURE 7.18

Diagram Showing Key Elements of BOFT System

Diagram Showing Key Elements of BOFT System
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BOFT Indoor Plenum 5-mm Multiduct
FIGURE 7.19

BOFT Indoor Plenum 5-mm Multiduct
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BOFT Outdoor 8-mm Multiduct
FIGURE 7.20

BOFT Outdoor 8-mm Multiduct
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BOFT Installation Equipment
FIGURE 7.21

BOFT Installation Equipment
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Miscellaneous
Special Applications

8.0

GENERAL

Introduction
It is the intent of this chapter to provide information and data that is
often needed, but perhaps is a little bit outside of the mainstream dayto-day information required by the electrical design professional. In
some cases, it represents emerging practices resulting from technological, code, or regulatory changes. In other cases, it represents popular
misapplication of established codes or other requirements that are
sometimes misunderstood. And finally, it may simply be information
that is needed but less frequently encountered.

8.1

MINERAL-INSULATED CABLE APPLICATIONS

Mineral-insulated (MI) cable has been around for a long time and is a
cable of the highest thermal capacity and integrity. Historically, because
of these qualities, and the premium cost associated with these qualities,
its applications have been limited. This has bred a lack of familiarity and
reluctance to use this cable in many applications.
The National Electrical Code and many state and local code and regulatory requirements are changing this. Because this type of cable has a
2-h fire-resistive rating as approved by the Underwriters Laboratories
(UL), this type of cable is gaining popularity in meeting the latest code
mandates.
When reviewed at a microscopic level, as compared with conventional construction, using this type of cable for 1-h and 2-h fire-resistive
construction, it becomes a cost-effective solution in complying with
these code mandates. It also requires considerably less space (in the
order of 97 percent less space) in meeting these requirements, which
makes it particularly amenable to renovation/retrofit projects.
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Fire Pump and Other MI Cable Applications
Independent tests have shown 90°C wire in conduit fails to ground in
less than 3 min when exposed to temperatures of less than 500°F. Because a fire in a typical commercial building generates temperatures in
the range of 1200°F to 1500°F, conduit and wire provides unacceptable
reliability during a fire.
High-rise buildings frequently have thousands of feet of emergency
system wiring routed throughout a building.The potential for some portion of this system being exposed to high temperatures during a fire is
high. Loss of critical feeder and branch circuits from a fire will disable
equipment long before it has served its intended purpose, impeding
evacuation and jeopardizing lives.
The National Electrical Code has addressed this in two sections. Section 700.9(C)(1) Fire Protection states: “Feeder-circuit wiring shall be
installed either in spaces fully protected by approved automatic fire
suppression systems or shall be a listed electrical circuit protective system with a minimum 1-hour fire rating.”
Article 695 of the NEC details the installation requirements of the electrical power sources and interconnecting circuits of centrifugal fire pumps.
695.6(B) circuit conductors states: “Fire pump supply conductors on the
load side of the final disconnecting means and overcurrent device(s) permitted by 695.4(B) shall be kept entirely independent of all other wiring.
They shall only supply loads that are directly associated with the fire
pump system, and they shall be protected to resist potential damage by
fire, structural failure, or operational accident. They shall be permitted to
be routed through a building(s) using one of the following methods:
(1) Be encased in a minimum 50 mm (2 in.) of concrete
(2) Be within an enclosed construction dedicated to the fire pump circuit(s) and having a minimum of a 1-hour fire resistive rating
(3) Be a listed electrical circuit protective system with a minimum
1-hour fire rating
Exception: The supply conductors located in the electrical equipment room where they originate and in the fire pump room shall
not be required to have the minimum 1-hour fire separation or fire
resistance rating, unless otherwise required by 700.9(D) of this
Code.

With a 2-h fire-resistive rating approved by UL, MI-type cable provides a technological and cost-effective solution to this requirement.
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts and other states now require a
2-h fire rating for emergency feeders.
The following data in Tables 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3 will assist in the application of MI cable.
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TABLE 8.1 600-Volt MI Power Cable—Size and Ampacities
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TABLE 8.2 300-Volt MI Twisted-Pair and Shielded Twisted-Pair Cable Sizes

FIGURE 8.1 MI cable versus conventional construction in hazardous
(classified) locations.
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TABLE 8.3 Engineering Data—Calculating Voltage Drop and Feeder Sizing
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Classified Wiring (Hazardous) Locations
With approved terminations installed, MI cable meets the requirements
of the NEC for wiring in areas classified as hazardous. The cable can be
run in Classes I, II, and III, Divisions 1 and 2. Figure 8.1 shows a comparison between MI cable and conventional conduit/wire with accessories required for areas classified as hazardous. It has economic and
technical merit.

8.2

FIRE PUMP APPLICATIONS

The electrical requirements for electric-drive fire pumps are discussed in
detail in Chapters 6 and 7 and Appendix A of NFPA 20. These requirements are supplemented by NFPA 70 (NEC), in particular, Articles 230,
430, 695, and 700. The following guideline items are design highlights
(based on Connecticut’s and Massachusetts’ requirements). Please refer
to any different or additional codes or requirements that may be applicable in your state; however, the following should generally be applicable.
1. All electric fire pumps shall be provided with emergency power
in accordance with Article 700 of NFPA 70. State of Connecticut
requirement (add to Chapter 7, C.L.S.).
2. State of Massachusetts (add to 780 CMR, item 924.3): electrical
fire pumps in many occupancies require emergency power per
NFPA 20, and NEC Articles 695 and 700.
3. State of Massachusetts (add to 527 CMR, NEC, Article 700):
emergency system feeders, generation and distribution equipment, including fire pumps, shall have a 2-h fire separation from
all other spaces and equipment.
4. The fire pump feeder conductors shall be physically routed outside the building or enclosed in 2 in of concrete (1-h equivalent
fire resistance) except in the electrical switchgear or fire pump
rooms. NFPA 20, 6-3.1.1.
5. All pump room wiring shall be in rigid, intermediate, or liquidtight flexible metal conduit. NFPA 20, 6-3.1.2 (MI cable is added
to this in the 1993 version).
6. Maximum permissible voltage drop at the fire pump input terminals is 15 percent. NFPA 20, 6-3.1.4.
7. Protective devices (fuses or circuit breakers) ahead of the fire
pump shall not open at the sum of the locked rotor currents of
the facility or the fire pump auxiliaries. NFPA 20, 6-3.4.
8. The pump room feeder minimum size shall be 125 percent of the
sum of the fire pump(s), jockey pump, and pump auxiliary fullload currents. NFPA 20, 6-3.5.
9. Automatic load shed and sequencing of fire pumps is permitted.
NFPA 20, 6-7.
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10. Remote annunciation of the fire pump controller is permitted
per NFPA 20, 7-4.6 and 7-4.7. Note: A good practice is to assume
this will happen and make provisions for it (i.e., fire alarm connections or wiring to the appropriate location).
11. When necessary, an automatic transfer switch may be used. It
must be listed for fire pump use. It may be a separate unit or integrated with the fire pump controller in a barriered compartment.
NFPA 20, 7-8.2.
12. A jockey pump is not required to be on emergency power.
13. Step-loading the fire pump onto an emergency generator can
help control the generator size. A time-delay relay (0 to 60 s) to
FIGURE 8.2 Typical one-line diagram of fire pump system with separate ATS.
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start or restart a fire pump when on generator power will help
coordinate generator loading. The relay should be a part of the
fire pump controller (see Item 9 above).
14. Reduced-voltage starters (i.e., autotransformer or wye-delta) for
fire pumps are recommended.
15. Fire pumps, fire pump controllers, and fire pump–listed automatic transfer switches are generally provided under Division 15.
Division 16 is responsible for powering, wiring, and connecting
this equipment.
FIGURE 8.3 Typical one-line diagram of fire pump system with ATS
integrated with the fire pump controller.
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Figures 8.2 and 8.3 are typical one-line diagrams showing fire pump systems; Figure 8.2 is with a separate ATS, and Figure 8.3 is with an ATS
integrated with the fire pump controller.

8.3

WIRING FOR PACKAGED ROOFTOP AHUS
WITH REMOTE VFDS

An emerging trend in HVAC design is the use of packaged rooftop airhandling units (AHUs) with remote mounted variable-frequency drives
(VFDs). In this circumstance, multiple electrical connections and significant additional wiring are required: not the traditional single point of
connection previously needed. It is therefore critically important to
coordinate closely with the mechanical design professionals to ensure
that complete and proper wiring is provided.
Figure 8.4 shows an example of this situation with all of the additional
wiring and connections required.

8.4

WYE-DELTA MOTOR STARTER WIRING

A common misapplication that is encountered is the improper sizing of
the six motor leads between the still very popular wye-delta reducedvoltage motor starter and the motor. This is best demonstrated by an
example.
Assume that you have a 500-ton electrical centrifugal chiller operating at 460 V, three-phase, 60 Hz, with a nameplate rating of 588 fullload amps (FLA). You would normally apply the correct factor of 125
percent required by NEC Article 440, to arrive at the required conductor ampacity: 588 × 1.25 = 735 ampacity for each of the three conductors. Because there will be six conductors between the load side of the
starter and the compressor motor terminals, the 735 ampacity is
divided by two; you would select six conductors, each having an ampacity of not less than 368 A. Referring to NEC Article 310, Table 310-16
for insulated copper conductors at 75°C would result in the selection of
500-kcmil conductors.
This wire size is incorrect when used between the wye-delta starter and
motor terminals. The problem is caused by a common failure to recognize that the motor may consist of a series of single-phase windings.
To permit the transition from wye-start to delta-run configuration, the
motor is wound without internal connections. Each end of the three internal motor windings is brought out to a terminal, as shown in Figure 8.5.
The motor windings are configured as required for either starting or
running at the starter as shown in Figure 8.6, panels a and b, respectively.
In the running-delta configuration, the field wiring from the load side
of the starter to the compressor motor terminals consists of six conductors, electrically balancing the phases to each of the internal motor
windings as described below in Figure 8.7.
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FIGURE 8.5 Wye-to-delta internal motor windings brought out to terminals.

FIGURE 8.6 Wye-start, delta-run motor winding configuration.

FIGURE 8.7 Field wiring between starter and motor in wye-start, delta-run
configuration.
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Note, for example, that motor winding T1 − T4 is connected to the line
voltage across phase L1 − L2.
It should be apparent that the windings within the motor are singlephase-connected to the load side of the starter. Thus, the interconnecting field wiring between the starter and motor must be sized as though
the motor were single-phase. Electrical terminology simply describes
this motor as being phase-connected, and the current carried by the
interconnecting conductors as phase amps.
To correctly size the conductors between the motor starter and the
motor, therefore, it is necessary to calculate the ampacity with the 125
percent feeder-sizing factor required by the NEC on a single-phase
basis as follows:
Ampacity per terminal conductor = three-phase FLA × 1.25/1.73
For the example given:
Ampacity per terminal conductor = 588 × 1.25/1.73 = 424
Thus, it is clear that the current in the conductors between the starter
and the motor on a single-phase basis is 58 percent of the three-phase
value, not 50 percent as originally assumed, because the current in one
phase of a three-phase system in the delta-connected winding is one
divided by the square root of three due to the vector relationship.
In the original example, the conductors were sized for a minimum
ampacity of 368 A. From the NEC, 500-kcmil copper conductors at 75°C
have a maximum allowable ampacity of 380. The preceding calculation
discloses that the conductors should be selected for not less than 424
ampacity. Referring to the NEC again, 600-kcmil conductors have a
maximum allowable ampacity of 420. In many cases, depending upon
the interpretation of the local electrical inspector, 600 kcmil would be
acceptable (usually within 3 percent is acceptable). Five-hundred–
kilocircular mil wire would not be.
Almost needless to say, the conductors supplying the line side of the
wye-delta starter are sized as conventional three-phase motor conductors.

8.5

MOTOR CONTROL DIAGRAMS

The following provides some basic motor control elementary and
wiring diagrams of the most commonly encountered motor control
requirements for convenient reference. The reader should refer to various motor control manufacturers for more extensive and detailed information that may be required for specific applications. The following
diagrams (Figures 8.8 through 8.17) are courtesy of Square D Company.
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FIGURE 8.8 Standard elementary diagram symbols.
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FIGURE 8.8 Standard elementary diagram symbols. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.8 Standard elementary diagram symbols. (Continued )

FIGURE 8.9 Supplementary contact symbols.
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FIGURE 8.10 Control and power connections—600 V or less, across-theline starters (From NEMA Standard ICS 2-321A.60).
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FIGURE 8.11
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Terminology.
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FIGURE 8.11

Terminology. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.12

Examples of control circuits—elementary diagrams.
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FIGURE 8.12

Examples of control circuits—elementary diagrams. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.12

Examples of control circuits—elementary diagrams. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.12

Examples of control circuits—elementary diagrams. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.12

Examples of control circuits—elementary diagrams. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.12

Examples of control circuits—elementary diagrams. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.12

Examples of control circuits—elementary diagrams. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.12

Examples of control circuits—elementary diagrams. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.12

Examples of control circuits—elementary diagrams. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.12

Examples of control circuits—elementary diagrams. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.12

Examples of control circuits—elementary diagrams. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.13

Examples of overcurrent protection for control circuits.
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FIGURE 8.13
(Continued)
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Examples of overcurrent protection for control circuits.
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FIGURE 8.13
(Continued)

Examples of overcurrent protection for control circuits.
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FIGURE 8.14

AC manual starters and manual motor starting switches.

MANUAL MOTOR STARTING SWITCHES—TYPE K
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FIGURE 8.14

AC manual starters and manual motor starting switches. (Continued )

FRACTIONAL HORSEPOWER MANUAL STARTERS—TYPE F
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FIGURE 8.14

AC manual starters and manual motor starting switches. (Continued )
INTEGRAL HORSEPOWER MANUAL STARTERS—SIZES M-0 AND M-1
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FIGURE 8.14

AC manual starters and manual motor starting switches. (Continued )

INTEGRAL HORSEPOWER MANUAL STARTERS—SIZES M-0 AND M-1
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FIGURE 8.14

AC manual starters and manual motor starting switches. (Continued )

AC REVERSING MANUAL STARTERS AND MANUAL MOTOR STARTING SWITCHES
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FIGURE 8.14

AC manual starters and manual motor starting switches. (Continued )

AC TWO SPEED MANUAL STARTERS AND MANUAL MOTOR STARTING SWITCHES
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FIGURE 8.14

AC manual starters and manual motor starting switches. (Continued )

TWO SPEED MANUAL MOTOR STARTERS—TYPE F
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FIGURE 8.14

AC manual starters and manual motor starting switches. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.15

Medium-voltage motor controllers.
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FIGURE 8.15

Medium-voltage motor controllers. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.15

Medium-voltage motor controllers. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.15

Medium-voltage motor controllers. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.15

Medium-voltage motor controllers. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.16

Reduced-voltage controllers.
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FIGURE 8.16

Reduced-voltage controllers. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.16

Reduced-voltage controllers. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.16

Reduced-voltage controllers. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.16

Reduced-voltage controllers. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.16

Reduced-voltage controllers. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.17

Solid-state reduced-voltage controllers.

FIGURE 8.17

Solid-state reduced-voltage controllers. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.17

Solid-state reduced-voltage controllers. (Continued )
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FIGURE 8.17

Solid-state reduced-voltage controllers. (Continued )
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ELEVATOR RECALL SYSTEMS

Elevator recall systems are discussed here rather than under Fire Alarm
Systems in Chapter 7 because they can be installed as a stand-alone system, even though they are generally a part of a fire alarm system. Also,
several codes are applicable to the installation of these systems, specifically ANSI/ASME A17.1, Safety Code for Elevators and Escalators;
NFPA 72, National Fire Alarm Code; NFPA 13, Standard for Installation of Sprinklers; and NFPA 101, Life Safety Code—to which the
reader is referred for complete details.
Further, applying these codes properly in combination can be problematic (for example, whether sprinklers are present), coupled with the
requirements of the authority having jurisdiction (which are generally
more stringent).
Briefly stated, ANSI/ASME A17.1 is written so as to ensure that an
elevator car will not stop and open the door on a fire-involved floor by
requiring elevators to be recalled nonstop to a designated safe floor
when smoke detectors located in elevator lobbies, other than the designated level, are actuated. When the smoke detector at the designated
level is activated, the cars return to an alternate level approved by the
enforcing authority.
If the elevator is equipped with front and rear doors, it is necessary to
have smoke detectors in both lobbies at the designated level.
Activation of a smoke detector in any elevator machine room, except
a machine room at the designated level, shall cause all elevators having
any equipment located in that machine room, and any associated elevators of a group automatic operation, to return nonstop to the designated
level. When a smoke detector in an elevator machine room is activated
that is at the designated level, with the other conditions being the same
as above, the elevators shall return nonstop to the alternate level, or the
appointed level when approved by the authority having jurisdiction.
NFPA 72 requires that in facilities without a building fire alarm system, these smoke detectors shall be connected to a dedicated fire alarm
system control unit that shall be designated as “elevator recall control
and supervisory panel.” Thus, the stand-alone operation noted previously.
As noted, the foregoing is by no means complete, but captures the
intent and basic cause-and-effect relationship between an elevator recall system’s smoke detectors and elevator operation under the various
stated conditions.
Figure 8.18 shows a typical elevator recall/emergency shutdown
schematic. Please note that the authority having jurisdiction required
that the elevator recall smoke detectors in this application be independent of the building fire alarm system smoke detectors. Figure 8.19
shows a typical elevator hoistway/machine room device installation
detail for the same project application shown in Figure 8.18. Note that
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Typical elevator recall/emergency shutdown schematic.

the fire alarm system is fully addressable and that the elevator machine
rooms are at the designated level for egress.

8.7

MEDIUM-VOLTAGE CABLE AND ENGINEERING DATA

The following provides data on medium-voltage cable and engineering
data. Although it would be nice to provide data for virtually every
requirement, it is not the intent of this handbook. It would be impossible to show all such data. What is provided is most likely to be required
in most situations. You might consider it a more narrow “bell curve” of
data.

Ampacities
Experience has shown that most applications, usually college/university,
hospital, or similar campus situations, involve underground distribution
(conductors in duct bank or direct-buried). The most widely used con-
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FIGURE 8.19
detail.

Typical elevator hoistway/machine room device installation

ductors are EPR-insulted, single conductors paralleled or triplexed, in
conduit or duct bank. They may also be direct-buried or in air. The voltage class is usually 15 kV, although it may typically be 5 to 25 kV. With
these parameters in mind, the following ampacity tables (Table 8.4 and
Figures 8.20 and 8.21) are provided with the installation details upon
which they are based.

Allowable Short-Circuit Currents
As indicated in Chapter 3, short-circuit currents for low-voltage cables
(600 V and below) are not of significant concern for the cable withstand
capability; however, for medium-voltage cable, it is of much greater concern. With this in mind, the following is provided in Figure 8.22.

DC Field Acceptance Testing
It is general practice, and obviously empirical, to relate the field test
voltage upon installation to the final factory-applied DC potentials by
using a factor of 80 percent. Table 8.5 shows these values.
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Typical installations—underground in ducts.
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FIGURE 8.21

Typical installations—direct-buried and in-air.
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FIGURE 8.22
conductors.
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Allowable short-circuit currents for insulated copper
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TABLE 8.4 Triplexed or Paralleled Cable Ampacities, Single Conductors, Copper and Aluminum,
EPR Insulated, 5 to 35 kV
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TABLE 8.4 Triplexed or Paralleled Cable Ampacities, Single Conductors, Copper and Aluminum,
EPR Insulated, 5 to 35 kV (Continued )
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TABLE 8.5 High-Voltage Field Acceptance Test Prior to Being Placed in Service

Installation Practices
Conduits or ducts should be properly constructed having smooth walls
and of adequate size as determined by the overall cable diameter and
recommended percentage fill of conduit area.
For groups or combinations of cables it is recommended that the conduit or tubing be of such size that the sum of the cross-sectional areas of
the individual cables will not be more than the percentage of the interior cross-sectional area of the conduit or tubing as shown in Tables 8.7
through 8.10.

Clearance
Clearance refers to the distance between the uppermost cable in the
conduit and the inner top of the conduit. Clearance should be 1⁄ 4 in at
minimum and up to 1 in for large-cable installations or installations
involving numerous bends. Figure 8.23 shows how it is calculated.
When calculating clearance, ensure all cable diameters are equal. Use
triplexed configuration formula if you are in doubt. Again, the cables
may be of single- or multiple-conductor construction.

Jam Ratio
Jamming is the wedging of three cables lying side by side in a conduit.
This usually occurs when cables are being pulled around bends or when
cables twist.
Jam ratio is calculated by slightly modifying the ratio used to measure
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Jacket Materials—Relative Performance
TABLE 8.6 Jacket Materials Selection Chart—Relative Performance Data

configuration (D/d). A value of 1.05D is used for the inner diameter of
the conduit, because bending a cylinder creates an oval cross-section in
the bend (1.05D/d).
• If 1.05D/d is larger than 3.0, jamming is impossible.
• If 1.05D/d is between 2.8 and 3.0, serious jamming is probable.
• If 1.05D/d is less than 2.5, jamming is impossible but clearance should
be checked.
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TABLE 8.7 Dimensions of Conduit

TABLE 8.8 Maximum Percent Internal Area of Conduit or Tubing

TABLE 8.9 Maximum Percent Internal Diameter of Conduit or Tubing
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TABLE 8.10 Maximum Allowable Diameter (in Inches) of Individual Cables
in Given Size Conduit

Because there are manufacturing tolerances on cable, the actual
overall diameter should be measured prior to computing the jam ratio.

Pulling Tensions
Most major cable manufacturers provide examples of pulling tension
calculations in their catalogs and the reader should refer to these for
preliminary calculations. It is recommended, however, that you provide
to the cable manufacturer that you plan to use the necessary application
data for calculations by them.

Minimum Bending Radii
Refer to Table 8.11 for information on minimum bending radii.
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FIGURE 8.23

Clearance of cables in conduit.
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TABLE 8.11 Minimum Bending Radii—Power and Control Cables
with Metallic Shielding or Armor
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8.8

HARMONIC EFFECTS AND MITIGATION

Introduction
Harmonics are the result of nonlinear loads so prevalent with latetwentieth-century technology. Personal computers, adjustable speed
drives, uninterruptible power supplies, to name a few, all have nonlinear
load characteristics. What all nonlinear loads have in common is that
they convert AC to DC and contain some kind of rectifier.
A sinusoidal system can supply nonsinusoidal current demands
because any nonsinusoidal waveform can be generated by the proper
combination of harmonics of the fundamental frequency. Each harmonic in the combination has a specific amplitude and phase relative to
the fundamental. The particular harmonics drawn by a nonlinear load
are a function of the rectifier circuit and are not affected by the type of
load.

Harmonic Origins
Harmonics have two basic origins—current wave distortion and voltage
wave distortion.
H ARMONICS - PRODUCING

EQUIPMENT

( VOLTAGE

DISTORTION )

Uninterruptible power supplies
Variable-frequency drives
Large battery chargers
Elevators
Synchronous clock systems
Radiology equipment
Large electronic dimming systems
Arc heating devices
H ARMONICS - PRODUCING

EQUIPMENT

( CURRENT

DISTORTION )

Personal computers
Desktop printers
Small battery chargers
Electric-discharge lighting
Electronic/electromagnetic ballasts
Small electronic dimming systems
It should be noted that voltage distortion is more difficult to deal with
because it is system-wide.
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Harmonic Characteristics
• Harmonics are integer multiples of the fundamental frequency.
• First order is the fundamental frequency (e.g., 60 Hz); the second
order is 2 × 60 = 120 Hz; the third order is 3 × 60 = 180 Hz; and so on.
• In three-phase systems, even harmonics cancel; odd harmonics are
additive in the neutral and ground paths.
• Harmonics that are multiples of three are called triplens (i.e., 3rd, 9th,
15th, and so forth).
• Triplen harmonics, particularly the third, cause major problems in
electrical distribution systems.

Problems with Harmonics
• Harmonics do no work, but contribute to the rms current that the system must carry.
• Triplen harmonics are additive in the system neutral.
• These currents return to the transformer source over the neutral and
are dissipated as heat in the transformer, cables, and load devices.

Symptoms of Harmonic Problems
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overheated neutral conductors, panels, and transformers
Premature failure of transformers, generators, and UPS systems
Lost computer data
Interference on communication lines
Operation of protective devices without overload or short circuit
Random component failure in electronic devices
Operating problems with electronic devices not traceable to component problems
Interaction between multiple VFDs throwing off set points
Interaction between UPSs and their supplying generators
System power factor reduction and related system capacity loss
Problems with capacitor operation and life

Harmonic Mitigation
Currently there are no devices that completely eliminate harmonics,
and thus their effects; however, they can be mitigated substantially to
control their deleterious consequences. Essentially, current techniques
consist of accommodating harmonics, and include the following:
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• Increasing neutral sizes, usually doubling feeder neutral sizes and
installing a separate neutral with each single-phase branch circuit of a
three-phase system, effectively a triple-neutral, rather than a single
common neutral of the same size as the phase conductor.
• K-rated transformers.
• Harmonic-rated distribution equipment such as panelboards.
• Passive filters such as phase shifters, phase cancellers, zigzag transformers, and zero-sequence transformers.
• Active filters, electronic, primarily protects upstream equipment/
devices.
• Proper grounding.
• Isolation transformers (electrostatically shielded).
• Motor-generator sets.
• Oversizing equipment.
Most of the above involve “beefing up” to accommodate harmonics.
ACTIVE VERSUS PASSIVE DEVICES

Active Devices
P ROS

Works well for mitigation of harmonics upstream of the device.
Protects the transformer.
C ONS

Expensive.
High maintenance costs.
Uses power.
Works only upstream.
Passive Devices
P ROS

No electronic circuitry.
Very reliable.
C ONS

Work only upstream to accommodate harmonics.
Location is critical.
Phase loads must be balanced.
Can be overloaded.
Dissipate heat.
Require fused disconnect.
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Ultimate/Ideal Solution
The ultimate ideal solution would be:
• Eliminate the production of harmonics at the source (not just accommodate them).
• Be passive and therefore cost-effective, reliable, and efficient.
• Be easily installed and not require protection.
• Handle any load on the distribution system (not require load balancing to be effective).
• Resist overloading (not become a harmonic sink for the rest of the
distribution system).
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Abbreviations, 28–29
AC resistance and reactance, 182
AC single-phase motors, overcurrent protection for, 256
Activities, illumination levels for,
407–410
Air-conditioning systems:
load demands, impact on, 178
load estimates for, 171, 173,
174
Air flow, for generators, 386
Air-handling units (AHUs), packaged rooftop, 503, 504
Allowable Ampacity Tables 310–16
through 310–19, 95
Aluminum bus ducts, weights of,
63
Aluminum cable:
cross-linked polyethylene and
ethylene rubber insulation,
withstand chart for, 224
in magnetic conduit, voltage
drop tables for, 280–284
in nonmagnetic conduit, voltage
drop tables for, 285–289
with paper, rubber, or varnished
cloth insulation, withstand
chart for, 222
with thermoplastic insulation,
withstand chart for, 223
voltage drop table for, DC,
279
American National Standards Institute (ANSI), 451–453

American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating, and AirConditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE), 172
Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA):
fire alarm system requirements,
437, 445–450
mounting height guidelines,
30–32
Americans with Disabilities Act
Accessibility Guidelines
(ADAAG), 445, 450
Ampacity, conductor, 95–110
calculation for, 95, 110
of medium-voltage cable,
551–552, 556–557
selection of, 95
Ampacity tables, 96–101
adjustment factors, 102, 108
conductor applications and insulation, 96–101, 111
for insulated conductors, 103–107
Ampere ratings, standard, 82–84
ANSI/EIA/TIA-568A, 452–453,
467, 469, 482
Apartments, load estimates for, 173
Appliances:
branch-circuit overcurrent protection for, 90
load estimates for, 171, 173
Arcing, 325
Attenuation, of horizontal cable,
453
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Automatic switching:
for elevators, 370–371
for hospitals and health care
facilities, 372
for multiple-service generation,
363–370
Automatic transfer switches, 340
for fire pumps, 500–502
Autotransformers:
buck-boost types, 238–253
zig-zag grounding types, 238, 248,
249
Auxiliary fire alarm systems,
438–439
Backbone:
in blown optical fiber technology,
488
in structured cabling systems,
473–476, 478
Backbone cabling:
between telecommunications
rooms, 459
types, 452
Backbone pathways, 473
interbuilding, 474, 479
intrabuilding, 474
Ballasts, voltage variation effects
on, 275
Bandwidth, of optical fiber cable,
462, 467
Batteries:
for generator starting, 386
for standby power, 360–361
Bend radii, for horizontal pathways,
455, 478
BloLite™, 488, 490–493
Blown optical fiber technology
(BOFT), 488–493
Bonding conductors, ampacity ratings for, 109
Branch circuit conductors:
ampacity and voltage drop,
95
overcurrent device location in,
84, 86

Branch circuits:
coordination studies on, 208
oversizing for voltage drop,
303
Buck-boost autotransformers,
238–253
applications of, 240
connection diagrams, 250–253
cost of, 251
life expectancy of, 251
load data, 241, 248, 250
operation and construction,
240–241
sound levels of, 251
three-phase, 250
Buildings:
cabling systems within, 473
high-rise, water pressure–
boosting power requirements,
175
lightning protection for,
332–333
pathways between, 474, 479
pathways within, 474
sound levels in, 255
special-use, equipment rooms in,
484
star topology wiring systems for,
458–459, 474
working space clearances in,
71
Bus ducts, weights of, 63
Bussman Low-Peak® time-delay
fuse, 237
Busways:
“C” values of, 191–193
low-voltage, R, X, and Z values
for, 196
overcurrent protection for, 92
short-circuit rating standards,
226
voltage drop calculations for,
306–310
Busway taps, overcurrent protection for, 92
Bypass/isolation switch, 340
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Cable:
medium-voltage, 551–563
mineral-insulated, 495–500
termination hardware for, 465
twisted-pair, 454, 459, 461, 462,
467, 469
(See also Fiber-optic cabling;
Horizontal cabling; Structured
cabling systems)
Cable trays, 458
Canadian Standards Association
(CSA), 451
Candela, 403
Candlepower, 403
Category system:
for cable system components,
452–453, 465
for twisted-pair cabling, 461,
467
Caterpillar Generator Sets, 373
Ceilings, reflectance values,
426–427
Central-station fire alarm system,
439
Chart method of short-circuit calculation, 193, 197–204
Checklists, for electrical designer,
1–18
Circuit breakers:
adjustable-trip, 84
for automatic switching,
363–365
coordination studies, 207
current-limiting, 218
fixed thermal-magnetic trip, 214,
216
for ground fault protection,
330–331
molded-case, 228–232
for motor feeder protection,
256
Circuit impedance, coordinating
with short-circuit protection,
217
Circuits:
for fire alarm systems, 440–445
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Circuits (Cont.):
overcurrent protection location,
84–92
Classified locations, mineralinsulated cable for, 498, 500
Class 1, Class 2, and Class 3 circuits,
conductor size minimums,
94
Clearances:
for electrical equipment in working spaces, 70–83
of medium-voltage cable, 558,
562
Code Letter E induction motors,
overcurrent protection for,
256
Coefficient of grounding, 319
Coefficient of utilization,
412–417
Color:
and light, 423–436
lighting fixture effect on, 435,
436
Color coding, for telecommunications wiring, 464, 466,
479
Color rendition, 434, 436
Color temperature, 423
Comité Européen de Normalisation Electrotechnique
(CENELEC), 451–453
Commercial buildings:
radial circuit arrangements in,
160
(See also Buildings)
Commercial power, 340
Computer programs:
for coordination studies,
204
for generator sizing in specific
applications, 373
for three-phase short-circuit calculations, 185
Computer sites, UPS for, 400–401
Condensers, overcurrent protection
for, 257–258
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Conductors:
ampacities, 95–110
applications of, 94–95
bare, 108, 113
compact, fill requirements, 125
construction, 94–95
coordination studies, 207
“C” values of, 191–193
for fire alarm circuits, 442–445
for general wiring, 92–110
insulated, 93–101, 108, 219–224
minimum size of, 93–94
overcurrent protection for, 93, 102
in parallel, 92–93
properties of, 93
short-circuit protection for, 208
600–volt, 194–196
stranded, 92
temperature limitations on,
103–107
withstand ratings, 225
Conduit:
bends in, 455
dimensions and percent area,
table, 113–117
empty and filled, weight comparisons, 64
sizing, for structured cabling systems, 454
Conduit fill information, 113,
125–157
for structured cabling systems, 478
Conduit nipples, 102, 113
Conduit pathways, 486
Connectors:
in blown optical fiber technology,
488
for structured cabling systems,
463–465, 470–472

Contact symbols, 510
Control circuits:
conductor size minimums, 94
elementary diagrams of, 513–523
overcurrent protection for,
524–526
(See also Motor controllers)

Coordination, selective, of overcurrent protection devices,
204–216
Copper bus ducts, weights of, 63
Copper cable:
with cross-linked polyethylene
and ethylene propylene rubber insulation, withstand chart
for, 221
horizontal cabling with, 467,
468
in magnetic conduit, voltage
drop tables for, 291–295
in nonmagnetic conduit, voltage
drop tables for, 296–300
with paper, rubber, or varnished
cloth insulation, withstand
chart, 219
short-circuit currents, allowable,
555
with thermoplastic insulation,
withstand chart for, 220
for voice, 475
voltage drop table for, 290
Cosine law of illumination,
405–407
Cranes, conductor size minimums,
94
Critical load, 386
overcurrent protection for,
399
Cross-connect blocks, 480
Cross-connect fields, 479, 480
Cross-connect jumpers, 460,
480
Current:
asymmetrical, 182–185
let-thru, 236
momentary, 184
short-circuit, 217–218
unequal division of, 93
Current limitation, 218, 226–227
by fuses, 227, 234–238
Current transformers (CTs), burdens on, 324
Current wave distortion, 564
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Data processing equipment, load
estimates for, 171
DC circuits:
medium-voltage cable for, 552,
558
motors on, overcurrent protection for, 257
thermoplastic insulation use in
wet locations, 94–95
Demand, maximum, 177
Demand factors, application of, 172,
176
Derating, 102
Design coordination checklist,
13–15
Design process, information
exchange during, 170
Diagram symbols, 507–509
Distributed secondary network,
168
Distribution systems:
component sizing, 177
voltage tolerance limits,
269–273
Drawing design checklist, 5–7
Dual-source systems, grounding,
329
Duplex connectors, 470–472
Dwelling units, service
conductors and feeders for,
109–110
Egress, illumination for, 341–342
Electrical design professional,
coordination and information
exchange with others, 170
Electrical devices, mounting heights
for, 30–32
Electrical ducts, conductor ampacities for, 96–101
Electrical inspectors, authority of,
69
Electrical metallic tubing, 113
Electrical nonmetallic tubing,
114
Electrical symbols, 19–29
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Electrical systems:
emergency and standby,
339–401
low-voltage, 184
medium-voltage, 184
overcurrent protection device
coordination within, 182,
204–216
short-circuit protection for,
217–238
voltage classes of, 268
Electric signs, conductor size minimums for, 94
Electroendosmosis, 95
Electronic Industries Association
(EIA), 451–453
Elementary diagrams, 512
of control circuits, 513–523
symbols for, 507–509
Elevator recall systems,
550–551
Elevators:
conductor size minimums, 94
emergency power supply for, 342,
370–371
motor overcurrent protection
for, 257
Emergency lighting, 340–342
Emergency power systems,
339–401
definition of, 340
for elevators, 370–371
for fire alarm systems, 445
for fire pumps, 500
general need criteria for,
349–359
for hospitals and health care
facilities, 372
for lighting, 340–342, 360
local generation, 361–362
for power loads, 342
power sources, 349
service connections, multiple,
362–365
state codes and regulations on,
342–348
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Enclosures:
for indoor and outdoor nonhazardous locations, 59
for indoor hazardous locations,
60
working space requirements, 81
Energy Efficient Design of New
Buildings Except New LowRise Residential Buildings,
172
Entrance facilities (EFs), in
telecommunications systems,
473, 483–486
Entrances, to working spaces,
75–78
Equipment:
computer and data-processing,
grounding, 314
distribution, harmonic-rated,
566
harmonic-producing, 564
lightning protection for,
335–336
load estimates for, 171
over 600 volts, nominal, working
space requirements, 80–83
sizes and weights, 62–64
withstand ratings of, 236
working space around, 70–78
Equipment, utilization:
low-voltage-class voltages for,
265
voltage ratings for, 273–274
voltage tolerance limits,
269–272
voltage variation, effect on,
274–278
Equipment cables, 454
Equipment cords, for telecommunications cabling systems, 466,
472
Equipment doors, 71, 74
Equipment grounding, 313–314
Equipment-grounding conductor,
314, 315
in parallel, 92

Equipment rooms, in telecommunications systems, 462, 473, 475,
483, 484
Exhaust from generators, 386
Existing condition service and distribution checklist, 10–12
Existing systems, coordination studies on, 208
Exit lights, 340–342
Fault conditions, bolted threephase, 182
Federal Communications Commission (FCC), 451
Feeder conductors, overcurrent
protection device location in,
84–85
Feeders:
conductor ampacity and voltage
drop, 95
for fire pumps, 496, 499
ground fault protection on, 329
oversizing for voltage drop,
303
medium-voltage cable for, 499
sizes, 311–312
Feeder taps:
overcurrent protection exceptions for, 84–89
rules for, 84–92
Fiber-optic cabling, 452
for backbone cabling, 473, 475,
476
bandwidths, 462, 467
connection hardware, 470
construction of, 472
system topology, 459, 474
termination hardware, 475
TIA-568A-recognized connectors, 463, 464
Filters, passive and active, 566
Fire, electrical symbols for, 24
Fire alarm circuits, conductor size
minimums for, 94
Fire alarm system checklist,
16–18
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Fire alarm systems, 437–450
application tips, 450
basic elements of, 439–440
circuit designations, 440–441
Class A circuit installation,
441–445
classifications of, 438–439
code requirements, 438, 450
and elevator recall systems,
564–565
initiating device circuit performance, 442
notification appliance requirements, 443, 445–448
secondary supply capacity and
sources, 445
signaling line circuits performance, 445
styles of, 441
Fire protection, load estimates for,
171
Fire pump controllers, 501, 502
Fire pumps, 500–502
emergency power supply for, 342,
501
mineral-insulated cable for, 496
power requirements for, 176
step-loading, 501
Fixture wires, dimensions of, 94, 112
Flexible cords, 94, 102
Flexible metallic conduit, 114, 115
Flexible nonmetallic conduit, 115
Flicker problems, 303–310
Floors, reflectance values of, 426–429
Floor systems, cabling, 479, 484, 485
Fluorescent fixtures:
operation data, 435
voltage variation effect on, 275
Food preparation equipment, load
estimates for, 171
Footcandle, 403
Footlambert, 403
Formulas and terms, 61
480Y/277 V, for secondary voltage
distribution, 181
Frequency converters, for UPS, 400
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Fuel, for generators, 361, 386
Fuses:
ampere ratings, 82
coordination studies on, 207
current-limiting, 218, 227,
234–238
for motor feeder protection, 256
time-current characteristic curve
plotting, 214, 215
General Cable Corporation, 488
Generation of power:
local, 361–362, 400
parallel, 366–370
(See also Generators)
Generators:
airflow around, 386
continuous output, 382
diesel-electronic data ratings,
373–381
droop characteristics of, 362
effective SKVA of, 375, 381–383
for emergency lighting, 341
engine selection, 375–380
engine sizing, 375
exhaust from, 386
fuel for, 361, 386
gas-electric data ratings, 374–381
gas turbine–driven, 361
generator set sizing, 381
impedance in, 183
installation considerations,
381–383, 386
load factors of, 374
loads on, 375
mounting of, 386
peak shaving/sharing output, 382
prime output, 382
reactance grounding of, 324
selection of, 362
silicon-controlled rectifiers for,
386
sizing, 373–381, 384–385
standby output, 382–383
starting, 386
weights of, 63
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Generator terminals, overcurrent
protection for, 92
Grounded conductors, and equipment grounding, 314
Grounded neutral conductors, in
parallel, 93
Ground fault currents, return path
for, 313
(See also Grounding)
Ground fault protection,
325–331
sensing faults, 326–330
Ground fault relays (GFRs), 328,
330–331
Ground faults, 325
arcing types, 325
sensing of, 326–330
Grounding, 313–325
equipment grounding, 313–314
grounding-electrode systems,
318–319
and harmonics, 566
lightning protection, 331–338
of low-voltage systems,
314–317
of medium-voltage systems,
319–325
of telecommunications cabling
systems, 473, 486
Grounding conductors, ampacity
ratings for, 109
Grounding-electrode systems,
318–319
Ground return sensing method,
326–327
Ground straps, 326
Harmonic effects, 564–567
mitigation of, 565–567
Hazardous locations:
knockout dimensions for, 60
mineral-insulated cable for, 496,
497
standard enclosures for, 60
Headroom requirements, for working spaces, 76–77

Health care facilities:
emergency power systems for,
372
ground fault protection for, 326
load estimates for, 179–181
Heating devices, voltage variation
effects on, 278
Heating systems, load needs, 171,
178
Heat loss values, 175
Hermetic motors, overcurrent protection for, 257
High-voltage systems, 265
Hoists, conductor size minimums
for, 94
Horizontal cabling:
configuration of, 458–459
copper, 467, 468
lengths of, 460
types of, 452, 454
Hospitals:
emergency power systems for,
372
symbols for, 23
Household fire alarm systems, 438
HVAC systems, electrical systems
for, 178–180
IEEE power system device numbers, 35–57
Illuminance, 403
Illuminating Engineering Society of
North America (IESNA), 172,
407
Illumination, 403–436
conversion factors of, 405
cosine law, 405–407
illuminance level, selecting,
407–410
inverse square law, 405
and light source, transmittance,
and reflectance, relationship
of, 404
for working spaces, 75–76
zonal cavity method of calculating, 410–423
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Impedance, and voltage drop calculations, 303
Incandescent lamps:
flicker from voltage dips, 306–308
voltage variation effects on, 275,
277
Inductive reactance, minimizing differences in, 93
Industrial applications, 90
Initiating devices, for fire alarm systems, 439–443, 445
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), 80, 451
Instrumentation circuits, conductor
size minimums for, 94
Insulated Cable Engineers Association (ICEA), 451
Insulation:
failure of, 325
green, 314
thermoplastic, 94–95
Interbuilding cabling, 474, 479
Intermediate metallic conduit, 114
International Electrotechnical
Commission, 451–453
International Organization for
Standardization (ISO),
451–453
Intrabuilding cabling, 474
Inverse square law, 405
Inverter systems, centralized, 360
Jamming, 558–561
Jockey pumps, 500
Kitchens, commercial, power
requirements in, 176, 179
Knockout dimensions, 60
Laboratories, emergency and
standby power systems for, 342
Lamps (see Lighting fixtures)
Let-thru current:
of current-limiting fuses, 227,
234–238
determining, 236–238
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Life safety, and fire protection,
437
Light, and color, 423–436
Lighting, 403–436
branch circuit overcurrent protection for, 90
exit and emergency, 340–342
illumination, conversion factors,
405
light source illumination, transmittance, and reflectance,
404
load estimates for, 171
unit lighting power allowance,
172
Lighting fixtures:
characteristics of, 423, 432–435
coefficient of utilization of,
412–417
and color, 435, 436
maintenance of, 419
number required, 421–423
selection of, 432–433
voltage variation effects on, 275,
277
Lighting symbols, 19
Lighting systems, voltage dip sensitivity, 303–307
Light loss factor (LLF), 412, 418,
420
Lightning, 331–332
Lightning conductors, 332–333
Lightning protection, 331–338
Liquidtight flexible metallic conduit, 115
Live parts:
guarding and elevating, 81–82
working clearances around, 70,
83
Load:
continuity of, 386 (see also Uninterruptible power supply systems)
critical, 386
preliminary calculations, 170–181
Load dumping, 368
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Load estimates, 171–181
comparison of, 177
and heating, ventilating, and airconditioning system components, 178
Load shed, for fire pumps, 500
Local generation of power, 361–362
Locked-rotor motors, 258
Locking plugs and receptacles, 34
Looped primary circuit arrangement, 167
Low-voltage systems, 268
grounding, 314–317
Lumen, 403
Luminaire dirt depreciation
(LDD), 418–420
Luminance, 403
Luminance ratios, recommended,
434
Luminous intensity, 403
Lux, 403
Main-tie-main configurations, 365
Medium-voltage cable, 551–563
ampacities of, 551–552, 556–570
bending radii, 561, 563
clearance for, 558, 562
DC field acceptance testing, 552,
558
dimensions of, 560–561
feeder sizing with, 499
in-air installations, 554
installation practices, 558
jacket materials, 559
jam ratios for, 558–561
short-circuit currents, allowable,
552, 555
underground installations, 553,
554
voltage drop in, 499
Medium-voltage systems, 268
grounding, 319–325
Mercury lamps, voltage variation
effects on, 275
Metal-halide lamps, voltage variation effects on, 278

Microduct, in blown optical fiber
technology, 488–493
Microprocessors, equipment
grounding systems for, 314
Mineral-insulated (MI) cable,
495–500
for fire pumps, 496
for hazardous locations, 498, 500
size and ampacities of, 497
Momentary current, 184
Motor circuit data sheets, 259–264
Motor circuit taps, overcurrent protection for, 92
Motor control centers, working
space clearances for, 71
Motor controllers:
control and power connections,
510
diagrams of, 507–549
elementary diagrams of, 512–523
medium-voltage, 535–539
reduced-voltage, 540–549
short-circuit test ratings, 227
(See also Control circuits)
Motor feeders, overcurrent protection for, 256–258
Motors:
AC, code letters on, 381
conductor size minimums, 94
coordination studies on, 207
fault current, contribution to,
184–185
impedance in, 183
locked-rotor kilovolt-amperes,
310
nameplate voltage ratings, 274,
275
squirrel cage induction, 381, 383
and UPS, 399–400
voltage tolerance limits, 272, 273
voltage variation effect on, 275
Motor starters, 259–265
wye-delta, 502, 503–506
Mounting heights, 30–32
Multiducts, in blown optical fiber
technology, 488, 491, 492
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Multimode fiber, 452, 476
Multiplexers (MUX), 477, 479
Multi-User Telecommunications
Outlet Assembly (MUTOA),
468
Municipal fire alarm systems, 439
National Electrical Code (NEC),
69, 438
Appendix C, 125–157
grounding requirements of, 313
National Electrical Safety Code, 80
grounding requirements of, 313
National Fire Alarm Code, 445–450
National Fire Protection Association, 69, 451
National Research Council of
Canada, Institute for Research
in Construction (NRC-IRC),
451
NEMA device configurations, 33–34
Network demarcation point, 479
Neutrals, 238, 248
ampacity ratings for, 108–109
grounding of, 314, 316
size of, and harmonic effects, 566
NFPA-70, 69, 438
Nonhazardous locations, standard
enclosures for, 59
Nonlinear loads, harmonic effects
from, 564–567
Nonlocking plugs and receptacles,
configuration chart for, 33
Nonredundant UPS configuration,
387
Notification appliances, for fire
alarm systems, 439–441
audible, 445–447
circuits of, 443, 445
visual, 445, 448
Ohmic method, for three-phase
short-circuit calculations, 185
Ohm’s law, 182–183
One-line diagrams, 204–209
symbols for, 26–27
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120/240–volt, three-wire, singlephase conductors, 109
Optical fiber cabling, 462, 470, 472,
475, 480
(See also Blown optical fiber
technology; Fiber-optic
cabling)
Outside conductors, 88
Overcurrent protection:
ampere ratings, standard, 82–84
for control circuits, 524–526
for motor feeders, 256–258
for transformer primaries and
secondaries, 243
Overcurrent protective devices:
coordination of, 204–216
current-limiting, 218
for fire pumps, 500
IEEE standard numbers for,
35–57
let-thru energy, 218
location in circuit, 82–92
maximum rating or setting for,
232
short-circuit protection from, 182
Packaged rooftop air-handling
units (AHUs) with remote
mounted variable-frequency
drives (VFDs), 503, 504
Parallel, conductors in, 92–93
Parallel generation, 366–370
Patch cables and jumpers, 460, 464
Patch cords, 466, 472
Pathways:
backbone, 473
entrance facility, 473
horizontal, 458–459
separation of telecommunications, 486
Per-unit method, for three-phase
short-circuit calculations, 185
Plugs, locking and nonlocking,
33–34
Plumbing and sanitation, load estimates for, 171
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Point sources, 405
Point-to-point method, for threephase short-circuit calculations, 185–190
Polyphase motors, overcurrent protection for, 256
Power, electrical symbols for, 21
Power lines, separated from
telecommunications pathways,
486
Power sources, dual, 397–399
Primary circuit arrangement,
looped, 167
Primary radial-selective arrangements, 163
Primary-selective circuit arrangement, 166
Prime mover supply choices, 361
Project to do checklist, 2–4
Proprietary supervising station fire
alarm systems, 439
Protected-premises fire alarm systems, 438–440
Pull boxes, 455–457
Pulling tensions, 561
PVC conduit, rigid, 116, 117
PVC conduit, type EB, 117
Raceway fill information, 92–157
NEC Appendix C, 125–157
tables, 96–124
Raceways:
derating factors for, 102
jamming of, 112
as telecommunications cable
pathways, 473
Radial circuit arrangements:
in commercial buildings, 160
common primary feeders, 161
individual primary feeders, 162
Reactance, for short-circuit calculations, 182–185
Reactance grounding, 324
Receptacles:
load estimates for, 173
locking and nonlocking, 33–34

Redundancy, 370
Reflectance, and light source, illumination, and transmittance, 404
Reflectance values, 421, 426–429,
434
Refrigeration, load demands of, 178
Regenerated power, in elevators,
370–371
Relays:
coordination studies on, 207
fault currents at, 324, 325
for multiple-service systems,
363–365
time-current characteristic curve
plotting, 214, 215
Remote annunciation, for fire
pump controllers, 501
Remote supervising-station fire
alarm systems, 439
Residual sensing method, 328–329
Resistance-grounded systems, 317
Resistors, selective fault isolation
with, 324
Rigid metallic conduit, 116
Rigid PVC conduit, 116, 117
Rooms:
cavity ratios, 424–425
luminaires required for, 421–423
surface dirt, 419–420
Root mean square (rms), 218
Secondary network arrangement,
distributed, 168
Secondary-selective circuit arrangements, 164–166
Secondary voltage selection, 181
Security, electrical symbols for, 25
Seismic code requirements, 62,
65–66
Selective coordination studies,
204–216
example, 209–214
short-cut ratio method, 214–216
Selectivity ratio guide, 216
Service connections, multiple,
362–365
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Service continuity, and ground fault
protection, 330
Service disconnects, ground fault
protection for, 325–326
Service-entrance equipment:
for health care facilities, 179–181
overcurrent protection for, 91
Service mains, system power loss
considerations, 170
Short-circuit calculations, 182–204
adding Zs methods, 186
asymmetrical components,
182–185
bolted three-phase fault conditions, 182
short-cut methods, 186, 193
for three-phase systems,
185–186
Short-circuit closing angle, 227
Short-circuit currents, allowable,
552
Short-circuit power factor, 227
Short-circuit protection, withstand
ratings, 217–238
Short-circuit test currents, 234
Signaling circuits:
conductor size minimums, 94
for fire alarm systems, 439–445
Silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCRs),
381, 386
Simplex connectors, 471
Singlemode fiber, 452, 476
Single-phase systems:
buck-boost transformer autotransformer arrangement, 250,
251
voltage nomenclature, 272
Site design checklists, 8–9
Sleeves, in telecommunications
rooms, 473, 477
Slots, in telecommunications rooms,
473, 477
Smoke detectors, 550
Sodium lamps, 278
Sound characteristics, of transformers, 251, 254–256
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Space conditioning, load estimates
for, 171
Spot network, basic, 169
Square D Company, 265, 266–267,
506
Squirrel cage induction motors:
running load on, 381, 383
starter characteristics, 259–265
Standby power systems, 339–401
batteries for, 360–361
definition of, 340
general need criteria, 349–359
for lighting, 340–342, 360
local generation, 361–362
for power loads, 342
power sources, 349
service connections, multiple,
362–365
Starters:
manual, 527–534
reduced-voltage, 502
Star topology:
for backbone wiring, 474
for horizontal cabling, 458–459
States, emergency power codes and
regulations, 342–348
Steady-state condition, 182–184
Storage batteries, 341
Stranded conductors, 92
Structured cabling systems, 450–487
backbone system for, 473–476, 478
connectors, 463–465, 470, 471
elements of, 451
entrance facilities (EFs), 483–485
equipment rooms (ERs), 483, 484
floor sleeves and slots, 497
industry standards, 452–453
optical fibers in, 472
patch cords, 466, 472
power line separation, 486
specifications, 454–458
telecommunications room (TR),
479–482
topology, 458–459
twisted-pair, 461, 462, 467, 469
(See also Horizontal cabling)
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Structures, lightning protection for,
332–333
Substations, outdoor, groundingelectrode systems for, 318
Subtransient reactance, 183
Supply-side equipment, safety
requirements for, 80
Switchboards, working space clearances for, 75, 81
Switches:
automatic transfer types, 340
bypass/isolation types, 340
electrical symbols for, 20
fusible, for ground fault protection, 331
manual motor starting, 527–534
withstand test requirements,
233
Synchronous reactance, 184
System configurations, 159–169
System power losses, and service
main sizing, 170
Tables, on conduit fill and tubing,
96–157
Tape drives, feeder sizing for, 258
Tasks, illumination levels for,
407–410
Telecommunications cable (see
Structured cabling systems)
Telecommunications Industry
Association/Electronic Industries Alliance (TIA/EIA),
451–453
Telecommunications pathways, separation from power lines, 486
Telecommunications room (TR):
in backbone system, 459, 473,
475
connections in, 458–459, 479
industry standards, 482
size/space requirements, 480
temperature requirements, 479
typical layout, 481
Temperature compatibility, and
allowable ampacities, 102

Temperature limitations:
on cable, 479
on conductors, 103–107
for equipment rooms, 483
Temperature ratings, of transformers, 254
Termination hardware:
for category-rated cabling systems, 465
of fiber-optic cabling, 475
Thermoplastic insulation, 94–95
Three-phase systems:
buck-boost transformer autotransformer arrangement, 253
grounding of, 316
voltage nomenclature, 272
Thunderstorms, frequency of,
332–334
Time-current curves:
for coordination studies, 204
examples of, 210–215
Torque, of motor starters, 259
Transfer devices, 363–369
Transfer pair, 365
Transfer switches, 397–399
Transformers:
auto zig-zag grounding types,
238, 248, 249
buck-boost types, 238–253
connections of, 245–247, 268
coordination studies on, 207
electrical characteristics of,
238–253
full-load current, three-phase,
self-cooled ratings, 239
isolation, 566
K-rated, 566
medium-voltage-class voltages
for, 268
overcurrent protection for, 243
secondary short-circuit capacity
of, 205–206
sound characteristics of, 254–256
thermal characteristics of,
254–255
three-phase, 240
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Transformers (Cont.):
transformer loss and impedance
data, 240–242
voltage drop calculations for,
301–309
weights of, 63
Transformer secondary conductors,
89–91
Transient reactance, 183–184
Transmission substations, 268
Transmittance, and light source,
illumination, and reflectance,
relationship of, 404
Transportation within buildings,
load estimates for, 171
Triplen harmonic currents, 93
Tubing, dimensions and percent
area, table, 113–117
Twisted-pair cable, 454, 459, 461,
462, 467, 469, 475, 480
208Y/120–V, for secondary voltage
distribution, 181
Ufer ground, 318
UL Master Label System, 338
Ungrounded systems, 316
Uninterruptible power supply
(UPS) systems, 340, 341,
386–401
application of, 391
bypass provisions, 399
cold standby redundant configuration, 387–389
definition of, 386–387
distribution systems, 399–400
with dual utility sources and
static transfer switches,
397–399
400–Hz power distribution systems, 400–401
frequency converters, 400
hot-tied-bus systems, 394, 396
isolated redundant configuration, 390–391, 395
nonredundant configuration, 387,
388
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Uninterruptible power supply
(UPS) systems (Cont.):
parallel configuration, 389–390,
392, 393
redundant systems, 392–395, 397
single-module system, 391
60–Hz power distribution systems, 391–399
superredundant parallel systems—hot-tied-bus system,
397
tandem systems, 394, 395
UPS module, 387
United States:
emergency power system regulations, 342–348
seismic zone map, 65
thunderstorm days map, 334
voltages in, standard, nominal,
265–268, 270–271
Unit equipment, for emergency
lighting, 342
Unit lighting power allowance
(ULPA), 172
UPS (see Uninterruptible power
supply systems)
UPS module, 387
Utilities, rate structures and classes
of, 170
Utilization equipment (see Equipment, utilization)
Variable-frequency drives (VFDs),
remote mounted, 503, 504
Variable-speed motor controls, 381
Vectorial summation methods, for
sensing ground faults, 329
Ventilating systems, load demand,
178
Voltage:
applied, and let-thru performance of fuses, 227
in foreign countries, 269
reference, for coordination studies, 208
standard, 265–278
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Voltage (Cont.):
system tolerance limits, 269–273
system voltage classes, 265, 268
U.S. standard, 265–268, 270–271
variations in, 274–278
Voltage dip, 303–310
of generators, 375
Voltage drop, 278–309
ANSI/NFPA 70–1996 and NEC
recommendations on, 170, 303
and battery capacity, 361
calculations of, 278–309
for fire pump wiring, 500
of medium-voltage cable, 499
tables of, 279–300, 302, 304–305
Voltage ratings, for utilization
equipment, 274
Voltage selection, secondary, 181
Voltage wave distortion, 564
Water-heating systems, power
requirements for, 175
Water pipes, as grounding electrodes, 318, 319
Water pressure–boosting systems,
power requirements for, 175
Wet locations, thermoplastic insulation for, 95
Wiring, conductors for, 92–110

Wiring diagrams, 511
contact symbols, 510
for motor control, 507–549
symbols on, 25, 507–510
terminology, 511–512
Wiring symbols, 25, 507–510
Withstand ratings, 207, 217–238
Work areas (WAs), in telecommunications cabling, 458–460, 462,
468
Working space, 52–59
Wound-rotor motors, overcurrent
protection for, 256
Wye-delta motor starters, 503,
505–506
Zero-sequence sensing method,
326–328
Zonal cavity method, for calculating illumination, 410–423
coefficient of utilization for,
412–417
light loss factor, 412, 418
luminaire dirt depreciation,
418–420
luminaires, number required,
421–423
room surface dirt, 419–420
Zone interlocking, 330–331
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